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After comleting a course or studv in architecture and

civic design as an Iraqi government student at Liverpool

University, I was allowed to continue architectural studies

with the object of becoming better acquainted with tes era

scholarship and library facilitiesind the rtsut of this

study is to br ted as a hD. dissertation,

The impact of northern civilisation is bringing a definite

transitional perivd of change in edatcrranean countries in

general and non-Suropean Mediterranean latitudes, referred to

as sear East in particular. The confused styles of present

buildings ad the urgent need £ r new achemen in the near

future demand that some nttenpt should be made to relate this

materi1 progress of our present oivilisation t& climatic envi-

reanment and hu an culture. The attempt in the following approach

is to cover the gtneral and particular significance of climnte

iU architecture, since it is felt that this approach would be

more of a comprehensive attitudc to a sucject that has not yet

been duly looked into.

The first part of the dissertation is devoted to an attempt

to define what makes architecture an art of human expression.

This seemed necessary zs the recognised banes to help in the

attempt of relating the values or hwman association, time and



apace in a comprehensive view of understanding the artistic

ideas implicit in architectural expression.

The climate and geographical setting of the Mediterranean

region in relation to its culture and civilisation forms the

scope of the sccond part.

sources of information are referre to in footnotes and

the bibliography. It isl impossible to review these eferens

since such a task faiIs outaide a prefae, but in connection

with editerranean geographic conditions and its relation to

ancient history the wo, of CSemple was particularly valuatble

In an address The geographical study of Greek and Roman culture"

4.LMyre sreses he eedforwese8urop,,ean rsch olarshtip to

relate classical studies to their geograhical enviroent ot

only in Greece and Rome but the Mediterranean as a we;th

Fraerecture of J.L,,. Myres 194 in abridge was mos Interest-

tug and sti ltn sasmahtcsudy of the eracla pri

mary Mediterranean aociety. ore reivant to "-stemconitions

wias the wr of' ).G h4,ogath anrd the rce nt a"]mntaltopgahc

tudiesofU usi asa nwcntrbutonto the gorP hy of the
eastern Mediterrne fn in North Arabia

The third part is a discussionori dev tien

in architectare pointing out the signIicance of c

mate has had a deep social significan gh d

i i .rtan torltsaned discuss thee nflue .nceSw ithr

gard to the imilar celimtic of the psn. roughout

=53
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the changes and styles, it is possible to trace a dominent theme

which varies in pattern according to local and topographical con-

ditions, This Mediterranean theme proper is to be taken to cor-

respond to a unity of climate in a subtropical latitude known as

"Mediterranean which is particuiarly distinct in the eastern and

southern lands of the editerranean.

Ancient, Christian 'nd Islamic are the chapt: r of this

historical discussion. The latter two, uhr stian and Islamic art

correspond in general to the regional distribution of an eastern,

southern Arab-Islamic crescent and a north-western Mediterranean

Christian zone.

The Renaissance is included as a second phase of Christian

architecture since it more represents the spirit of the north-

western mediterranean. Alberti 's wor has been discussed in

detail because of its relevance to Mediterranean climatic prac-

tice.

The valuable scholarly work of archaeological expeditions

forms a reservoir of material recording monuments and topographic

conditions of site. These with other folio works of architectural

interest listed in thO bibliography were' studied.

Emphasising the scope c awaited organized and scholarly

architectural exeditions in studying and recording local chrae-

ter andandndscape architecture with the purpose of acquiring

sensitive relationship between buildings and their details to

- -- I ajmq -
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climate and topographic site condition to the need of revived

and well nourished artistic continuity.

Islamic architecture ha hardly been studied with due

regard to the importance of relating it to Mediterranean climatic

conditions, and an attempt has been made in this part to reveal

some of its characteristics and decorative work in relation to

building material and climatic environment. With regard to the

written sources for this historic part, Atkinson and Bagenal's

"Theory and Elements of Architecture4 was one of the few works

dealing with the relationsh'p of buihding material to climate,

Adrian stokes' love for stone In the quality of Mediterranean

light was a stimulating and inspiring imaginative source of

architeotural poetry relevant to its meaning in the rocky Mediter-

ranean basin of Southern Europe. An illuminating article on

Colour in Architecture by WHervey was relevant to the arid Cli-

matic conditions of the Mediterranean,

The fourth part discusses architectural and town planning

problems of the present in the light of better future possibili-

ties, starting with cultivating and adjusting a pier relation

between man and environment and ite direct and indirect effect

on architectural appreciation and syxbolio regional expressiondesign

in art, the scope of co-ordinated regional planning and landscape

in the present transition is there dealt with. The awaited

material prospect offers possibilities which with the advance of
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aoaer technics and scientific research work should enable, not

destroy the eympathetic relation of buildings and settle-ents

to environment. Relating clirate to civic and rural design is a

regional cha racter o f healthy indi -enous grow th that should not

be overlooked in favour of confused modernism rosterd by the

alien impact of Nurthern latitude conditions.

There has been no attempt that I know of relating cultural

expression in architecture to the scope of regional planning.

Ecomn io co-ordination for itproved health and agricultural pro-

jects would obvt usly suggest themselves; the example of the

Tenne see Val ey has been recently discussed; also international
reports and

Housing and Town Planning oon/erences/on the more important work

of acean on the economic scope of regional laInning are only par-

ticular aspects which are hardly concerned with civic and rural

character it!n revance to climatic and regional buiding condi-

tions.

These with the many architectural und civil engineering pe-

xiedicals on Leediterranetn countries provided the written source

for surveying the *'%odern0 trend and its reflection and formed

the basis of an attenmpte constructive criticism which is directed

towards a better architectural potentiality.

The chapter on building material discusses the relation of

efficiency to colour and texture of building material and the

relation of such practical and aesthetic consideration to the

ILa
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significance of climate and light. The use of primary build-

ing material and the prospect of prticular scientific research

is pointed out. Problems related to brick structures nd the

value of the right use of reinforced concrete to prsserve and

continue brick tradition re discussed.

I learned guite early from Mtr Carter of the R.I.B.A. how

s canty is the inforra tion regarding cima t c con i de tins in
in the Near East.

architecture 7$cattered echnicl infor atien pper in various

health and sanitation reports whoic present interesting data.

In the course of visitsand enquiries to the tibrary of the Well-

come Bureau of Scientific Research ,nd colonial library I had

access to hea lth nd ome technical reports, am those referred

to is tht o1 the advisory reports on town jlannin i Paletine,

In COfnnmtion with this chapter and also an early reference to

brick structurl problems I am indebted to an ddress by Mr.

T. .Rbmond and followed by a discussion on builaing methods in
this

gy pt;XrfxxER add e a which was brought to my attenti n by

kr IJ.Bagenal t a reply to a letter of on utry at the Builling

Reserch Station.

The last chaptet is Sn ettempt to relate theory of climate

to the elements of architectural design. Throuhout th. work it

has been difficult to avoid repetition rnd .pression has some-

tie ns or ed rn ostcle :hich I hoe will nct detract from the

argument
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ust aions re groued together as an avgendte with

r~eevnt notes to ).llustratVe the inafli c itl *te n a-

IhiTteeutural ohwrOter. 11 mIt- , di ttn t a rchtteeture has

been ain iy illunroted atnee this asreot of the work is not

famnitar, and so of he interber vien*of .oes e nd sathns

have nevor been pub i d befori.1. be -r tbosv I a tnt etd to

wy brother Dr AtZiz kaktye whe & otct tlth the mrioua de-
in Iraq

artments of educatin nd ot i va/ onde it E, se to

tnclud' these 1 htota phs flnd oth:er illuatreted yiubticttions

in the btblio-raphy. Rfp4UutionL trom varbua book have been

prepared With the id. periatior. ot thc Cambid Univeratty

Library, the ViMtla and lbert >usrum ad th- Bodlean Librtry

ofd. I am nery gra teful tor the opor tunity t studying the

listed olio publications mainly in the Qambridge Lib'ry, the

kuseum at Glataial Archaeology and the Library of the soeiety

for the Prootion of Htellenic tutdies The eat two provided

easy access to volto volueik ao toporaphical measured work snd

architectural soulptural detatIls.

B$ooks which were unavaiInble a t the Oambridge Lb ry or

unfortunately destroyed by war daage at the British Qaeu Were

fortunately found tet z ellent art library of the Victoria

and Albert useum. With regard to mode practice in bedterranea.

countries, i sade use t the varotus archttecturl periodicals

stared during war time in the basm4ent of ihe .I.b.A. Also

their jeistally arranged eatalague proved aost helpful.

a-Ago ON 4 low Al Wo
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hater One

I1WriOilCTION TO AROBIThGTURS

The importance and significance of a philosophio under-
standing of architecture in relation to the present,
The meaning in architectural "fine" expression is a, syn-
thesis of expression human values relevant to (1) Society,
(2) Timse, and (Q) Space.

(1) Architecture andZSociety Ethical values;
The relationship of.-the individual to a society
and of that sooiety to humanity. Architecture is
a tangible ans of expressing 'ethical values'.
Relevance to the meaning of "fine art" in archi-
tecture. Plato on the reflection of "the good"
in the arts. The effect of ethical values on the
scale and omposition of buildings: intellect and
htusan purpose in the arts.

(2) Architecture and Time: Traditional values;
The individual and the familyinTthe concept of
time& the process of tranaission, continuity and
reaction. The value of time in architectural
expression. Amenities. Objective quality of
beauty and the subjective data. Inter-relation
of theory and history of architecture in the con-
tinuous process.

(3) Axchtitecture and 8pace: Cultural values:
Relation of time to enviroment; space, time
and architecture. The physical and spiritual
values of environnent in everyday living; nature
an eternal source of inspiration. Artistic
creation alt the response to physical and cli-
matic environment. The particular pattern and
the objective concept of beauty. Regional
character and the vernacular quality of theme
and variation; accepting climatic and physical
limitation of space is a regional theme cap-
able of infinite yet indigenous variations.
Alien influences and their effect on regional
character. Revival and continuation of art.
Response to environment. Relation 9$ geographic
studies to landscape.



INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURI

Architecture is an art of expression in visible three

dimensional structures we call buildings. Architecture deals

with buildings but buildings do not necessarily make a work of

architecture. If we ask ourselves 'what makes a building a

work of art' then we must seek the underlying meaning which is

reflected in the eprassion. The inteAr-relationship of meaning

and expression must always be realised. This period of confusion

and mannerisms reflects the complexity of the present society,

A discussion of the idea of architecture is bound to enter many

other spheres of thought and activ ity. The practical use of
discussing' the ideal' is to s timulate an under stand ing of the

artistic and human approach towards architecture, Otherwise

human energy and thought have a tendency to drift into expression

which would lack the quality of a work of fine art however

dazzling quantitatively such expression might appear. The art

of architecture derives its meaning first because it is related

to people; and thus ethical values are involved. Secondly,

people in a society are part of past and fvuture and therefore

their activities are related to time, Thirdly, society exists

in a climatic space and this involves its cultural relationship

to environment. Thus the art of architecture first and foremost

is necessarily linked with these three primary values, ethical,

traditional and cultural. By paying more attention to these
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criteria for objective judgment, we are less likely to be

influenced by personal prejudice, cultural dogma or changing

fashion. When a more fully co-ordinated view of fundamntal

values is observed, then criticism will be more and more oon-

structive,

Architecture and society

The individual makes the world; he is an entity within a

series of ever widening horizons. He is a member of a group

within a society which belongs to a speeific region; in turn

the region is a part of the world in space; and the world in

space is part of humanity at large in time past and future. The

particular group must always bear a relationship with a wider

concept in order to contribute to a harmonious whole,

Art should flourish so that the particular individual within

a group may give tangible expression to this purpose. This idea

of representation has been a part of humanity in every time and

space. In the most primitive Spciety the ritual and symbolic

can be assigned to the beginning of a formative art, Hence

religious buildings are the primary source of architectural

art study. Though such buildings are of major interest in the

art of architecture it is also important to understand the

ethical values that underlie any other building, A group of

buildings denotes a group of people. Just as the behaviour of

people makes a society, so the visible expression of a particular
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building bears a relationship to the village or town society.

In a building or group, village or town, rural or civia art,

there is an underlying purpose that makes some village mosque

or church a wok of art. What sometimes makes the monumental

in architecture is the symbolic expression of the 'ethical

values' attached to its purpose. In villages or small towns,

there is often a representation in idea and practice of a

comaunity largely imbued with an inherent sense of composite

relationship. In our resort to knowledge we must cultivate our

sense of valuation of the good and attempt to pursue its expres-

sion. In an advanced society, therefore, responsibility for

various activities is distributed amongst those whose vocation

it is to master a certain craft of profession. If the artist

builder or architect is to assume responsibility, then it is

essential that he observes the reflected ethical values if his

building is to be a 'work of fine art', Hence there arises in

this connection the relationship with that word *Soalet which is

at once both familiar and difficult to define. Many humble

buildings have the quality of 'fine art' because of the exact

relation they bear to the purpose of human living. This charac-

terises the aesthetic composition and marks resentment against

standardisation and indiscriminate copying. The right sense of

scale in a particular pattern works towards a permanent apprecia-

tion of architecture. It follows that the aesthetic training of

an architect must include a discussion of the idea and purpose

of buildings. By these means he will be in a better position
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to cultivate the right inspiration. )arly in history Plato e-

phaises the responsibility of learned citizens acting in public

capaoty to carry into expressioln the Idea of 'the good'.

"Then we mst speak to our poets and aompl them to
impress upon their poems only the image of the good, or
not to make poetry in our city. Andwe met speak to the
other oraftsmen and forbid them to leave the impresn
of that which is evil in eheracter, unrestrained, man aw4
ugly, on their likenesses of living oreaturesoor their
houses, or on anything else which they maket He that an-
not obey met not be allowed to ply his trade in our city,
For we would not have our guardians reared among images of et
as in a foul pasture, and there day by day and little by
little gather many impressions frow all that surrounds them,
taking them all in until at last a great massof evil
gathere in their inmost souls, and they know it not, No,
we mst seek out those craftamen the have the happy gift of
tracing out the nature of the fair and grasef, that our
young men may dwell as in a health-giving region where all
that surrounds them is beneficent, whensoever from fair
works of art there smite upon their eyes and ears an
affluence like a wind bringing health and happy regions,
whith, though they know it not, leads them from their
earliest years into likeness ad friedship and harmony
with the principle of beauty. 4

Architecture bears a heavier burden of responsibility than

the other arts since it is expressed through a medim ofr mo

or less permanent character. The architect cannot afford to be

an impressionist or a surrealist. While a canvas can be easily

ignored or destroyed, this is not the case with a building, It

is impossible to ignore the visible presence of a building, The

first and normal approach to the problem sbould lie in that ob-

servance of intrinsic quality in relation to scale whieh provides

an inner meaning to outward form. The aggressive and Mnyngthe-

tic quality inma buildings today is the result of ignoring

(1) Plato, Republic III (401)
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the necessity for observing these fundamental human values.

Intellect without reverence is not capable of prodning a work

of art; neither emotional fantasy nor superficial romanticism

lo in a position to produce something worthy of permsnent appre-

ciation. Aherence to ethical values would express itself in an

intrinsic civility refleoted in the maner and order of grouping

and association of various buildings to correspond with a greater

whole. Thus the idea of unity would find ita meaning simply and

naturally without any need for aborate rules,

The question might be asked as to the service of beauty in

human happiness. this question has been answered already in the

discussion on beauty in arehitecture as the tangible expression
in

of the good. When the human mind is not/a contemplative mood,

the senses, consciously orsubconsciously, are aware of environ-

ment. It is not neessary at such a time to think of the beauti-

ful, instead we take it for granted. The more beauty we are

allowed to see, the more cwnce we have of stimulating our poten-

tial awareness to it. It we become acoustomedto good aie

and poetry, then in time we tend to resent hard meaningless and

superficial composition. Reflected beauty is one of the greatest

human needs. It represents the spiritual idea of God andt thu

helps us to live the 'good life'. Analysis and diligent *on-

sciousness to study and observe beauty is the prime concern of

the architect;s as an artist bestowing his gifts to his people.

Por those to whom the aesthetic appeal is not developed, reflected

beauty will stand as a reminder and associated exampleof the
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true and the good. In this respect fine quality in architecture

will contribute greatly to the welfare and spiritual riches of a

human being. In the space he occopies, in the street in which

he walks, and in the square where he congregates, it sets before

him a visible medium of composition in three dimensions: it is

at once evidence of a tangible expression of beauty which he in

herently and spiritually recognises.

Because beauty is good, the human intellect will always be

directed towards it thereby working for the spiritual welfare

not only of itself but of humanity as a whole. Man is at his

best and so he is happy when emotion and intellect are fused

to fulfil his purpose. In art and general attitude towards

life, the individual tends to become more self sufficient, there-

by contributing towards his own society and the world at large,

To depend solely on the services of intellect is to reduce mU

to the level of a machine and a slave. There will be no limit

to his atbitious power and quantitative argument. When seienti-

ftio thought and outlook is divorced from art and human values

there is a lurking danger of a Frankenstein,

Thus so far the purpose has been to appreciate the underly-

ing implication of spiritual values relevant to the individual
to

and people and their effect on architectural sensitiveness proper/

considerations of scale, character and site. Per instanoe in an

urban society this appreciation will help to mould and relate the

diverse elements into one idea of a living entity - will set up
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a code of manners and an idea of order for a spiritual harmony

and stability.

Architecture and time

Past, present and future is the concept of time; any

society, anywhere, ary time is part of a past flowing into the

future. Thie continuous process is brought about through the

life of the individual. The family forms the chain through

which the individual is linked to the past by his relationship

to his parents, and to the future through his own children. The

smallest society is therefore the family which in itself repre-

sents the microcosm of a continuous humanity. The various eyeles

of humn growth, old, young and infants, are all to be found at

the same time, and they need to be catered for as such, Here

the problem is not one of numbers only, but of different groups

within the whole,

Each individual within his family society plays his part as

an effective member in shaping his surroundings through the period

in which he lives. He receives the accumulation of the past from

his parents and in turn transmits this legacy enriched by his own

life and experience to future generations, It is a part of the

natural order that he would so transmit the best in idea and

practice. What he would have wished if he had to live his life

over again would be the legacy of purpose he would leave behind

to those to whom he is closely related. This instinct is part
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of the continuous process of life sad progress, It is the ideal

underlying the natural order and evolution relevant to human

progress, However, the impact of external forces often handi-

caps the realisation of such a smooth normal order, The various

degrees and intensity of reaction works as a major factor in

the ensuing struggle to better or worse. In the state of any

reaction it is imperative to keep hold of living values in rela-

tion to the individual and society, values that would inspire

that cultivation which in turn can keep alive an idea of a

broader and better conceived humanity.

Our respect and attachment to the past, thus, becomes

humanity itself. The kind of respect we hope for ourselves in.

the future will be revealed in that same recognition we accord

to past generations, This i-Material rewart and acclaim has a

spiritual and inspirational value for the arts. Through it we

live our own lifetime fully and copletely since the merely

physical existence has been endowed with an enlightened soul.

This quality distinguishes human beings from the animal world,

If we seek a wider concept of past and future in our

artistic expression, as we must, then we must be inspired to

reflect it. Art thus becomes the medium to Symbolise time.

this is the meaning of those 'eternal' and 'universal' quali-

ties always associated with art, The importance attached to the

historic is never a simple material or quantitative inveetiga-

tion. It kindles a spiritual valuation and objectivity that
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are sometimes dismissed as useless by hasty opinion. This

aesthetio-spiritual value of time partly inspires our loyalty

to historic buildings even when they have little reflected

beauty. In this sense it seems that time is the 'beautiful',

Such loyalty should inspire the present period with a greater

sense of responsibility irn fusing contemporary fashion with

more 6f the timeless ar tistic quality. Human culture demands

the cultivation of this time sense in our present civilisation,

Time lives in bui ldings, and whether consciously or not they

help to link us with the past, The visual expression of the

value of time gives individuality to the building, or group of

buildings that makes the site of village, town or city. The

achievements of past citizens are found within the walls and

streets, and no two towns will be exactly alike since the same

society could never exist in two places at the sawe time,

Because beauty in architecture is not determined by a

period of history, it follows that when we look at a good build-

ing and see excellenee, our appreciation is not dependent on the

century or other informative dates: though these will serve

another purpose by fixing our investigation and giving informa-

tion that will help UP to systematise and classify our knowledge,

If a building of the past is beautiful it then follows that its

beauty is an eternal quality. In the same way if a bunch of

flowers, or a tree, perfect in theimelves could accompany us at

any time and in any place, then a well designed lamp post in a

street or an article of furniture in an interior should inspire
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the same feeling, Beautiful buildings are those which bear

frequent inspection and still remain beautiful though such

qualities as they possessed appear to have been achieved by

the simplest means. It is this virtue of permanenoe in

appreciation and lasting inherent recognition that distinguishes

the better forms in Art,

If the history of architecture is to be studied as an art,

it cannot be separated from the theory of design. If art is to

develop and shapes express a sensitive meaning, it is necessary

to be familiar with historic forms. Art, therefore, becomes

primarily the study of its history, This is true not only in the

legacies of centuries of technical development but more parti-

cularly in the sensitive artistic corposition of shape, form,

colour and texture that underlay various styles and develop-

ments. When architects dismiss or are unsympathetic towards

the study and analysis of past architectural form and composi-

tion, they have less regard for architecture as the record of

human artistic achievement. They would lack the power of compos-

ing elements of design. As in literature, mastery of word com-

position and fine meaning is developed by familiar reading of

the great works, so with architectural design we must absorb

the work of past methods of composition ift we are to release

our own genius. Something startling, new and original does

not necessarily mean progress, in fact we are even now in

danger of a decline in the arts,
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Artistic scholarship in the history of architecture does

not only make the ac quaintance of the art of the past but it

also relates the comnon bases of human artistic achievement to

the present. Without ouch an attitude, there is a danger of

breaking the link in the continuous process of progressive

tradition for the sake of indulging in fashionable building

experiments. Such a definite break in the arts would have to

run its course and leave a trail of unworthy creation in visible

surroundings. Looking back, then, should act as a spur to the

aw of human knowledge and the serious thinkers so that they

may gather the necessary force and strength to move forward ob-

jectively. A time of &harpene tendencies consolidated more in

opposing views and thoughts as for instance 'modernism' versus

'traditionalism' 1s bound to emerge. Looking into the past in

times of conflict will benefit humanity since it might supply

the impetus for a revived constructive attitude. A resort to

the style of the past without fully understanding their meaning

and expression results in counterfeit versions which e asily lend

themselves to attack and reaction. To impose the stylistic manner

of the past without being versed in the conditions and limita-

tions of its growth would be to create expression divorced from

the essential real meaning.

Architecture and a ae environment

Man's relationships with his fellow men at any time besides

being linked with past and future are related to a definite space
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and environment, Nature provides the permanent setting for human

life and activities, Thus the subject matter of history is

botnd u with geography. And history as well as the present is

simplified by the acceptance of its environent. Continuity

is therefore assured, It is unwise to uproot ourselves from

our physical surroundings, as such a course reflects an unhealthy

attitude to life,

In cultivating our vision and ideas with understanding of

nature, we are less likely to drift towards stagnant tradition,

mystic fantasies or any excessive intellectual abstraction. How-

ever ingenious or skilful some creations of the human mind might

appear, we feel the lack of a fine art quality. If we are to

have this fine quality it is directly essential for us to derive

artistic inspiration by the resort to a genuine understanding

or sympathetic observation of nature. We can only master nature

by first understanding her. Such understanding would be reveal-

ed directly or indirectly in our creations.

By referring to tradition in the light of geographical en-

vironmaent insteal of dealing 1With the two separate aspects of

history and geography we benefit by a more critical constructive

approach to architecture, by means of geography we en understand

history; correspondingly we should know space by means of time.

History and geography are brought into close relationship in

any attempt to unfold the human story of the past, to learn its

meaning or to derive its essential lessons thereby more nearly
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approaching our own objective ideal. Values of time and space

are thus closely interrelated in the art of architecture.

Besides the source of food, shelter and clothing for our

material existence, there is a sense of spiritual association

which not only recognises the abundance of ature's gifts but

also the source of beauty essential to complete human living.

It is in nature and beauty that we find a cultural and oivilis-

ing value. Man's lust for material power alone is dangerous,

since it will always fail to satisfy completely. In nature

there is beauty for all to enjoy provided we respond in the

right way. Our response should lead to understanding in itself

our most treasured possession, a vigorous and genuine source of

inspiration to be reflected in our own creation. This will help

us to understand and detect the inspired artistic work of the

past.

A work of art is the image of some object. It is only

through close acquaintance and familiarity With the object that

we can truly appreciate the value of the image. It is possible

to enter into lengthy and infinite discussions about the image

and the various factors in its development, but all these will

be merely interes ting inforaative data, unless we derive inspira~

tion from the object which is always with us provided we have

eyes to see. The same air, light, sky, trees, flowers and animals

that inspired artists of the past will do the same for present
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and future times. No period stands in greater need of such

inspiration than the present if we are to eVte lasting works

of fine art and absorb the wealth of the historic past into our

aesthetic tradition.

It is obvious that natural environment differs in various

localities and that climate is a determining factor in the topo-

graphy and physical character of environment. It is a part of

the natural order that human responsibility uist be firmly

attached to a specific S#=XZ environment. The making of a

general is dependent on various particulars and therefore the

whole wealth of a more widespread and cultured humanity depends

on the response of human beings to their various localities.

Local beauty adds to the wealth of art, both natural and ac-

quired. Thus the particular and the general will be happily

interwoven in the patterns created by response to varied natural

surroundings. The true and logical outcome of such response
that

will be/varied expression which is often referred to as the

cultural attainment and contribution of a locality or nation.

This is the substance of a 'national' culture. The expression

of these various national culture patterns is fused by the

underlying ethical purpose common to all humanity which has

been discussed already as an objective universality. The harmony

of various cultural expressions in architecture is not expressed

in any fixed similarity but through a genuine response to natural

environment. Thus the artist finds an essential harmony in those
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striking differences between northern and southern architectural

expression which are chiefly based on the right response to a

different climatic environment,

If we are to achieve a cultural expression in art, then we

must first look for its primary substance, This lies in accept-

ing the local geographic pattern and in attempting to understand

it both physically and contemplatively. The result will be fine

expression invigorated and blessed with the quality of permanence.

Buildings are a symbol of man, and man's life ina certain place;

art unt onern itself fundamentally with representing the truth

of such a relationship. National culture should inver be separate

from regional expression. The truth of man's expression of his

environment uust always remain the criterionof a well developed

architecture. The 'intrinsi'e or 'vernacular' quality is the

term which will be used throughout to designate this symbolie

relationship in any region under discussion. Such a definite

relationship does not mean the stagnation of a fixed expression

throughout the ages. It means rather the possibility of infinite
variety centred on a substantial theme which provides a tangible

starting point and purposeful meaning for regional architectural

character,

The penetrating influence of other climatic provinces and

nation is one aspect of the inter-relationship of human activity

and coumwerce on this earth, The best way to derive the greatest
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benefit and make right use of such an alien character lies in

due awareness of oetas own piysical and climatie conditions,

this would fortify one against the introduction of an undesirable

eontemporary expression. It would also qualify and help the so-

limatisation of such elements so that they are fused into an

organic and indigenous entity.

If the architect is not in sympathy with his surroundings,

he is in no position, either instinctively or consciously, to

create the right expression. Resorting to copies and importation

of forms is then likely to find a fertile home in the new land,

Although such forms might be highly developed and beautifully

contrived in their own environment yet they are bound to lack

that spirit of nativity and inherent 'rightness* which all

buildings are entitled to possess. In the understanding of his

own environment the artist will have little need of alien forms,

but once attuned to a specific locality he is in a happier posi-

tion to control and transform extraneous influences to his own

purpose. Souvenirs of dietant places will then take their due

place in relation to new surroundings. This attitude should be

one of the most significant considerations in the historic study

of the art of architecture. It is also the major problem of

architectural development at present.

At any period like the present when the arts and creation

are at such a low ebb the artist should look more closely at

his natural environment, the origin and source of inspiration
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that can revive and direct flagging sense and imagination to

the right and natural order. It timulates@ artistic creation

at a time of stagnation and keeps alive that sense of continuous

nurishment which has inspired the good work of the past and will

still inspire future generations. The present Mediterrauean out-

look stands in vital need of such an orientation, The study of

material geographical facts should be developed to an art of

landscape appreciation in the same way that historical facts can

be translated into an artistic enquiry.

The material value of landscape, surface, colour and tex-

ture will have more meaning if it is related to a particular

aesthetic pattern. In this way a material contribution has been

made to detailed and thorough understanding of the facts and

properties of the surrounding conditions and environment, Such

knowledge directed for instance to local building material would

thus equip the architect with a more confident mastery of its

usage in response to their inherent composite qualities. The

artistry of local craftsmen has instinctively absorbed a sensitive

feeling towards the use of material through years of loving

intimacy.

Observation of nature cultivates a sense of structural com-

position in design since the organic and the beautiful are com-

bined In natural forms, It furnishes an instinctive intuitive

sense of organi relationships and sensitive proportions not only

in forms but in the colour and texture comp osition of various

localities. The interaction of the various climatic factors of
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sun, light rain, sky and their effect on the landscape can

all be seen at once in their natural order, Stability in

architecture demands such climatic observation since buildings

have to be designed to suit the environmnt, never t he environ-

ment to suit a proposed building.

"E1verything that is at its best, either in nature or in

art, or both, suffers least change from without", states Plate.i

The close observation of natural form and environment reveals

a balanced distribution of weight helping the artistic vision of

proportion in design. It is a requirement in architectural prac-

tice which must be absorbed and cultivated by the artist. It

would help to achieve character in a stable manner, a quality

that ensures that test of good architecture - permanent apprecia-

tion. Oensational mechanical novelties must be subdued to this

restful composition and it is easily noticed that those who are

inspired by physical environment express these virtues of restful

well-proportioned composition. The intrinsic quality of many

local villages has been inspired by natural observation and will

always receive artistic appreciation.

Advance in the technicalities will not ensure the creation of

a work of art unless there is a reflection of the human values of

purpose, time and space which have been the sub ject of this in-

troductory discussion, Belief in these values should form the

essential criterlsnfor the art of architecture, Though they

might appear simple and not new or startling disooveries, yet

(1) Republic, Book II, p.381.
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they are often ignored in a aorplex eiviliaation. A new con-

tribution lies in their redisoovery and the stimulation that could

be given to any particular field of activity. Anahiteoture

stands as a great medium for the expression and transmission of

high human values.
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Chapter Two

CilMAThM$! MEDIERRNi CULTURE

The significant relation of culture to
cliatatio conditions; oliuiate gives a s-gnificant
unity to the study of the history of arcitecture
in the aditerranan.
S8holarly worir in history of art loses a great
deal of constructive meaning if not related to
the climatic background. Mediterranean olimate
and religious espression in architecture; cll-
mte and SOCil institutaons.

Olizatic unity of the kediterranean region.
fimer drought and marked winter rainfall is
m"re clearly atrked in its Southern and Eastern
zones constituting the editerranean elimate
proper. Dfinition of the Mediterranean region
as dittinct from the Mediterranean basin.
Effect of climate on vegetation and effect of
altitude on tree growth. Eonomic inter-
ralation of the regional spaces. Seafaring and
deatrt highways. Effect of commerce on
Med texranean culture. Climatic provinces
in the Aediterranean neighbourhood.

(4lmate and the agricultural mode of life.
Importance of water in type of settlment; hill
and ali.uvial aite. Significance of water
planning in the I Ute of villages an& cities.
Symbolio importance of water - in religion.
fountain land water temples.

Mediterranean culture and the priaary
coanunity; bazaar and sanctuary correspond to
the material and spiritual ned. 0iviiisa-
tion and rural culture. Relation of "Classical"
and "Roanntico. Relating the significance
of architectural achievement and civilisation
in the wgolden ages" to its regional substance.



The 'Rsall scale' character of "villagetown"b
its organic maintenance and cultivated expres-
sion is the microcosm of Mediterranean culture.
Classical culture and editerranean climate.

Re' ating biblical literature to climate
and £astern edittrranean culture.
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CLIMATE AND THE DITERRANEAN CULTURE

The Mediterranean is a cradle of human culture and civilisa.

tion. It has enriched the world in ideas and in practice, and

the store of academic learning has been accumulated by constant

reference to the Mediterranean world. The endless search for

ideas which will contribute to good uman living constantly turns

for inspiration to the lands which border the *Great Sean,1 A

full understanding of ideas and practice has to be related to

climatic background. This is the relationship of Mediterranean

culture to climate. The study of any region or period of deve-

lopment in the Mediterranean cannot easily be separated from the

greater whole, The character of architecture as an expression

of Mediterranean climate constitutes the scope of this disserta-

tion. Historical facts become more significant and imaginative

when this quality of artistic understanding is involved, The

grasp of a Mediterranean quality in architecture would lessen

the intensity of the struggle between the modern and the living

past; Future architectural development could advance unhampered

by the conflict of past and present schools of thought.

(1) The Mediterranean referred to as the Great Sea in Ancient
Scripture; other writers named it MARE INTERKUM, the inner
sea. In Arabic it is called BAHR/AI/ALBIATH/AL-M4UTAWASIT
The White Midland Sea, Similarly the Greeks today call it
the White Sea to distinguish it from the Euxine or Black
sea.
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A sympathetic understanding towards the place and the

* on people is the quality required for any culture, There

can be no fruitful results when there is a background of pro-

conceived ideas and a resort to historic study merely for

further reference and justification. In reconstructing a

Mediterranean past the grouping of facts into a lifeless pattern

with rigid conclusion does .not give full measure of satisfac-

tion. If the soul is missing, the material failure will also

lack vision, colour, and woof texture necessary to a divine

inspiration. History can sometimes be used as a uental literary

exercise in reconstructing the past - a romantie approach which

is not always careful to make sure of its facts. There is a

tendency and danger that the historian will intrude his own per.

sonality and produce his own historical tapestry instead of

weaving accurately with the threads at his disposal. Climate is

one of the deciding threads of history, In an artistic enquiry

guided by the sympathetio observation of mind, heart and soul,

we are not likely to commit an historical error by determining

facts which might not be true; our ancestors would be struck by

the illusion we have built around them. They are not with us in

person, and we are not likely to tell their story with the right

degree of intimacy. But our enquiry into their building achie-

vements - the buildings which are the outward expression of their

thoughts and aspirations - is a pleasure to us and a tribute to

them. We should not approach the subject with any preconceived
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prejudices or racial doubtsa such an attitude contributes

nothing to the sum of human dignity and exhaust its energy

in unconstructive enquiry.

The climate of the Mediterranean region has a far reaching

influence on the lives and activities of its people. Striot

dependence en a hard climate in the lives of Mediterranean

peoples has a deep significance in the evolution of ideas and

religion from this source. Religion, reflects a noble purpose

of living which can be given architectural expression, Although

these eternal ideas have been constantly interrupted by periodic

warfare they are still Mediterranean legacies which invite present

and -future expression.

Because of their dependence upon similar weather conditions

the response of the Mediterranean peoples will have a common

purpose which is reflected most elearly in social and economic

activities. The varied solutions which are brought forward in

answer to Mediterranean problems will all have something in com-

mon with abiding climatic factors, We shelter for different

reasons from cold, from rain, from sun; yet within a uniform

climatic region the expression tends to bear a similarity in

the evolution of forms, It is in this connection that compari-

sons such as those between California, South Africa and parts of

Australia become of distinct value and use. At the same time

it is evident that climatic problems are never exactly alike in

two places. No two sites have exactly the same set of *onditions,
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What ti truly remarkable is the high degree of similarity in

institutons, Ecustoms and manners within one climati Oregion.

Por instance, when open air spaces become places for living

they express a social pattern and cultural activity which is

affected by climatic conditions. Man and environment come

closer together and the 'useful' and the 'beautiful' need not

be separated.

The Mediterranean region is in the main a climatic unit,

In her chapter on Mediterranean olimateE.C.Semplewrites,-

"The Mediterranean sea and its bordering lands con-
stitute a climatic region characterised by winter rains and
sumer droughts. Despite the sharp contrasts in rainfall
and temperature to be found on the north and south coasts
in highlands and lowlands, the region is in the main a
climatic fnit. It has an outstanding type of climate, in
which the essential feature is the seasonal distribution of
the rainfall, This typs is not confined to the Mediterranean
region of Europe, It recurs, attended by u distinctive type
of vegetation armed with drought-resisting qualities, on
the west side of the Continents in about the same latitudes
both in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, - in Califor-
nia, kiddle Chile, the west side of Gape Colony and South-
west Australia, All these districts have their editerranean
climate restricted to a narrow coastal strip too limited
in area to attain historical significance,.... Compared
with other Mediterranean climatic regions it combines the
advantage of large area with a whole couplex of other geo-
graphic advantages,- with varied relief, location on an
enclosed sea, command of a long indented coastline, access
to three contrasted continents, proximity to land routes, all
contributing to the stimulating environment which left its
mark upon ancient Mediterranean civilisation for advancing
civilisation was chiefly progressive adjustment to this en-
vironment, made by the peoples living within reach of the
tediterranean coasts. "

(1) pp.83-85, The Geography of the Mediterranean Region, its
relation to ancient history is an admirable research work full
of interesting facts. Most information here is derived from
this book, Further definition of Mediterranean Climate.

Footnote cont inued:
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As early as the twelfth century, the Arab geographer Idrisi1

referred to Mediterranean climate as the climate of the olive

W.G.Kendrew also writes:-2

"The best indication of the actual extension of the
Mediterranean climate is given by the distribution of olive
trees, one of the most characteristic elements of Mediter-
ranean vegetation.*

Footnote continued:
Encyolopaedia Britannica writes "The subtropical belt embrac-
ing countries bordering on the Mediterranean in Southern
Europe and Northern Africa, and then extending eastwards
across the Dalmatian coast and the southern part of the
Balkan peninsula into Syria, Mesopotamia, Arabia, north
of the tropic, Persia and adjacent lands., This distribu-
tion has led to the use of the name "Mediterranean Climate".
Owing to great irregularities of topography and outline
the Mediterranean province embraces many varieties of
climate, but the dominant characteristics are the mild
temperature except on the heights of the winter rains,
WG.Kendrew, Climate of the ContinentsOxford 1937, in a
similar sense states "The Mediterranean climate in spite
of great local difterenoes, possesses an essential unity
and individuality among the Climates of Europe and it
has produced a very characteristic vegetation. The Me-
diterranean climate has three main characteristis.
(1) Rainfalls in the winter half-year and there is drought
more or less complete in summer, (2) Winters are not
only rainy but very mild; the coldest month has a mean
te erature of above 40F. and in much of the region
50* . (3) summer is very hot as well as dry. The mean
July temperature exceeding 70OW. and in Africa 850F.

(1) G. last, The Mediterranean Problem. Geog, Review, 1938,
Vol.28, p.85 provides an interesting bibliography to
scholarly references on Mediterranean Geographical
history.

(2) Climate of the Continents, Oxford 1937.

Oft
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The importance of the olive in the life of Mediterranean peoples

was recognised in the literature of Ancient Scripture. The long

rainless summer which determines Mediterranean vegetation has

resulted in plants such as the vine and olive with roots that

penetrate deep into the soil in order to preserve their fertili-

ty until autumn. The palm tree, however, characterises a more

typically southern type of vegetation which has penetrated to

the Mediterranean coastline of North Africa. The evergreen

Maquis shrub which can endure the penetrating rays of the eun

and the revages of the goats is the standard vegetation comoan

to the Mediterranean shore8, They have an annual coat of varnish

which they exude to close their pores and check evaporation in

the great heats.I

The editerranean not only forms a general climatic unit,

but also a distinctive physical region with mountain barriers

defining it and separating it from the cold penetrating winds of

Central Europe on the northern limits; only the fringes of

Southern Europe become truly editerranean. In the south west,

the Atlas monntains set the limits of the desert and make it

easy to define a Mediterranean regional zone; the Sahara

separates North Africa from the rest of the tropical continent.

(1) J.L.Myres, Geog,#tudy of Greek and Roman Culture. Scottish
Geog. Review. Address given on 3rd Feb. 1910, Sdinburgh.
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In the west the Atlantic ocean sets the western barrier, while

eastwards the zone penetrates deep into that area which is SQle-

times called the Near East. This area within the greater

Mediterranean Region has made an Important contribution to the

culture of the whole, The Tigris-tzphrates basin turns west-

wards to the Mediterranean forming the *Fertile Creseent*2 or

outer limits of the settlements of desert peoples. Thus the

Mediterranean region forms a link betweenthree continents, and

this fact has an important bearing on the growth and extension of

Mediterranean Culture.

The Mediterranean Basin proper is an inner part of a more

extensive Mediterranean region and it is this wider interpreta-

tion of the term Mediterranean which will be considered through-

out the thesis, This two fold division distinguishes the

immediate hinterland of Mediterranean coastlines and its important

islands which together form the geographic Mediterranean proper,

The influence of the sea tempers climatic conditions and marks a

3more distinct type of climate from that of the Mediterranean

(1) Name became very common during World War and tow is con-
venient name for the lands grouped about the east end of the
editerranean. The orient designate of the same region.

(2) A translation of what is termed in Arabic ALHILAL AL gHSEEB.
(3) J.L.Myres on the distribution of Mediterranean weather

states: "The great sea-basin clearly serves as a gigantic
hot water apparatus for the whole of its northern coafte, and
at the same time as a markedly moderating influence over a
large area to the south .... The July isotherms of the same
typioal localities show even more instructively what a mo-
derating and cooling influenee the Mediterranean Sea

Footnote continued:
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region. In the Eastern Region the characteristic of the

Mediterranean climate in the way of rainfall distribution is

more clearly mared, representing the "Mediterranean olimate

of the Geographers" 1 with the whole of its rain in the winter

and none between May and October.

The distribution of highland zones throughout the Mediter-

ranean form climatic islands which are relieved from drought

because of their altitude. In turn these islands in the Me-

diterranean proper havea different tree vegetation which
2

supply woods for ship-building and domestic use. The fringes

of the Mediterranean region attained a greater significance

because of their seafaring activities, whilst the larger area

was the potential granary and reservoir of man power. Ports

and caravan terminals were thus forned in the Mediterranean

basin, If the camel is called the ship of the desert, then

the ship might be called the camel of the sea. The Mediter-

ranean midland sea has always acted as a thoroughfare for man's

activities and has helped to unite the basin and its accessible

hinterland, People moved from region to region and still came

under the influence of the sa Mediterranean alimate.

Footnote continued:
exercises in the hot seasons on the neighbouring lands, and
at the same time how sensitively the heat lines respond to
the presence of land masses with this watery region.* Geo-
graphical study of Greek and Roman Culture. An address 4-
livered on February 3, 1910 and published in #cottish Geog.
magasine.

j J.L.Myres ditto.
2 Zaekiel, uhapter 27. 5,6 Fir trees of Senir, cedar from

Lebanon, oake from Bashan. Also use of cedar pillars and
beams and fir t imber in the House which King Solomon built
for the Lord. I Kings oh.6.
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The diverse regional developments within the Mediterranean

and the contact and penetration fm bordering lands have all

helped to enrich Mediterranean culture. These bordering lands

are in themselves gateways to a more distant culture, as for

instance the Middle East is the natural highway to the Further

Orient, and the fertile crescent leads to the Indian Ocean.

The Mediterranean extends and penetrates northwards to

the Black Sea, the Caucasian mountains and the Russian steppe

lands (between 46%. latitude to about 30Of.latitude]. This

fact coupled with the massive size of the adjoining peninsulas

of Spain and Asia Minor will inevitably produce minor climatic

districts, For instance, the Anatolian plateau is steppe country

with scant rainfall and internal drainage, Rain occurs chiefly

in spring and autumn and occasional irrigation scheme are

carried out, using water drained from the interior mountain

slopes for settlements. Wool of fine and exquisite quality

which would supply the material for a highly developed textile

industry is the result of the vast salt pastures of this elimatic

province, It penetrated to the Aegean coast of Asia Minor and

provided the industry of Miletos and other Greek cities of

Ionia and Aetolia,

The Meseta Plateau of Spain provides an interesting

parallel to the AnatoltaInplateau. Winter is cold with frequent

(1) Semple 97-98.
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frost and Snow, summers are hot and dry, and the scant rainfall

which falls mainly in spring and autumn results in maquis vege-

tation sad in many instances treeless steppes. It is an isolated

region difficult of access fromt the coast and has provided a

race of war-like people.1 The Caucasian and Armenian highlands

bordering the eastern ed of the Black Sea are a lofty rain

soaked area with abundant rainfall of 30" - 600 throughout the

year. The woodlands present a striking contrast to the sparsely

wooded Mediterranean region. The Soythian plain of South East

Burope is the hinterland of the Black Sea. It forms a district

of low relief, scant rainfall of 12" - 20", most of which falls

between Iay and July. There is inaufficient rain for tree

growth, but instead there are wide pread pasture lands until

late suxer. In contrast, the mountainous coastal belt of the

Crimean peninsula has a Riviera climate which gave the Greek

colonists a congenial enviroanmentt. The ko valley is a transi-

tional province between the Mediteranea cliatic region and

the rainy lands of Central Europe.

Egypt is the gift of the Nile- the river brought cultivated
land out of a elimatic desert. This area has the scantiest rain,

fall of any Mediterranean elimate, since such a clinw3te in

average years implies a rainfall sufficient for winter tillage.

At Alexandria there is a rainfall of 8", at Port Said 3.2*, at

(1) Aristotle Politics Book VII, 11,5, Lo' eb classical editionl.
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Halwan 1.3", up the ile almost none, This imposes a strict

dependence upon mechanical irrigation which has had its effect

on culture These climatice conditions have imposed a monar-

*hical form of governent upon the Egyptians, In comparison

with the ile Valley, it is worth noticing that the basin of

the Tigris-Ruph:ites lies more within the latitude of the

Mediterranean belt. The Nile pulls Egypt southwards as it

forms a natural highway into the cont inent of Africa, The

Mesopotamian plain south of the thirty fifth parallel has an

annual rainfall of about 10" only, failing mainly in winter,

A long summer drought lasts from May to November, Northwards

the rainfall increases because of the higher elevation and

northern location. By defining the extremes of Mediterranean

climate we can approach more easily to a definition of the

Mediterranean climate both in rainfall and temperature, It

is chancterised by mild winters and winter tainfall, so

that the cooler half of the year is the season of plant growth

and germination in contrast to the northern world,

In a Mediterranean type of clima te, people maintain

themselves by agricultural pursuits in small groups leading

a sedentary life. orn, oil and the vine are the typical

Mediterranean products and their importance is testified to
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time and again in the Bible and the Koran.

"And it is He who sendeth down rain from Heaven:
and we bring forth by it the buds of all the plants,
and from them bring we forth the green foliage, and
the close growing grain, and palm trees with sheaths
of clustering dates, and gardenas of grapes, and the
olive and the pomegranate, like and unlike, look ye
on their fruits when they fruit and riuen. Truly here-
in are signs unto people who believe,*L

"For the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good
land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and
depths that spring out of valleys and hills; a land
of wheat, and barley and vines and fig trees and
pomegranates a land of oil, olive, and honey, a
land wherein thou shalt eat bread withoutsaceness.,2

Stone fruit, the fig and mulberry came later from Anatolia,

while citrus fruit which was first introduced by the Arabs

now forms the basis of present Mediterranean speeialisation,

Gardening more than farming became the theme of Mediterranean

agriculture and it has naturally resulted in a settled mode

of life. More land was brought into cultivation by terracing

and so extending the area upwards, or correspondingly reclaiming

(1) 8urat Alanam (98)

LAO- ist/ t --

(2) Dent 8 (7&9),
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the fen downhill. Tending the soil has always been more

important than rearing live stock, and water has always been

the limiting factor in the distribution of rural settlements.

The significance of rain and river water on the landscape of

fediterranean countries is clearly refleoted in great wealth

of literary evidence such as the Bible,

"They drop upon the pastures of the wilderness:
and the little hills rejoice on every side, The
pastures are clothed with flocks; the valleys also
are covered over with corn; they shout for joy, they
also Sing."*

As a result, the isolated farm is a rare phenomenon, except

perhaps on the northern mountain rim of the Mediterranean.

Irrigation has always been a deciding factor in the growth

of local agricultural conatunities. Where perennial rivers

are scarce, springs and wells naturally provide the continuous

water supply. #ettlements with the name 'tain' in the beginning

signify a spring site, and villages cluster round these springs

in small groups, Sometimes the home village and outlying

fields are quite a distance apart,

In the semi-arid south and east of the Aegean where the

aummaer drought is long and the land is parched, villages are

consequently few in number. As .C.gemple clearly illustrates,

on the alluvial plain where plenty of ground water accumlates

(1) Psalms 65, 12 and 13,
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through wells, or piedmnt slopes blessed with rare perennial

streams, the abundance of fertile moist soil and the life

giving water set the stage for numerous m tall villagesI swh

villages were scattered over the Nile flood plain, the Boetian

lake plain, in the Po valley, sEtruria and Oampania, The dis-

tribution of village conunities in relation to water sources

and geological ground formation is an obvious geographical

cons ide ration,

The slope or hillside settlement had many advantages;

it offered protection from flood, a well drained heAlthy

location, In hls choice of a healthy site for a city, Vitru-

tinsg states that such a site Should be high with no mist,

He goes on to describe "the poisonous breath of the creatures

of the marshes" that come from swamps. Such vapoure denote

the presence of what medical science now describes as malaria,

Although alluvial plains offer the tempting prospect of rich

moist soil and easy irrigation, they are under the constant

throat of flood. Mediterranean climatio conditions mean sudden

rain storms with violent flooding in the mountain valleys which

turns the dry wadi or thin summer trickle into a raging tor-

rent, sometimes with devastating results. The low lying valley

1) semple o0.
(2) Vitravius, Book 1, Chapter 4.
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floors were the highways of man's movements in peace and war,

Yet they were particularly vulnerable to attack and safety had

to be sought on the lower terraces of the mountain side. This

factor oharacterises the distribution of settlement in many of

the high, impregnable site. of the Greeks, and indeed through-

out the Mediterranean landa.

Planning for water hadsa deep significance for the Anoients,

Aristotle1 emphasising the great importance of water in a city

state, writes:-

"And it must possess if possible a plentiful
natural supply of pools and springs, but failing this,
a mode has been invented of supplying water by means of
constructing an abundance of large reservoirs for rain
water, so that a atpply may never fail the citizens when
they are debarred from the territory by war."

In Palestine underground drainage and springs which are reached

by shafts through the geological strata are bound to have

settlements clustered around them. Cisterns hewn out of lime-

stone rooks 2 acted as reservoirs for the underground water

and an inspiration for the fountain. These illustrations help

to emphasise the significance of water in the life of any

people. The fountitain might be regarded as the symbol of man's

(I) Aristotle, Polities, Chapter VII.
2) Jeremiah, Chap ter II, verse 13: "For my people have com-

mitted two evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of
living waters, and hewed them out cisterns, broken aisterns
that hold no water."
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appreciation of water. In ae ocases the symbol takes the

form of a built Up structure, as may be seen in public

fountains associated with the Islamic mosque, [In the Sahn of

Mosques and holy shrines today, people vow a sabeel, i.e.

free gift, for Water to be distributed to the public, A

person with a large jar fixd to his shoulders calls loudly

for people to come and have a free drink. Fountains are

created as an act of public piety, and men dedicate money for

this purpose. The significance of water supply in desert

warfare was fully realised in the present war atrategy of

North Africa.]

The custom of erecting a Jymphaeum or temple above a

spring like that built by Carthage at the intake of the

Aqueducti emphasises the sanctity of springs, and it becomes

an impious act to profane the source,

Under Mediterranean climatic conditions throughout the

ages there has existed a primary community of sedentary folk

ai pattern which can be traced at various places and various

times. This primary community is the prototype of Mediter

ranean culture. Its material needs were satisfied in the

activities of suk or bazaar, while the sanctuary ministers to

spiritual welfare. The fasing of these two spheres was

(1) Semple, ditto, "Gods of Rainfall and Tillage t , Chapter
XVIII.
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essential to a normal, active and permanent way of life. In

this respecta great responsibility is thrown upon the rulers

and leaders of Mediterranean society. This sense of oomple-

tion and satisfaction gave such communities a moral force and

strength which typifies Mediterranean life at its best. In

attempting to grasp the true Mediterranean quality of culture

it is vitally important to appreciate this core and substance

of that real society which is attached so firmly to the earth.

A casual observer whose mind is too "sophisticated" to appre-

ciate the true significance of a 'primitive' society might

deem such a search worthless. Yet these people managed to lest

a full, happy and good life in close abiding contact with

their natural environment, It is a changeless quality, one

which defies historic definition; it might even be called

'non-historical' since its roots stretch back to immemorial

time, and its piety is older than Christianity. Thus it is

essential not to out across the woof of this ageless pattern

at the present or any future time.

New ways cannot be ignored, but they must be inspired if

they are to be introduced with success and permanence. The

primary society of editerranean peoples offers such inspira-

tion, They evolved a mode of life without conscious theoris-

Ing - their life was an active cc-operative effort in response

to the demands of a natural order, Emotion and intellect were

fused into a satisfying human culture, Mediterranean eondi-

tione demand a wholehearted effort on the part of man. The

v

liellillillis 1



drift towards war and barbarism is only too easy when material

power is divorced from the spiritual. The editerranean lesson

san be learned at any time.

Peasants evergwhere look up to the sky in their search

for the higher being. "I will lift up mine eyes unto the

hills from whence cometh my help." 1 They regard rain as

Heaven's gift to the people on earth. Mountains - sources of

water and God's gifts to His people, were the lofty seats for

the Gods.

2
"What was the cogent reasoning", writes E.CQemple,

'that made men of all the Mediterranean World see in these
lofty seats the dwelling places of the aost High - that
made Jew, Trojan, GreekLydian, Roman and Carthaginian
erect thereon the first rude shrines or altars of the
rain-gods, and mount these long slopes with prayers and
offerings in times of drought?"

"Below in the treeless plains a glare of light from
cloudless skies, a mroiless sun beating down on hrivelled
crops and vineyards, meadows parched and sere, the soil
baked and cracked with the heat, water coirses dried up
make a whole world athirst, Above on the heights clouds
rested, and gathered at times for local storms, creating
islands of moisture in a vast sea of aridity, There under
a grey oanopy, refreshed by showery af ternoo and dewy
nights, grew forests of oak and tamarisk, of chestnut and
ash and cedar - sacred groves of all "high places', handi-
work of the rain-giver, evidenee of his presence in this
place of his abode. From these tree-grown slopes perennial
springs sent their gift of water down to the irrigation
ditches in the plains below, Even in summer those misty
summits held out promise of rain, elusive though it might
be; towards the end of the dry season their gathering
clouds and the increasing play of lightning were harbin-
gers of the autumn showers, Therefore when the Mediter-
ranean peasant saw his meadow parched by the pitiless
sun, his crops dying for lack of water, his irrigation
stream shrinking to a trickle and his well or cistern

1 Psalme, 121,
2) Semple , hap te r XVIII , pp. 517 and 18.
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giving out , in despair he looked towards the mountains
for signs of rain: I will lift up mine eyes unto the
hills whence cometh my help.a

*There the rain-god manifested himself by clouds,
thunder, lightning, and storms, The groves which crowned
the dewy summits become his sanctuary, and hence they were
marked by rude al tars, rarely by temples because the
sites were too remote from the haunts of men. The sanc-
tuaries were often associated with nearby springs and
wells, reminiscent of the older worship of the gods of
the underground waters; and these waters figured in the
cult of the rain-god as another sign of his presence, Such
was the spring at the high place of Tarnaaoh on the north
slope of armel near egiddo, and the bell-shaped cistern
beneath the high place of Gezer on a western spur of the
Judean plateau; and such were the springs and cavern
streams that figured in many mountain sanctuaries of
Zeus and Baal and Jove."

Present research into Mediterranean folk-lore abounds in

interesting literature which seems to bring the ancient past

very near and reveals the Bible and sacred books in the light

of a record of daily events in the life of a people, The

Bible isan extremely rich source for the understanding of

Middle Eastern society. Such a culture would be representative

of other editerranean regions since the uniformity of climate

and man's response were in harmony. In his Fraser lectures

at Cambridge, J.L.Myres states1

"All elements of the Mediterranean as of biblical
food-quest came from the Near East. Yet many are but
improved strains of what was found wild in Mediterranean
lands; so aclimatisation was easy."

Rural life and city life in the Mediterranean might tend

to become separate, When city life divorces itself from a

(1) Mediterranean Culture, razer lecture 1943, published
Cambridge University Press, 1943.
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real dependence upon the penmanent conditions of Mediterranean

life, then its ultimate downfall is assured. The Ages which

are termed "Go'de" merely because of gnndiose material pros-

perity and pageantry were only the climax of a movement which

ultimately caused them to 1r4ble in ruins, This is of

particular importance under editerranean conditions where

Nature imposes a strict dependence upon the soil, mautual good-

will, and co-operative effort, Dpite the finished product

which is often evolved during such golden periods, we should

not be misled into minimising the importance of the inherent

form which have made possible the climax. Indeed the climax

sometimes presents a cultural achievement that so arrests our

attention that we are in danger of forgetting its background

and gradual growth, a temptation which can easily result in

an unbalanced view divorced from the real substance of life.

The study of culture as opposed to mere civilisation lies deep

in the soil. The primary society of editerranean rural oul-

ture is the substance that deserves a greater a ttent ion than

has hitherto been given. In this way the grand achievements

of the historic period would be co-ordinated to a scale and

purpose indigenous to the whole, toreover, classical and

architeotural scholarship should relate achievement and cul-

ture to the climatic setting which produced them. For instance,

the achievement of classical culture owes its inspiration and

is closely related to outhern Mediterranean climatic conditions.
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If a real benefit and udertnanding are to be derived from

a *tudy of ech cuture in other regions, it is essential to

relate it to the soil and air of its native home.

The smll scale character, fusing both oivility and cul-

ture seems to embody a Mediterranean life. A civilisation

without a culture is a terrifying and could be At an unhappy

spiritual state of affairs, Though it might abound in magnifi-

cent and startling expression, there will be little if any

lasting meaning or message for mankind in the monuments which

it leaves behind.

Because of the strict control imposed by climate, the

editerranean way of life demande social co-operation. It

needs emotion and intellect fUsed into a civilizing culture,

The idea of man as a social animal is in true harmony with

Mediterranean open air conditions, Human beings gathered

together in a festive #0One symbolise the idea and the deed

combined in harmony with a very simple background - perhaps

only a wall enclosing an open space. Thus an open air

theatre would exist under the Mediterranean way of life long

before the Greeks or the Romans.

The integration of small communities arose naturally be-

cause of agricultural economy, dependence on local water supply,

a in the case of the oasis, and the local government of tribal

strueture. They were self-sontained and retaied individuality,

The harmony of these various societies was attained by a

spiritual response to one God. This ensured the enjoyment of
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CLIXATE AND HISTORY

The Mediterranean is placed in the great Northern

quadrant with the Atlantic ocesn on its west, the Mongolian

world to the east, while a northern highland sone separates

it from the flat lands of Central Europe and a southern flat

land forms a barrier between the black races of the rest of

Africa.

In the early stone age, we ar told that n south of the

Mediterranean had to protect themselves from the ice, while

on the northern limits of the Mediterranean area mn' s lives

were made increasingly difficult by the steady encroachment

of ice, There was heavy rainfall on the southern side of the

Mediterranean making the Saharan plateau a green, well watered

area, covered with meadows, forests and jungle growth. Later,

for various complex reasons not yet fully understood, this

Saharan rainfall and that of the whole of Europe began to de-

crease, The glacial cap which had covered Earope for so many

years began to shrink and retreat towards its present northern

boundaries. As a result, the Saharan plateau became gradually

drier, and the hanters of these southern flatlands were

attracted to the Nile Valley. 1  It was in this eastern area

of the Mediterranean that civilisation first developed, and

(1) Breasted, Ancient History, para. 17.
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thus we have to consider the relation between the Mediterranesn

and the stady of early history in this region. Worth Africa

and Southern Europe are commonly supposed to have been connected

through the land bridges of Gibraltar and Sicily,

The evidence of many geogrsphical scholars seemo to in-

dicate that there have been no marked changes in the climate

of the Mediterranean during historical times, Facts derived

from ancient and modern sources point to a marked stability

in the rhythm of Mediterranean life, With the exception of

those crops introduced by the Arabs in the seventh and eighth

centuries, there is a clear similarity between the dates of

ploughing, sowing and harvesting, methods of tillage and the

erops thaselves of Biblical times and the present. 2

*The question has been repeatedly ratsed as to
whether there have been changes of elimate in historical
times, esp ecially fainfall fluctuations, sufficient to
explain the decline and fall of the Roman Empire and
the decadence of civilisation, by reason of which large
sections of the Mediterranean lands, once thriving and
populous, have becoie depopulated or impoverished. Ar-
guments supporting this position have been advanced
chiefly by historians, archaeologists and other incom-
petent authorities not concerned with climatology. The
large majority of coup>tent authorities have reached a
contrary conclusion."

The importanoe of that evidence which points to no elimato

1) Newbigna - Mediterranean Lands, London 1924.
2) After a detailed study of ancient Mediterranean tillage -

zemple has been struck by this amasing agreement, p. 98
(3) See Semple, p.99, for detailed account and summary of the

views of various scholars en t his point.
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change lies in the new direction of our argument, We are

driven to look further into the causes for the failure of

man's activities - to search into man's great contribution

to human culture and welfare or his fall to a lower level,

The Mediterranean area is a striking example of lands which

depend on the energies of its people.

But it can be shown that with the development of man's
of

agricultural effort and the spread/ afforestation temperture

tends to be locally modified. The moisture which results from

such effort in semi-arid lands is a cooling factor which will

affect local conditions, If such conditions are widespread

owing to man's influence, corresponding changes in climate

will be felt, In his work on climate and civilisation Pro-

fessor untingtoni observes that these considerations are

likely to be the nature of change from dry to moist and moist

to dry in Palestine and the estern Mediterranean. Effect of

vegetation in the landscape on temperature and coolness is a

noted factor. "And that the whole land thereof is brim-

stone, and salt, and burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth,

nor any grass groweth therein, like the overthrow of Sodom

and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboim.,,"2

(1) Civilisation and Cliwate, New Haven Yale University Press,
1924, p.10, Pulatory climatic changes have taken place
during historic time tls and have differed in type from
region to region. In Palestine of the Eastern Me diterran-
ean the conditions. of vegetation especially the palm and
vine, make it almost certain that variation in storminess
and rainfall, rather than in temperature have been the pri-
mary factor.

(2) Deut, 2923.
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The degree of dependenae on climate demands a close

response between people and environment. Knowing themselves
I

will mean knowing their native land. In the words of J.L.Myres

"nature, the Gods, the order of the world, were against the

man who did not know his place, which as Delphi taught meant

also knowing himself.*

The fluctuation of rainfall which is more marked in the

Eastern basin of the Mediterranean called for wisdom and far

sighted thinking; it stimulated the rise of prophets in these

semi arid lands. These changes of rainfall are amply tllus-

trated by Semple.

"Modern records show that the rainfall at Jerusalem
fluctuates between 12.5" and 4 2w; that during the sixty
years from 1850 to 1910 it dropped twelve times below the
critical 20" and twelve times nxeeded 32 inhe. Thus
every five years, on an average, the rainfall on the Judean
Plateau drop sbelow the annual meau of 26" and caueas
alarming reduction of the harvests. Moreover, a sncession
of these dry years tends to otour diminishing the re-
serves of moisture in the soil ad lowering the ground
water-table, During the half decade from 1869 to 1873
inclusive the rainfall averaged little over 17*. In
0yprus precipitation varies from 10 to 27 inches on
the coasts, in Cyrenaica from 8.27 to 24, 25 inches, in
Athens from 4.5" to 33,3", in Palermo from 22.8 to 39
inohes, and Rome from 25 to 45 inhes."

The causes for the decline from green flourishing lands

to desert can be traced throughout history in the lack of cohe-

sion between organised effort and agricultural settlement, The

torrential rains of the wet season, the resulting soil erosion

Frazer letue 1943.
Semple, 506-7.
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in the mountains, dage to irrigation works, the devasta-

tione of war and disease - all these factora result in the

collapse of associated effort. They reflect what the ancients

might call the wrath of God. Professor Mustl, a scholar of

distinction on discoveries in North Arabia, believes that the

greater part of the province of Palmyra was cultivated in

antiquity.' Writing about rivers in the limestone hills east

of the Orontes, the late HWQ.Butler of Princetown University2

gives a representative picture of present conditions in the

Syrian desert.

"On ascending into the hills the traveller is aston-
ished to find at every turn remnants of the work of men's
hands, paved roads, walls which divided fields, terrace
walls of massive structure. Presently he comes upon a
small deserted and partly ruined town composed of build-
ings large and small construoted of beautifully wrought
blocks of limestone, all rising out of the barren rock
which forms the ribs of the hills. If he mounts an
eminence in the vicinity he will be still further
astonished to behold similar ruins lying in all direc-
tions. From a distance it is often difficult to believe
that these are not inhabited places. Yet every ruin is
surrounded with the remnants of presses for the making of
oil and wine."

While such work suggests the great scope for future archaeolo-

gical studies in these early sites of Hellenic and Islamio

culture, it also demands serious attention with regard to their

revival in the present since they already possess name, identi-

ty and a rich historic legacy,

1) Northern Arabia, The exploration of Alois tusil.
2) H.C.Butler, Desert $yria - the land of lost civilisations.

Geographical Review. February 1910. See also his ot her
works en Archaeological Discoveries in Syria.
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In traeing the successive stages in the rise of a Mediter-

ranean civilisation .J.Newbiggin stresses the forces of con-

centration, expansion and subsequent collapse. At first, mem-

bers of a comnunity adapt themselves to local conditions of cli-

*ate, soil, and -relief with the result that they are able to

accumulate some material wealth, knowledge and increase in

population which in turn brings about the second phase of ex-

pansion. At this stage of development it is possible to trace

the seeds of the final collapse into central decay and neglect.

For instance, the spread of malaria lowers human energy and

vitality to such a pitch that men become incapable of thinking

and acting to their best capacity, Diseases are themselves

the result of a decaying civilisation and a cause for fUrther

disruption and neglect,

Poverty has always been and is at the present, the pre-

vailing note among Mediterranean peasantry. Governments that

had nothing to offer except the achievement ofta grandiose

measure of power and dignity by force and taxation had no po-

titive contribution to offer. They merely widened the gulf

between the governing and the governed. Such urban polities

witbout art does not satisfy the inherent aspirations of

editerranean peoples and will never assure continuous and

(I) Niebiggin, Mediterranean Lands,
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successful achievement; it is only the empty husk without a

soul. However impressive the temporary, unblessed prosperity

of such an alien or home political rule it will contribute

little to the sum of human welfare. If wise politics are to

help men live the "good life" a great burden of responsibility

inevitably fall, on the leaders who must have something of the

quality of Plato's "philosopher king". It tis a real tragedy

in Mediterranean life when the link between the mass of peoples

and governing power is destroyed, This virtue of full partici-

pation of people and governmnt makes Mediterranean civilisa-

tion fruitful and cultural, The rural communities provide a

sympathetic environment for the cultural and civilising life

of the editerranean. It is ouly on such. firm foundations

that any lasting eivilisat ion can be built. Otherweise there

is no human power and energy of mind and body to help plant

the seeds of a happy future on its own soil, and watch it grow

in the Mediterranean air.

It it is the same climate today as in the past, then

there is all the more justification for a search into the past

to reveal the similar needs of the present. The sum of Medi-

terranesan achievement in ideas has teen put into practice by

the rest of the world, and this is amply illustrated through-

out European culture which owes a great debt in the arts to

the Mediterranean world. here we can see the attempt - though
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to
not always successful -/acOlimatize what was of a southern

Mediterranean origin, The classical Renaissance in this as-

poet was practised more in Western lurope than in the Kediter-

ranean.

At a very early stage in the history of the editerranean,

man's activities have revolved round the sea. The first im-

portant epoch in Mediterranean history is assigned to the

river cultures. This illustrates the magnetic power of water

in tempting settlements of people. When such water sources

are abundant on the surface and extend along lengthy terri-

tories, it is natural to expect the development of life on a

large scale and an attempt towards an established form of

civilisation. The Tigris-Euphrates and the Nile vatleys are

the two centres of early established civilisation in the

Eastern Mediterranean. Inscriptions and archaeological obser-

vation have provided evidence of the outward expansion of

the kings of Ancient Chaldea, Babylonia and Assyria in res-

ponse to the lure of the Mediterranean. The Tigris-Euphrates

valley extends diagonally across South West Asia from the

Persian gulf almost to the Mediterranean sea that lies on its

west. In latitude it lies within the Mediterranean belt of

310 - 37, and the desert reservoir of its peoples also

supplies Great Syria and the Mediterranean coast. The great

I
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western laud of the Euphrates river marks the beginning Of

Me opotamia. It acts as a link between East and West, be-

tween the temperate Poditerraneai clatete of southern Europe

and the tropical Asiatic lands of India and the Pacific

Ocean a link between the )roduct$ of two d4fferent civilisa-

tioas

In this area and the Nile Valley the highest cultural

development is dependent on irrigation, Because of this de-

pendence on artificial water channels, their culture tends

to differ from that of smaller communities with a local source

of water supply. The very magnitude of the problem of natural

resources in these large river valleys demands a powerful

government.

The second phase of Mediterranean history is marked by

more activities on the shores of the Mediterranean and the

development of navigation; the lure of the sea triumphs

over the river, A large sea could not be controlled, its

highways were not physically defined. The islands off the

Aegean Archipelago formed the nursery of Mediterranean sea-

farers. By virtue of their close spacing they formed an

active zone at an early period of history. "Mount Athos

(1) esopotamiua, the name known to the reeks and Romans to
mean the between Rivers Country", To the Arabs AL JAZIRA
weaning the laid urrounded with water. It is a.ls
known as WADI AL RAfIDAIN meaning the valley of the "two
gifted rivers" Constituting the coun-try of Iraq.
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(6,347 feet) was a guide to samen in the North Aegean for a

radius of a hundred miles', states OC.Semple, 1 'at the

sumner soletice its shadows fell on the market place of
2

Nyrna in the island of hemnos forty miles away." J.L.Myres

roughly dates this early sea traffic to the third or second

century B.C. The interchange of ideas, commodities and

settlements during the Greek Phoenician era culminated in

the idea of the Mediterranean as the orbis terrarm - the

same girdle which later formed the Roman Empire, A third
extension brought the Mediterranean into contact with the

Atlantic Ocean and opened world horizons to northern and

western hemispheres. From this discovery an epoch arose

during which the Mediterranean was almost a cal de sac, or in

the words of Emil Ludwig 'The forsaken sea", It is not until

the opening of the Suez Canal and the nineteenth century eom-

merial revival with its active foreign enterprise that a

period of Western European domination emerges. The future

holds possibilities of a fourth phase - the further annihila-

tion of space through air routes.

Thus we can discern an ever widening relationship between

the various regions of the earth. The orbis terrarum round a

midland sea has been extended east and west, north and south,

(l) Geog. of the Mediterranean region, p.537.f2 Fraser Lecture, 1943. Mediterranean Culture, pp.21,22.
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Jn the first place, Iediterranean culture spread to other

countries, It is significant and interesting to notice how

Mediterranean culture is suited to similar climati e regions

in the rest of the World. It found a congenial home and

similar expression in similar letitudes North and South of

the tropies. But with the completion of the cycle, Mediter-

ranean lands themelves received the inpact of the new culture

which they had inspired. It is a phase in which the arts have

suffered. A sense of locality tends to beeome merged into a

confused whole and there is less response to elimate and on..

vironment, Advancement of intellect takes the place of human

and spiritual values tsxapan and the ultimate expression of

culture is the rapid growth of large urban cities, Even the

small oomrunities which escaped this drift are now threatened

with extinction.

Physically the Aegean, Marmora and Black 8eas separate

Europe from Asia, but in history they have acted as a link

between the two, Early maritime activity extended Mediter-

ranean culture towards these shores and at the same time re-

ceived and was influenced by the impact of such a vast hinter-

land. These activities, fused within a single climatic region,

(1) In this respect it is interesting to compare the develop-
ment of architecture in Mexico, California, Florida, Brasil,
South Africa and Australia.
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self-sufficient, yet gaining by intercourse, seem to represent

a near approach to the perfect order of Mediterranean coastal

and island culture. The settlements of the early Greek colo-

nies never penetrated deep into the interior since these early

settlers were primarily sea rovers with an eye to commercial

traffic, Awareness to the sea was a major aspect of these

settlements. Aristotle gives his opinion when he talks about

the siting of a city. "As to the site of the city, if it is

to be ideally placed, it is proper for it to be well situated

with regard both to the sea and the country.' the Greek city
states were distributed along the Bastern coast of the Mediter-

ranean though in their life they remained aloof from the native

communities and failed to incorporate them in the Greek way

of life, A settlement which never penetrated beyond the coastal

areas of a region, which was primarily concerned with commerce

could never create a permanent and lasting order, ontribution

towards civil life and a finely developed system of govern-

ment - an achievement such as Plato's Republic, which impresses

by its high degree of civil administration, marks the bright

dawn of Mediterranean historic life.

In its effect on trade, the Greek settlements brought

neighbouring regions of similar and alien climates into con-

tact with the Mediterranean world. Such an impact had obvious

(1) Politics, Book VII, Chapter V, 3
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results in the economic sphere by stimulating commercial

activity, This early trade system promoted Greek inter.

sourse with the rest of the editerranean and in its later

Eastern expansion it led to the establishment of what we term

the "Hellenic phase of culture" - a late development in Greek

Arts which mingled the Greek pattern with that of the Near

East, This intermingling tended to further a state of cul-

tural unity in the Eastern editerranean, Thus the study of

Greek culture is transferred to a Middle Eastern environment

reflected in later Arab thought and achievement. This rela-

tionship should be emphasised in the seholarship of the future,

Alexandria, Ant ioch and Seleucia were among the number

of important Hellenic cities and cultural centres, They

flourished because of their commanding position on the trade

routes, Alexandria took the place of eletos in fusing

Oriental and Greek c ultures - it brought the Nile Valley and

Red Sea into the sphere of Uedi terranean Sea influence,

Antioch was situated on the left bank of the Orontes in North

Syria - at the junction of a northern highland route to the

Euphrates. Seleucia lay on the Tigris not very far from

Babylon, the firt world city of history.

Modern scholarship has furnished us with an abundance of

,aterial for the study of this city life. It is of importance

to us in this instance in iso far as it helps us to decide the

degree of civic penetration into Mediterranean agricultural
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life, The market was always an active centre, Examples of

such activity and the types of merchandise may be pictured

from the Old testament. In $aekiel 1 a description of the

Mediterranean town of Tyre and its commerotal activity is

worth mentioning.

"0 thou that art situate 4t the entry of the sea,
which art a merchant of the people for many isles.-
Thy borders are in the midst of the seas, thy builders
have perfected thy beauty. They have Mde all thy ship
boards of fir trees of Benir: they have taken cedare
from Lebanon to make masts for thee. Of the oak of
Bashan have they made thine oars; the company of the
Ashuritee have made thy benches of ivory, brought out
of the isles of Chittim. Fine linen with broidered
work from Egypt was that which thout spreadest forth
to be thy sail$ blue and purple from the isles of
lishah was that which covered thee, All the ships

of the sea with their mariners were in thee to occupy
thy merchandise ,, Syria was thy merchant by reason
of the multitude of the wares of thy making..aeto,

In considering the cultural life of cities with a view

to the future it becomes important to relate such activities

with a firm attachment to the land. One people neglect and

divorce themselves from the land, city life loses its real

foundation. It laaks both physical and spiritual response

to regipnal identity, A problem a rises that people engaged

in mobile activity of a commercial economy will not live in

spiritual harmony with the established community, fthe sig-

nificance of this fact =ust be considered in the present and

(1) Esekiel, Chapter 27.
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future range of commereial activity. Throughout history,

the Levant has been famous for the rise of an alien population

engaged in counereial activities, In consequence the fringes

of the Mediterranean region were peopled by s trangers, a cos-

mopolitan tendency which is reflected in the arts. Within

the range of similar climatico conditions, architecture in the

past did not suffer but rather henefited. At present there

is a chaotio intermingling of styles from alien Northern

lands. In practice, wisdom and goodwill should adjust the

economic aspect and help to bring about a healthy attitude

wherein skill and energy find their reward without violating

home culture,

The Roman Empire attempted to incorporate the small

agricultural communities of the Mediterranean region into an

organic whole with legal and political unity. Eventually it

came to rely on sturdy countrymen as conscripts for its army.

But the Eastern Mediterranean had been the sphere of an earlier

Rellenic culture and the loyalties of the separate urban centres

tended to remain aloof from the capital of the Empire at Rome.

Rome was thus more dominant in the Western Mediterranean, She

attempted to achieve political unity by incorporating the small

villages or towns of a particular neighbourhood into a market

province, This political superstructure was never wholly

successful, There was no common ethical or spiritual purpose

to bind together the extent of Mediterranean territory.

_ -A
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ilitary rule however well organised in a civil order, in-

evitably deteriorates into self-indulgence and material pleasure

in daily life. Worldly pleasure was substituted for religion

and the bathp became gambling centres for exotic pleasures.

The vomitorium is another expression of such indulgence, For

this reason we find the Early Fathers of the Church condemning

attendance at the Batha. The Mediterranean needed sea high-

ways as well as highly skilled feats of road engineering.

J.L.lres comuents: "If they touched cities, it was for re-

freshment not for intercourse." Because of prosperous commer-

sial activity, piracy was a constant threat in the Mditerranean.

Another way of using a ship on the great sea highways is thus

to tiake it the crew's "home and castle".

The Southern and Eastern areas of the Vediterranean were

the home of desert bred peoples well acelimatimed through the

process of time, It needed more than a political regime im-

posed by an organised army to subdue the proud spirit of the

free Bedouin, whose proud nature and environmental breeding

would not submit to alien superimposed structure, The strength

of both the Greek and the Roman lay in urban development. The

word pagani denoting villagers of the old cult illustrates the

iact of spiritual cohesion between urban and rural. Roman

civilisation had a firm grasp of techniques and organisation.

Magnificence, power and civilty are reflected in the roads,
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aqueducts and baths. We wonder at the energy with which the

Romans were able to conquer problems of water supply and create

new towns and settlements. In their colonising activities the

Romans introduced southern culture to Central and North Europe.

The hypocaust system of heating in which the floors and walls

of buildings were warmed by the passage of hot air through

flues, was introduced on a large scale to conquer the Northern

climate, just as the attempt to alleviate swmner heat is now the

major problem of another colonising movement in an opposite

direction. They have left a rich legacy of teohnical achieve-

ments, and it is for us to humanise them to a gentler way of

life.

Compared with Roman culture, the creek is definitely more

truly Mediterranean in character, In its native homelands it

represents man's highest achievement of Mediterranean island

culture with virtue derived from its own reservoirs of peoples.

In the coastal lands Greek oulture found a "home away from

home", yet these coastal lands were only part of a different

hinterland with peasantry who already had a tribal structure

Or primary association of their own.

Roman Christianity was essentially urban in character, and

did little to reconcile pagani and townsmen., Its gatherings

and ceremony centred round the church which became the outward

expression of Christian belief in Europe and the Western World.



Whilst Rome brought culture and civilisation to the Western

world, Byzantium brought the same gifts to the Slav, Hellenic

and Eastern Church heritage were merged and taken over in the

rise and spread of Islam.

"The spiritual culture of Islam is Islaneed
Hellenism. Christians, Syrians, Zoroastrians, priests
and gnostics in Aramaic and Iranian a-il passed on to
the Muslims the Grecian inheritance,"

Greek and Arab culture have met in the Eastern Mediterranean,

the central home of Islamic culture, It is geographic unity

and not merely historie circumstances that makes the Southern

and Eastern Mediterranean Arabic. This inter-relationship

of geography and history is essential for true understanding

and historical criticism in Arab and Islamic studies, One al-

most wonders if time does have a stop when such stern desert

environment rules man's activity.

While Latin penetrated and replaced the native Gallic and

Iberian in the west, the Greek language never penetrated into

the Eastern basin of the editerranean. The literary expres-

sion of these peoples found its medium in Arabic. As long as

geographical conditions remain constant, Arabic speaking

peoples will always form the bulk of the population. The

fringes of this Eastern Basin might be exploited from time to

time, but physical conditions and natural ethnical distribution

will ultimately prove the stronger.
to

A spiritual call/unite in thisregion man's activities
(1) Hans Heinrich Schader from quotation by Hans Kohn p.35 in

Western Civilisation in the Near East, London 1936.

519
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to one purpose and one God was the message of Islam, It de-

nounoed pagan religion as the worshipping of little gods be-

longing to varied tribes and clans. The Arabs were united by

Islam and transformed from that level of tribal strife which

dominated "Al Jahilia"I into a spirit of fraternal equality,

The new religion emphasised a spirit of equality among all

people. The Arabs brought Islam to the Mediterranean lands,

thereby uniting lands which already had comnon links physically

and spiritually. Pre-Islamic culture in Arabia and the fertile

lands are represented in the poetry of the period.2 If the

Mediterranean inspired womer to sing of the sea, the desert

environment is revealed in an art of song and the spoken word

which expresses valour, generosity, pride and love.

These virtues are all expressed in the Mualiquat - the

chosen poem which used to be recited in the open mrket of

Suk Ukath, parts of which were later inscribed on the Kaaba

walls, It is interesting to notice that oratory and poetry

in Arab lands take the place of writing in the North, It may

perhaps be related to the different idea of social intercourse

which prevails in the two regions. Caravan journeye and trad-

ing activities kept the Arabs of the Badia (living spaces of

(1) State before Islam characterised by tribal rivalry in pride
and vanity,

(2) See Wicholson, titerary History of the Arabs for references
to translations of Arab poetry of this period.

Rm , M@bmg,- - -- .
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the desert) in touch with Settlemente in more fertile places,

The two famous seasonal trade gatherings of 'Rihlat al Saif

ws Alahitae* are mentioned in the Koran.

Western scholars who are unaware of this early Arab poetry

,aotetimes refer to the desert as a wilderness which bred un-

lawful nomada; and eonapare the Arab invasions to the Northern

tribal eruptions, It would be more apt to think of the desert

as a great sea - the hinterland to a great neighbouring king-

dom in Iraq and Alsham? The riverine cultures penetrate the

desert which also provides a refuge for the oppressed who are

fleeing from a dietatorship. Bevan writing on Arabia before

Mohamed mintains that emigrat ion from the river valley centres

took place throughout history. 2 Besides it must not be for-

gotten that there was another very early source of established

civilisation in Southern Arabia. This is revealed in the Koran

and the Bible and the great water cistern of "ad Marab" is

evidece of constructive water engineering at such an early

date in history. Cornercial and cultural contact was main-

tained between the wide spaces of the Arabian peninsulas and

its hinterlands. This physical unity contributed to the in-

digencus quality of Islam.

The art and architecture of the Arab-Islamic phase of

1 Aleham a Syria and Palestine.
2) Bevan, Arabia before Mohamd, p.5. See also Miitt,

History of the Arabs.
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history in the South can be compared to Medieval Gothic in

the North - a emmon spiritual inspiration in two different

olimatic regions. The mosque aand the cathedral in architecture

symbolise the rich artistio treasury in both regions. The

beauty and glory of nature turned nin's minds towards goodness

and belief in God which distinguishes man's capacity for con-

templative thought. Wh eivilisation loses control in a wild

lust for material power there is an even greater need for such

*ontemplation. The region between the Ruphrates of Mesopotamia

and the Nile of Egypt was the home of the prophets. Here it

was possible for men to view the panoama of evil fbom a diea-

tanee. Par from the centres of aivilisation, men could afford

to gase into the vast infinite horizon and the stars of a

desert night where the landscape whispers the magnitude and

glory of eternal power. This was the birthplace of prophets

who spoke of wisdom and piety. It is the background of the

Old Testament. Names of desert origin and the folklore of the

Old Testament help, s to understand the Bible in its true

setting in this climatic region where desert tradition has so

profoundly affected the development of character,

The relation of Arab oulture and Islamic studies to the

Mediterranean world has been vague and obscure to Western

artistic scholarship in the past. But rodern and future

sholarship could help to combat the mistakes of the past on$ the

accumulated prejudice by a more intimate contact,
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"In the East there was an organic connection between
the ethnio forces and the intellectual's ideals and con-
ceptions, since here the thread of development had not
been broken ... Hence the enormous cultural influence
of the Islamic world on Christendom, Which finds expres-
sion to this day in the numberless words of Arabic origin
in our languages and of which it is Impossible to have
an exaggerated conception. Not only material products
of the last but the broad lines of economic life, the ideal
expression of our medieval chivalry - including even the
poetry of the innesingers, for all its European appear-
ance - the bases of our whole education in the natural
scitnees, even ideas in philosophy and theology which
have had a wide influence, came to us during that period
from Islam. The consequences of the Crusades are the
plainest evidence of the enormous superiority of the Is-
lamie World, whick we are recognising more and more every
day"(C.HBaoker),

The consolidation of Islam2 in southern Mediterranean lands

brought the southern and western shores of the Mediterranean

into political and cultural union with North Arabia, In the

course of its later cultural activity and development Islam

changed. The deep eastward penetration to Persia, Western

India and China brought the Far East to the Medittrranean. On

the borders of the desert, lying on a great caravan route,

Damascus became the seat of the Ummayad Caliphate and thus the

capital city of the Arab Islamic Mediterranean world. But the

extension of Islamic culture and its activities in various

regions, though varied in expression were fused to one pur-

pose, Throughout these various areas, the mosque stood as

the expression of culture and religion. The climatic unity of

the Arab Islamic world (though local variations) meant that no

energy was squandered on becoming aolimatised in Persia or

the Mediterranean,
(1) H. Kohn, Western Civilisation in the Near East, p.48.
(2) It is incorrect to use the frequent term Muhammedism to

designate Islamic religion.



In the sourse of its development, Islam absorbed previous

cultures and inspired them with a new driving purpose, but in

turn was itself influenced by the statecraft of earlier king-

dome, This second aspect was expressed in the abundant riches

of the urban centres. The transfer of the capital from Da-ma-

eus to Baghdad w as the first hint of the disruption of the

political unity of this Arab Islamic world of the Mediterranean

whereas Demascus was a window to the editerranean world, the

outlook was orientalised and brought under the influence of

Persia, Then followed a period of unstable regional government

with rival dynsties ruling by force, Baghdad was raised to a

lofty position as proud centre of the caliphate, and a *Golden'

Age of courtly prosperity was influenced by the infiltration

of Persian aristocracy. Although this expression was dassling

in its splendour it did not reflect the idea and purpose of

Islam. The spirit of the Koran was preserved in the inral and

legislative code that did ensure a continuity of belief although

it was later clouded by political upheaval.

Cairo, Cairawan in Tunis, and the many flourishing cities

in Andalusia were other Islamic centres in the Mediterranea,

Daring the Abassayad period, cities were built on an exceed-

ingly lavish scale - for instance the round city of Baghdad, 1

(1) 7or details of the building of this city and reconstruc-
tion of the old plan of the city see G.Le Strange, Baghdad
during the Abbasid Caliphate, Oxford 1900.

__----A
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and samarr* er smplsof save anrban proportisno,

but at ties when the ee4 to aitaia power wast the

cermes ot lar eto.,

h. arte at iona11at lea an embank t were a very 1n-

ptnt tafatu.re of t elv pl aiag. Is a lecare on eaatern

factors in the Growth or moderv Cities" Prefesor UnmstaI

"Fets snem to t w that thet nvetttd of..

gleevring whisk ware ndoubtedly being used in te .. a-
struation and ex4pansio#or afnrlyallwestern a es tn

* tltw ftand thirt.een 0enturies h boon derived
through the nvant trom Moepotanm o nwhere they had been
known a ndmploye for thousada et zYYears. Vntue

whih was the earliest uropean iistane of this typ#
of city# grew up aunr predolsantly aIs tin influee

In pe 1400 le. eatetto with Alwxamrit Shteh
*a alse built on realaimed aii Mthat the foundation

Of a u n4 other eoties of Syria, of Persia, and
of 'eatrel Asis tad volvedgrengne ill in

n tl n dfially tha tthe plan of Baghdad as touna-
et by the Caliph Al M*maur in 776 showed the deliberata
adoptieon of the oncentrsa principie whioh wesftewar
we widely Op 1U04 it oorflra np in lose ti

With Levantino 4ediction."

It is nOt relevant to attep*t the verifistion of h #tat-W

mn* is thisa eenneton. Their mportance lies in the extent

of the relationthip between the Arab fditerranesn world sad

Kettwieval Eop Bertram Thoma (*'h A rabs*, MLodn, 1937,

p.207) writicg about the Arab an the enaisau is urope

stat*$:

"They (Arabs) had hld alolt the torch of Gek
*ivilisation a after 4 ,years, pasue it still moe
brightly burng to the hristisn .et. That Whita
senta d the seed o the Reaien ad out af the

Jornalsofsgrient:aloeaeie1ltsatian ant Eurpea

(1) Journal of Oriental Society 1915-16, pp. 13-17.
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Vanice was the mistress ofa flourishing Mediterranean

trade which preserved the connection with the Arabs. twhile

in Erope Arab culture found a home in Andalusia where a pe-

riod of great prosperity ensued, The new towns of Andalusia,

Kordova (Kurtuba), Granada (Ghirnalta) oorrespond to the

Damascus of the Eastern Mediterranean. Here an Umnayad Arab

prince Abd-Al-Ra anruled independently,

A flourishing Islamic culture in the Western Mediterranean

followed forming a phase of the spread of Arab culture and its

penetration to Europe.

The three centuries of Crusades form the first large scale

penetration of North to South* the misguided energy was forced

inte a mould of fanatical knighthood and ended in failure.

But the Crusades paved the way to the later power politios

of Western Europe. Venice, Genoa and Pisa were among the

leading Italian towns which benefited from the protection of

the Crusades to the extent of a flourishing trade with the

Levant, During this period the West was brought into contact

with Eastern Mediterranean culture. Wider horisons were opened

to men, The journey was made overland from Acre to Peking

and by sea from Basra to Canton, European isolation came to

an end, and the way lay open to the Great Voyages of Discovery

of Vasco Da Gamas, and Bartholomew Dias. Thus in a sense the

Crusades may be regarded as the paving stones to the disovery
of Americs.
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In 1258 Maghdadfll to the might of lolaoo ant his

hordes from entral Asia, - the nocessor of the great

Ghngs fan, In 1453 onstantinople fell to the Turk. At

a time when the oivilising fores of Islam were meak, the

dominance of the Ottoman Emire took root in the Eastern

Mediterranean. This transfer of the contre of gravity in

the Aoient world of the Eastern Vediterranean opens the now

ohapter of modern Europe. The rule of the Ottoman Empire was

doomed to failure, It superimposed political unity on nations

and regions with an unsympathetio anvironmet and culture.

Wali* were appointed from onstantinople with powers to aet

for the Sultan in the collection of burdensome taxes. There

was no impulse for the growth of local initiatnve and-self

developed units that might adhere to the regime but still

take their place in the larger sphere of Islam. Yet people

still oont inued their traditional craft work totr loal

markets and even used their crafta to glorify the Sultaa.

Damascus ad Aleppo were market centrz of activity on the

pilgrimage mtes which fostered leaal craft activity.This

gulf between political structure and true Mediterranean harmony

and dependence onenvironment is the essence of the failure

of the Ottoman Empire in tsonomc and ultpral W spheres.Anothr

centributory faetor to its deline was the rivalry of ast

and West, Moslem and Christia whih haraoterise the period.,
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Keeping the "Riok Man" alive was the power motif of

Western politics. It is the tragedy of political history

that simple and honest human emotions are often roused for

the sake of political dram, This isa further ineitment

to a militant nationalim. The impact of the 'modern age'

came with such a sudden fore that it Was difficult for the

iatern Mediterranean to know where to turn for guidance and

what principles to maintain. (The dazzling aohievements and

expression of colonisation cannot help but reflet the pur-

pose of itS Origin. A statue of Mussolini in a entral

squarec cArab orth Africa, even were it conceived and execut-

ed with the best available technique, could never make

Mussolini a protector of Islam.) It needs a genuine sympathe-

tie enquiry into the hunn values of Mediterranean life itf a

better and continuous future is to be assured.

.Duringthe nineteenth aentury, Napoleon, the Mediterranean

Corsioan, attempted to restore the old unity of the Mediter-

ranean by power and conquest, In Egypt, Mohamed Ali typified

the ambition of Eastern Mediterranean unity, and this nw
spirit my be ifted with the Greek War of Independence, the

Assembly of the Cortes in adis 1812, and the Arab Awakeniag.

While the material power of the Western world was reshing a

climax, the Mediterranean world and its hinterland remined

unchanged in the structure of its sosisty - in Spain, Southern

Italy, Oreeee and the Near East, The opening of the Suea
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Canal meant the return of ommerijalinterest to the Mediter-

raneananud this was bound to influence certain strata of ge-

diterranean sosiety, as for instance the Lqvantiue peoples.

This in turn led to the penetration o F'rench imperialism into

North Afrioa where It now oentrols an extensive area of a

region alien in nlimate, aulture and peoples to that of Franee.

The value of this sone of 'tinafluezo' was rekoned in terms of

increased political and commereial aupremacy in the Western

world.I #uch an attitude whiah is typioal of others could

never bring true peace or true oalture to the world; it would

add to the accumulation of national bitterness ad result in

ultimate explosion. A typioal instance of such reaction has

been the wholehearted indignation o:; the Araba over events in

the Lebanon during the present war,

After the first Word War, the penetration of a more ef-

footive chatge began to take aerret. Weare witnessing a

transition period in the history of these editerranean states,

It Is a ttnsition to 4 Atoder machine *a - one whih might

be for the good provided that there is no colonisation merely

for selfih motives of power politics. The Mediterranea life

(1) InZJanuarY 1939 M.Daladier teolared: I am going to
resume my voyage to orth Ar eqhich is part of Frane
beese there perhaps maeer ee else is the
greainess of the Frenoh fEnpire." CG. EatThe Mediterra-
nean Problemsa
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has low standards of health; it is a state of extreme

poverty. Yet the price of help should never mean the dotina-

tion of the soul, Throughout the ages, this Mediterranean

region which gave the world a great message of goodness and

contemplative thought has had to Buffer conflict and exhaunt-

ing wars in a continuous struggle, For the first time the

East and the West are forced into close contact, The true

spirit of religion needs awakening and there is a oring

need for a faith which sincerely and spiritually guides

our inner conscience towards a realisation of the wider

concept of hunanity,
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PART III

Chapter four

ARCHITEtcRn Aem QSTOI DEVRELOMT- ANCu

Art soblarship in the understanding of
essential principles in historic development
and styles of architecture, Architecture
and archaeology. Arohitecture essentially
an art of creation.

Climate and the architecture of the Medi-
terranean throughout the ages. Climate
effects en essential unity in arohitectural
development. The effect of climate in the
inter.-relation between Ohristian and Islamie
architecture, and the link between these two
and the Ancient epoch.

The Tigris-Ephrates
Prick tradition as the national style in re-
lation to topography. Thick brick wall
to shelter from heat. Effect of heat on lateral
expianion; 'corrugated surface' treatment
of wall.

The problem of periodic rain and its ef-
fect on the rising level of sub-soil water
threatening the structural stability of the
superstructure. The practice of platfom
buildings. Bituaen mortar and burnt
brick. Construction of brick arcbd drains.

Climatic influence in comparing Cbaldean
and Assyrian forts to Egyptian. Vaulted struoture
and cool shade shelters. Influence of brick
material on theevolution of structural forms;
the genesis of dome evolution is more relevant
to brick region.

The onumental expression of the Zuggurat
in relation to flat and dominant starry landssape.
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Hypothesis of flat landacape and the two-
dimensional representation in art In-
scribed bricks and sculptural tablets remain
to be a significant and noteworthy contribu-
tion to the art of architecture.

Palace layout a horizontal and vertical mass
omposition; effect of height as a guide in
the flat plain.

Climate and court planning in Mesopotamian
palace architecture compared with similar
Aegean and later practice. The niche or
semi-dome recess are primary characteristic
forms of the brick regions. The two needs
of open air living and indoor ahelter frm the
beat brought open court and massive character
of wall; daily and seasonal changes of tem-
perature and their effect on the house plan.
Assyrian and Babylonian houses are early evi-
dences of the court constructed type.

Nile Valley
Stone formation in the beam and post

element of structural design: Der El-Bahari
and the geologic formation of the landscape.
Pyramidal form a distinctive feature of Ancient
Egyptian architecture.

Brick in Egyptian architecture. Sir Flinders
Petries account of its use by the ancients
and the technical problans involved. Water
and clay in the sub-soil. Statements by J.,.
Richmond and Sir Flindera Petrie on the struc-
tural problems in relation to underground
water.

Climate and colour in Egyptian architecture,
Hypothesis on sculptral representation and cli-
mate, statement by W, Harvey.

Early type of Egyptian peasant dwellings;
clay models at the Ashmolean suSeum.
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The windowless interior and the problem of
ventilation; tracing early evidence of the
"badgeer" as a cooling and ventilating device
in the interiors of Egyptian houses. Slit
windows. Reflected light.

The Aegean and the development of classical architecture

The nursery of later stone developed olassi-
al architecture in the editerranean islands of

the Aegean.
Architectural studies from the galace of iozsos.
Street architecture of an early Miwan seatown.
The 'romantic' character in the sense of an
ardent response to natural and climaticondi-
tions. Reveloping an indigenous 'romantic'
character into Mediterranean "aasi forms.
Climate and local material in Aegean and olassi-
cal architecture. Stone and hill site levels
and its effect on planning; outdoor and indoor
steps; Aegean columns.

The climatic explanation of certain aspects
of planning * borrowed lighting, air circulation,
window openings above doorways. Heating by
means of braziers.

The low pitched roofin the Mediterranean
sone. Rural and classical charac ter of the
roof. The single plane of low pitched roof
also characterises raral landscape architecture
in the less arid northern Mediterranean Sone
and high altitudes.

Stone and the Mediterranean. Stone in
the makiun of landscape; limestone is treaded
upon in the natural terrace. Stone Composi-
tion in the architectural landscape design of
hilly elevated sites.

The Greek House; warked continuity and
uniforaity oftype~of hozuse is to be attributed
to climate; the research evidence of B.C.Rider
on the history and development of the Ancient
Greek house. The plaof theotzcourt in the
living order of the house; inclusion of an open
air room in planning coposition.
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Open air living would mean the *oontempla-
tive" attitude towards nature. Climate and
Greek Gods worship in the open air.

Climate and classical 1composition in archi-
tecture. The regional and local character of
classical architecture relative to the stone
geology and climate of the editerranean. The
Acropolis a; a monumental example of landscape
regional architecture in the geographical and
climatio conditions of Greece. Symbolic ex-
pression of climate and environment in the
Temple religious edifice.

The structural and architectural unit of
the column. Southern climate and the coluanar
style of classic architecture. The Portico
as a sheltered open air resort; a covering
froa the sun and rain showers, Column desigh:
flutings and their aesthetic purpose. Artiula-
tion within the classic composition - mouldings.

editerranean light and classical details.
The quality of stone and its effect on the exact-
ness and precision and endurance of construoted
line and silhouette. Intensity of sun-light
and its effect on the colour sur ace of buildings.
Glare of aanface material. Principle of
reflected light one of the most important con-
siderations in southern architecture. Prac-
tical and aesthetic considerations of the effect
of this reflected light from paved terrace to
building projections, mouldings, columnand
sculptural decoration.

The clarity of the atmospnere and its ef-
foot on distant views. Optical illusion as evi-
dence of contemplative design in clear light
conditions. Colour and climate in Greek ar-
chitecture.

The Pampeian House
An accomplished classical arrangement of

southern type of house. Space and volume com-
position of atrium4, peristyle and garden.
Southern light and the small court.



e0n atre and the hilly stone land-
scape. Gymnasium court layout. Agora - the
civic centre type and market agoras. The .to*.
in urban classical composition. Colonnaded
streets - arcade constructed walks. Climate and
public social life - the portico in Roman Civil
and recreational architecture.

Roman contribution in the climate of the
Mediterranean. Civil engineering works, water
services in aqueducts and architecture. Therae
and fountains: expression of an urban social
splendour in the Mediterranean climate. The
character of Roman architecture and its relation
to Mediterranean cul.ture. Developnent in planning
for mltitudes. Wider column spacing and the
arch method of construction for spacious interior.
Forums, basilica. and palaces - similar prin-
ciples of layout and town planning composition
in the Mediterranean region because of general
similarity of climatic conditions. Vitru-
vias on climate and planning.
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Boeause Architecture an never be separated from the

life and thoughts of its people, and beause of the many

regions involved, the scope of historioal architetural

studyin the Medterranean is -imense. Within the fasaint-

Ing by-ways of such a study there might be a tendetny tO

interpret the present in relation to time and social changee

as something entirely different and separate from the steady

flow of the past, Although the atudy of ArAhiteture as the

development of styles in different periods Is valunble In so

far as it builds up and 4larifies stylistic expression, there

is a danger that the underlying principles might- be over-

looked There might be no connecting link to show how the

different styles of a regton came into being. The present

period of upheaval with its impact of change stands in great

need of a firm grasp of essentials. They form the starting

point from which architectural development can advane*, a*d

this is the task for artistic saholarship to expound.

The4ned is urgent not merely for the assimilation of

historic faete, but rather the promotion of a sound, oritical,

constructive and creative attitude set in a humanistic content

and implication. The facts are sometimes more strietly th

concern of the archaeoogiet than the arohitect, Tz.a ,J kSen,

on the relation of archaeology to architecturrightly

(1) T.J.Jakon, Introduetion Byzantine and Roman Architecture
V.I.

t
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states "But while an architect must take archaology to some

extent into his service he must beware lost it becomes hig

mter, He mut study the art of the present neither as a

ubjeot of historical research nor as a matter for Imitation,

but in order to learn its principles taking it as his tutor

rather than his model*. An artistic understanding should

stimulate the present study of buildings andmonuments.,The

buildings Of the past may have been erected in response to

different prevailing needs, however they were built under

similar if not tne same geographi. and climatic environment
in

that we livetoday, and so the significance and understan4ing

of regional styles should become a primary soures for arhi-

tectural acobmp~hment at the present, If this is always

borne in mind, the study of the paat can never be dismised

as possessing merely 'antiquarian* interest. Instead it will

always be of immense practical value to artistic continuity.

The strutlr aspect 'of architecture will benefit by direct

technical knowledge as for instance the domes and vaulta of

the past which combin such highly developed technical

efficiency with architeotural beauty,

The most striking feature of Mediterranean architecture

is A a marked imilari ty over an extensive area, Inluenses

from central establithed sources were atweays active, but this

is not necessarily the explanation of the .Character whit is

general. Climate set a similar problem throughout the whole
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region, but the solution was reaAhet in different ways in

different localities, This marked uniformity within the whole

arehitoture of the Mediterranean region, however, has given

rise to the expression 'southern light in 4istineton to the

*oaracteritic styles of the bordering Northern continent and

southern tropical Africa. A cemparison and a study of the

quality of Mediterranean architecture forms thes ecpe of this

capter - how for example within diverse regions, the varied

building materiale resulted in arious expressions within one

maore or less abiding limatto type.

It is this fact that brings the two formative element of

Mediterranean culture - Christian and Islamie architecture

into close unity. Earlier the ancient epoch provides a rich

source for architectural inveStigation into these later develop-

The Tigris-gaphrnte Yalley, (WAD AL-RAFIDYN, meaning

the valley of the two gift-giving, .*e. the two river ) the

rly source of great established river ivilisations has con-

tributed to architeture in the art of brik and clay build-

ing. BrIW, the ntural material souree in the topographic

conditions of the aoatry thue betomes the source for an

iadgenous and national tyle. Its varlous usages in the art

of strutural ompositionai-e well ,worth detaied StWy today.
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flooded in the winte r season when the level of the river is

raisnt Leaving aside Cotsiderations of health and inn-

Vflenie to living arragements, this affects the struture of

t'uildings and helps to speed up the prosts of dilapidation.

However'well designed in itself, a building must therefore

stand in alose relation to the soil formation and local cndi-

tions. Sir Plinders PetrieI in disessing buildings in a

desert site mentions aase of practical interests "a number

of houses were put on a desert site near Cairo, a charming

open desert, healthy and with mnthing to fear, as dry as a

bone, They were built in an extremely wide water-cour#e,

whih drained down from the Mountains twenty miles away This

lasted very well for two or three year, but one day there was

a black clOud over the mountains, and shortly afterwards there

were two feet of water in that site and in a short time the

whole of the houses were reduced to iano, pots, and panand

wreckage."

The prevailing practice in palace building weas to ereat

them on a platform high above reach of the floods, This

necessitated building retaining walls and vast sub-structures.,

The outer wall of burnt brick set in bitumen mortar retained

(1) A disousaion on Building Methods in Egypt R..BA.4Jun
17ths, 1911.
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elimatic requirements te- intriatie in the meaning Of such .-

evolution and stould not be overlooked in favour of eartain

hasterM tatV While it t 8Significant toUfllow the later

developent of the dome or vault and the monumental attain

Sent in the art of evered spaae dur ing Chris tian, Islamie*

and Renais periode, yet the evidece oftheir natural

evolution as shelters a requirements for early sooetet in

many plaos was a logival eatoome.

fThe * vertioal' aspect of architeetaral composition during

the early period of Babylon and Assyria was provided by the

ziggurat. Wrem this aeredotu andiothr* attribute to the

Chmatans the scholarly study and observation of the 'vast ex-

psae of sky. In a flat cosntry,Aqf is the dominating

feature of, the landucape. It is inesoapable, not only overhead,

but on all sides s far as the eye ca nsee. At night the

Ziggurat may be Imagined set in a baokeloth of deep blue studded

pith the gentle silvery points of the stareflThe1dominating

influnce 4 sky in the landsape somehoo tends to minimte

the significance of the t ard dimeuslon helps to explain

the provailing two dimensional representation so chareteriew-

tia of the art o ftheEastern nttries. In oentrast to'the

Greek otessical eoneeption springing naturally from the

montainout set ting the eenoepton of art develope d en a flat,

serface, ,an the artist is more interestod in a teohalgne of

(1) By means of the two dimensional representations it was
possible to achieve a "fourth dimension". This term is
used in the sense of spiritual purposes.
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of light open air strntUre an massive wall constitutes the

theory of arehitetural design in semi-arid 1editerranean

countries.,

The house design of Ancient Assyria and, Oalde follows

the rectangular ourt plan, and a reconstrution based on

archaeologioal disooveriea shows the similarity in grouping

with later Periods and the Present.

In Ancient Egyptian architeoture, closely tpaed massive

pillars supporting stone beams are the element of architbetural

space covering, In covered alls with rows of such columns

or in oolonnades surrounding the open perittyle ocurt, the

Ancient Egyptian style of monumental arhiteoture reaches/high

level, Granite, sandstone and limestone could be quarried in

the hilly environment of this stone geological stratum thereby

achieving a landscape formation in harmony with the natural

setting. As an architectural composition, the reetangular

arrangement of olumn repetition was in relation to the stern

even level of the desert plateau background. The Temple of

Der-l-Bahari is described by Sir flanders Petrie with the eye

of an interested landscape artist as well as an ar0eologist.
2

le writes:

"The strongly marked horisuatal and vertifal lines of the

scenery ondition the style of buildings that can be set before

such a bacgroutd ... Behind the building the skyline was the

(1) Oscar Reuther, Plate I. Die Innenstadt von Babylon, Leipzig,
1926.

(2) Arts and Craft of Ancient Egypt, London I onG



level of, the deertplateaU OnlY h utope by an @occasional

Valley, bat with never a peak rising above it. And the face

of the liffa that from the stone setting is ruled across with

levi lines of atat., whh rise ia a step-like background

on * wall lined w4roUs as with oeures* of msonryT. The Weathe:

ing of the olitfs break up the walls of rook into vertical

pillar with deep shadows between t . I he face of sue h

tverwhelmingly rectangular framing any architacture les mas-

sive and sauare than that of rant would behonelatalr Aefat-





loising -about

enough to
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[during the flood period of the file) threaten the stability

of the superstructure. such earth movements result in an up-

ward pressure which E.T.Rihmnd disusses in his address on

Building Methods in Egyp. 1  Z Hillustrates the way in whiQh

Nile mud contracts about 1/8 inch yi ng and gives as an

example that large cracks open in dry fields nough'to entrap

one's foot in walking a nything dropped is lost. In on-

nectioa with the problem of underground water and its effeot

he states that "no partliular attention has in the past been

paid by Zgyptians to the varying levels of the subsoil water,"

while Sir Flinders Petrie maintain that the ancients were

conscious of these problems and evolved two solution. One way

was to bed on sand which left walls free from shifting below

it. 2 The other Way for long enlosure walls was to build them

wavy or corrugated.

(1) See E.I.., Vol.IVII, P.544. An address to the R.I.BA
on Building ethods in Egypt by Z.Richmond [director of
Publie Buildings in Egypt] with discussion in which Sir
F.Petrie takes an important part.

(2) Writing on foundations Petrie states, Sometimes brioks
were laid on sand, and with sand4between thm.Suoh layers
of sand enabled the levelling to be adjusted and allowed for
shifting of the soil w ithout eracking the wafla. C .hapt..
10. 100.01t.

(3) For * plan of a wavy bri4kwal;Lse Pl.V.Fg.I of twall
around Pyramtid MAyHU XII ynasty the length of suh
wallsexposed them especially to contortion of the soil;
the Wavy pla allowed of rise and fall in different parts,
without doins more otha slightly Increasing or diminishing
the amount of wave in the upper part of the wall. This
form also ensured the greates steadiness with a given
amount of britak. The wavy walls are alwayb thinner than the
straight walls of nolosures. SBidg. ethodsi na gypt.
J.R.I.B.A. saIt 7th June 1911, P.536.
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like the Sfulptures, The resemblanee is olosest in the ase

of naked slaves working the shadoof ad tilling the fields."

The influene of olimate is olearly shown in the form of

houses, and as early as the IX to XI dynastits in Anoient

gypt we have preserved clay models which illustrate the

peasan t type of dwelling. These are not very different from

the present fellaheen home with a walled open spsce to fom a

court or centre for everyday activities, a flat roof and some

rude form of loggia on top.

It is Interesting to ntice in these model the idea of

the 'wind scra9' known in Egy4pt as muqaf, in Iraq a Vesi

as badgeer. It denotes an early device of letting air into

the windowless roots, It is also a method by Whih ool air'

and water, both essential- to indoor omfort, are obtained.

It is a device still employed in traditional houses at

the present tie and deserves real *onsideration in planning

for coolness. The serdab2 (basement) retreats which are om-

men to semi-arid climates still bring by means of the

badgeer. A further reference to the badgeeroystem will be

discusued in its relation toIslami *arohitecture.

(1) 8een in Ashmolean Museum Oxford& N.B~photographs ina
Petrie's "Egyptian Architeature", Plate XX17.

(2) erdAs . A tword of Persian origin owposed of two separate
words and meaning a place where-ecol water can be obtained.
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Outdoor living and e oyment msant the establishment

of .ultural and recreational faailities. Theopen air

theatre Is representative of a set of Csoial o*Mitions

fostered by limate. The areitectural expression Waw ay

pathetit to landsape- conditions. Site was 8ose on a a:

ing bank and the necessary requirements were met by appro

priate terraing, This sensitive response to environment

an orderly arrangement enmured tat buildings were nat is

posed unnecessarily, but when a theatre was construted o

plain as in many Greek and Roman examples, enolosing walli

apeeially construted whih afforded a scope for strueture

arthitecture decoration.

The planning of other establishments for scial and

cultural purposea followed he type of central rea

*ourt surrounaded by solonaea with adjoinig rooms as ge
-1

in the Palaestra. Olympia provides the best examples of

this type. The plao of the Gymnaa in the physoia

oultural attaitmet of the Greeks is evident from the glow

tural wealth of statues representing the ideal natural tig
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IBosanquet Iadd "The iaoreasingly gorgeofu and perishable

olothing of the Hellenistio kad Roman last was little fitted

for exposure to the ain.

Tacitus ootenats on the long wide streets whish ZeNr

designed for Rome after the great *onflagration. He writes 2

"That there were many advocates for the old system, as more

contucive to health of the inhabitants, because the narrow-

ness of the street, and the elevation of the buildings ex-

eluded the rays of the sun; Whereas the more open spae,,

having neither shade nor shelter, left the inhabitants ex-

posed to the intense heat of the day4"

As suh details in alyra reveal, the treatment of the

junetton of colonnaded street was designed il a masterly way.

The construotio tof walks for pedestrias corresponded In im--

portance to modern road building. It is evident from the

Greek practice that sueh walks Were not limited only to ground

space,Vitruvius mentions the Greek pratice of oonstruoting

upper walks in their forums.

)osanmet, Ar4aded Street, ?J'.W..ol, 5 5o.4, 1915,p.287.
2) The Viissitudes of the Eternal Oity or Amiaent Rome*.

4,.W. Jhiteside, translated from the work of Oaina the
distinguished Italiaa arhiteat, London , 1849.

(3) See Plan of PaLtlra (Tadmur) olonn adstreet and
detals of Junction in Vogue *ittoresque de la Syrie.

(4) Vitruvine, Book V, Chapt.,1,
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In Romn architecture the use of the colonnade is wid-

spread in garden portices. Sir R. Lanlanimantain that

porticoes are a characteristic Roman institution,

"At the time of Rome's greatest prosperity, the surfaae

Of the campus marA a and of the Cireus Flaminus, in fact, the

whole area between the left bank of the Tiber and the incian,

Quirinal and fiminal hills, was covered with port1ices., *Green

and *Campi" twenty of which are especially mentioned by

amaient authors, ,.. I do not fnow whether due consideration

has been given to the apecial nature of these edifices,"

anciani adds, t str.tiug along the river fromthe foot of

the Aventine to the region of the Vatican.zThey have been

studied rather individually, one by one, and from this point

(1) Anient and Modern Rome eitea further details and par-
tieularwhould the reader lay before his eyes a plan of
-the Ancient City, he would see at once how easy and
delightful it must have been made for the citizen to
walk under shelter from the Forum Boarinm to Hadrians a
Mausoleum at the opposite end of thi town. And the sight
was enough to captivate even the moat torpid mndIa.
have been tempted to some statistical data concerning this
incomparable group. The extent of the twelve larger por-
tinoes of the Campus Mar ius amounted to 4,600 yard
the surface protected the sun and rain, to 28,000
square yards; the total 'area of the porticoes, central
gardenisincluded, was 100,000 square yarda the number
of colums 2,000 or thereabouts, The columns were sent,
-ut from the rarest kinds of marble; their capitals were
of Corinthian gilt brass; the pavements were Inlaid with
jasper and porphyry; the walls were adorned with tatues,,
as reliefs and pictures, while the inner spa was do-
aorated with lovely gardens and clusters of box, myrtle,
laueln aiplane trees, interected with lakes, fouatains
and water falls,
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he is also aware of the Significace of a northern aspect

as a shady retreat from the direet and indiret heat of the

sun's rays. It should be evident M1ao that the more northerly

the latitude, the more important benomes the aspect of solar

orientation.

Plinyt'description of his villas of taurentinum and

Tusanum faurishes the anessary backgroud of social ules

anM ustoms which determined the design of these country

residenees with their faeilittes for pleasure atd agrinulture.

R. Castell poinsaout that these villas were oontrived

aeoording to the rules of Vitruvius for beauty and proportion

-rules whioh apply equally in city and country. -In respect

of internal arrangement, the arnhitect had toplan how best

to enjoy the benefits and avoid the -inonvenienoe of the sea-

sons.

WA9. ...

()The Villas of the Anoients by Robert Oestell,. London,

4
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PART III

Chapter five

ChRISTIA£ARCHWITECTURE

Court architecture and the basilican church.
The narthex. Cloister court an integral part
of space composition in southern latitude churches.
Basilican churches and regional character in the
North-4estern region of the Mediterranean.

Climate and church design in north and south.
Effect of steep roof on design in the north. The
buttress and window screen. Relation of roof
to plan. Theory of the colwn order in relation
to the structural character of forth and South.
Symbolic character of the roof in northern clima-
tic regions.

Influence of arch and vault on classical pro
Portions. Uelleni architecture in syrian churches.
Marked individuality of Byzantine designs;
analysing classical fomality and Byzantine
picturesque quality. Development of the struc-
tural design of a dome covering over a central
square space. Methods of tranXition& from square
to circular dome. The pendentive. The ef-
feet of the doaie on interior planning and exterior
composition. The dome in relation to classical
composition.

Climate and the southern Byzantine character.
The protective expressiop of thick wall is unim-
paired by its decorative treatment compared with
Northern skeleton framework wall design. Solid
character of the dome shell in relation to southern
climate. Extension of the idea of thipk wall to
the dome roof as protection against solar heat and
light.

Effect of ) editerranean climate on available
building materials. ~Tree growth limited by
moisture and thus it is wore to be found in Southern
Western Europe and the Mountain regions. This
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N. zone of the Mediterranean corresponds to the
Ramanesque style of timber rooted churches, known
also as "Med. type" to distinguish it from the
Wear Eastern barrel and domed designs.

In general Byzantine architecture and its vaulted
covering represents the t vernaoular' of the more
arid Mediterranean region East and South of the
Mediterranean, corresponding to "Mediterranean
climate" proper of the geographers.

Terra cotta tiled domed roof covering Balkan churches
and Turkish mosques. Bysantine rural and
landscape oiaracter.

Byantine domestic arekiteoture. Stone charac-
ter compared with mud-brik character.
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CHRISTIAN

The transition from R mn to Christian brought about a

sew phase of architectural development, The churoh became

the symbol of the now religious feeling, and art was its

handmaiden* thus the Christian epoch marks a new trend

after the Classical. The Romanesque style of basilican

churches ensured the continuity of Roman architecture, since

the need for a sheltered place of assenbly had been met

already in the basilican hall$. Theseh alls could serve their

no purpose with but little oonstructional modification.

Columns carrying arches or lintels, a wall pierced with olear

storey windows above and a wooden roof that had no serious

thrust remained the elements of construction. Different

examples of the basilican type are distinguished by the size

of column and varied decorative treatment. The columnar

ocurt which formed the peristyle in front of the basiltan

church remained unchanged. It is not necessary to explain

this by referring to the inner meaning of certain pagan

practices since alimati# problems still created the same

need for shelter againstuan and rain. Plans of churches

eash as St. lement's, Rome, and Old t. oPeter's testify to

this old solution of an old problem.o Because of climati

reasons, a court in front was a convenience but when this was

not possible, a narthex indicates a trace of the ame idea.
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Sim th ratead BySzantine edifiee exposed a large area

to the. sun'a rays, the, thiokness of the Wall was aooordingly

maintained throughout. The size of window opening i~n relati

to wall thieness to allow refleated light to the Interior as

avoid the diret rays of the sun is to be noted wFurttbrors

the slanting towards the interior on both sides of the aper-

ture, helped to distribute the range of light received in-

doors. When windows appear large it is important to note

their subdivision treatment, ComparedW ith northera practit

they were more in the nature of aton slabsplercaed with hole

for light. This distinguishes and greatly affects the

oharacter of southern arhitecture. It has already been ob-.

served in Anoient tgypt and a further disonseion of this type

of development in Islamic arahiteoture will be dealt with mao

fully in a later fhapter. Climate has affected the archi-

teture of the wall, It is noticeable that when decorative

of
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regional oharster in the mrkedly arid limate of the Me-

diterranean, while Romanesque style is expressive of a more

moist region of the Mediterranean. The explanation of such

regional character could be looked for in the influence of

climate on the possible building material. In the relatively

mister region of the north west and higher altitudes, it

was possible to find timber for building purposes, Its logical

use for roofing affected the architectural character, whereas

in the more arid region the lack of tiniber and the oost of

its transport in bulk for aommon building use resulted in the

dependeuce on stone -to cover roof spaces, This suggesto that

the Byzantine style of architeoture aequires a general in-

trinsio quality in the Mediterranean because of the climate.

The curved barrel type of roof is to be seen in many

Mediterranean localities, distant rural places, where there

is no evidence of possible inter-connection. It was, rather,

the intuitive solution suggested by similar local limatic

conditions.

An interesting fusion of the Mediterranean tiled roof

and Bysantine dome is to be seen in the tiled-dozed roots

of many Greek churches and even domed mosques in Asia Minor,

as well as elsewhere in the lesser known rural dwellings.

In sufh compositions as Kaisariana, RoJohn, Attics, Eva gii-

tria, Wistra and may other Greek churches, the spirit of

Vediterranean aroaiteet re in churOh design is inherently

refloted
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In the sphere of domestioe naraoileete -cenrtunities een

tinued to build in the same unohanging aanr.r The use etf

local material and the demands of limate were still the pri-

mary faeters to be aonsiderealthough doubtlesaeonomio

reasons of personal wealth played their part. The domestio

character of Byzantine arehitectretodpnen t ne

and the simple structural method semployed, It is interes-

ting here to notice the inWene of stone on the architectur-

al style nopared with m elay bricks. In both the dominant

character of the wall surface Wa rarly Interrupted by voids.

In the former, a method of stone pro jetion and reessing was

the more or less naturally suggested way of wall design. Thus

a bold corbelling method of costruetion, bays, corniees and

decorative art are features of Byzantine domestie architecture.

The use of aun dried brick or mAd building material suggests

a development of stucco ornament. These remain potential

building aterials and must be interpreted in arnhitecturl

expression so as to reveal more or leus their true and inner

potentialities. When using stone material the oorbels pro

Jecting on the outside retain shape and form, and cast a olear

shadow, The effect of sach projeetions with regard to the

weathering process is a factor which has to be noticed in the

relations of building materials and their resistance to weather

forces.

(1) For Byzantine houses see Beylie "'habitation Byzantine*
well -illustrated with sketches, restoations and photo-
grapha.

-9;-
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DoMsto, oultural ndreligious life were often fused

ia the aStivities of moneteries. An arnhitectural reaord

of the design and layout of z0oh establishments, would be a

valuable asset to the student of arohitecture. It is ather

task that remains to future, study. The column is the typisal

flassical contribution to editerranean architecture, whereas

the architecture of the wall and dome represents the Byantine

and Arabian contribution where araftmanship plays a signifi-

eant part in design, A combination of both classical and

Bysantine, the 0alu*m and the wall, is a synthesis of com-

posite arhitectural arrangem* in adjusting *pen and Shel-

tere spaces.
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Renaissance arokitecture in Italy and the Gothic
style in the North. Comparative climatic
observation in Northern and Southern development
of Renaissance architecture.

Because the elements of ancient olassical
architecture were evolved in response to editer-
ranean conditions of climate, their revival, con-
tinuity and development were natural and logical.
Elements of Gothic design and their response to
Northern winter conditions. The high pitched
roof construction of the North and its architectural
expression during the Renaissance in non-Mediterranean
countries. The dormer window aw mansard roof
in the Suropean Renaissance compared with the.
classical roof and balustrade of the south. Classi-
dal details in Northern climates and the need for
their climatisation. Critical approach and
analysis of architectural details in response to
regional environment should be within the scope
of active stimulated fine art studies in archi-
tectural scholarship.

Southern Renaissance in Spain and Italy. The
court in northern and southern architecture. The
Renaissance court with its fountain is a constructed
open air lounge. Fountain the symbol of a southern
climate and in a similar sense to the fireplace, a
symbol of the cold north. Lofty interiors and
columnar porticoes in south and north.

The Renaissance both a revival and a -develop-
ment. Arab influences reflected in Venetian art.
Influence of stone craftsmanship and decorative
art on Renaissance developuent.,. "Quattro Cento"
architecture.

Baroque tendency and the Mediterranean; de-
corative and structural composition of baroque design
aoulded forms and, their architectonic integrity.
Arabesque excessive flat surface treatment in "Eastern
Baroque" or rocot manner.

-77777
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Alberti's discourse on urban and countrZ
plan g. The avenue and court in Renaissance coun-
try palaces. Development in external civico com-
position; court in Renaissance architecture com-
pared to that of Islamic planning. Social func-
tion of street and open spaces. Gateway entrances
to streets and squares. Medieval concept of
enclosed units in town planning compared with
baroque excessive dramatization.

Street shelter and the colonnaded bridge.
Upper floor porticoes and their social function.
Regional planning devised by Alberti. Climate
and the choice of a town site; effect of wind
on site and topographic observation: hill sites
and higher altitudes. Reflected heat on a town
from rocks. Evaporation and ventilation in en-
closed river or lake sites. Possible to ad-
just relative humidity by planning. Convenience
in buildings with regard to climate. Ancient
devices.

Subterranean vaulted shelter (correspond to
Serdab). plow of cool air from shady apaces.
Orientation of winter and sumer roots. Size
of window in relation to air circuLation.
Thickness of wall and ventilation. Wind factor
in planning.

Alberti on the properties of building material.
£ffect of weather on stone quarrying. Various
uses for timber according to type of wood and re-
sistance to climate.

Water in civic planning. Importance of
aqueducts in the life and 'climate' of a city.
Mediterranean country residences and gardens of
the Renaissance period reflect a notable aspect
in secular grandeur in editerranean conditions;
stone terraces, balustrades, loggias, water
treatment in fountains, cascades, etc.
Little change in the architecture of Mediterranean
peasant cimmunities throughout history.





The well kown Manard root for exaple represent a lo4aal

arohitectua adaptation; it tI however a form evolved in

response to the limato conditions o the Worth.

In this sense the Renatssanoe in nor ternfandaentra

European countries, or even ort hern atituds of Ameriea

maY be rearded as an attempt to. Use OlassiCal levationeand

details in the solution of a different strutural roof problem.

It took time before these Motifs and details were absorbed

and nationalized., They were not primary forms in the sense

thAt they had not evolved in response to a direct stratural

anA resulting aesthett need. They were more dependent upon

Classical mnumental architecture and therfore one me1t lok

to the l6ess well known examples in the Varioua eountries for

the question of Oliatie inluence on architectural forms.

The degree of alimatisation of derived architetural de-W

tail is of real oonoern In this connectijon,# and It is per.

hapa unfortunate that this point has not been given due atten-o

tion in art soholarship. The details or arhitectonic phrases

of elaanical architecture musti have an underlying harmear

with nature and the Surrounding sair and light. Then what

might have been a e ela fless pitter wil be imbued

with olour, form, texture and wo. This should not mean

ersating a renweed state of intese reation or elaiestoim

'Versus romantioim. But the artist does need a stimalating
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the Arabesque from Islamic arohitecture.

te principle of mass distribution round oeentral courta





are diffioutt and a ostly to warm and as such unsuited to

Northern harafter in arnhiteetre. the lofty olusnar portico

designed t allow the free flow of air and toSetude the

direot rays of the aun is unsuited for a primary element of

design in the Worth.

Renaissanee arohitecture, reflecting the social e hange,

bears a dominant seenlar charaoter. The monumentsal sale now

serves the Individual in th *erection of palaces and self-

*ontained establitSmets, embodying the development ofacoon-

seieusly urban seeiety in. the Mediterranean.

Although auh arehiteftural forms as the 'ordet'bad

been creted to meet the espeotal needs of Mediterranean

limatis aenditions, they tend to suffer be4ause of a feeling

that they are mrely -standardiseelement of arohitest ur.

Bat the Rea saa . was by no neans a mare revival of the

promeding forms of the clSsial fag. Cutact with the gedi-

terrnean during the mddle ages ensured intereturie with

the Arab world and the Isamic art. his is reflented very

clearly in the Venetian school, anther primary souree of

the Renaissance in Italy and Western Europe.

Yastia farl teeture fses a great dealofrtrivetlo-

lamit art in its eposlttion. This partiettlar quality dis-

tinguishes it from the paprrEuropean RManMUKaluevelopment

in Filorence, where It was more of a conseious intellectua

revival.
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Buildings of public or symbolie importance must reoive

the attentione . to their charaoter, and Alberti wites *In

the whole compass of the art of buildings, there is nothing in

whi. we ought to employ more thought, care and diligence

than in the laying out and adornitg of a temple. "I Other

instaees are ited for buildings for citisens aoting in a

position of publia responsibility. The relationship of poli-

tion to urban theory is bound to influence town composition,

Religious grandeur of Medieval architecture began to give wa

to the familiars eoular expresion (typifying the new poltical

life) of Renaissance oivilisation. In architecture, this

development is refl.,ted in the avenues and ourt eonpositions

of palace layouts, It is an elaboration of the sameXNediter-

ranean theme against a nw soial background.

Urban street elevation is an important Renaissance deve-

lopment.- It reflects an extension of the idea of the interior

requiremente of ourt arehitflture to the arhitatentoe idea

of a Eity and in this respect it is not confined to urban ar-

hiteeture of the eterr eatnaonly., On the , antrar fenais-

sante inspiration was less Mediterranean in extent and became

more widspreadIn later northWestern Europe, Suc 1o

development sIn Nany, Bath and ondons quare , or Colonial

Are o Nw land in the Amrian Northern emisphere, sal

illustrates a high developmenat of ivil ad ethical order in

(i) ~V, 1i.
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arohiteeture. There is an, even Greater uoeA for such a

developed olvi1 order in Mediterraean towns,. Te street

ad square are living spa**$ in the *ain life of the *editor-

ranea'n. .Not only do they satitery manis material amfter

but should Itvshima spiritual and aesthet nsatisraeties

derived from living amongst them. "For this reason, Mfbti

writes, t* would have the meadow, the porti&o *nd evrything

else so Iaid out, hthat n g whatoever tuld be bettor eon-

trived for rereatio." O the lighting of the publie spaces

Albert p goes on to sy, PItn Winter lot them reReZte the kind

beams oftthe sea, and In sumer e shady and en to gentle

refreshing breezes.*

The social fnation of the open space inthes quare is

to be thot of in soWat different term from the present

one-sided con ept of technical and transport tffieenoy. In

a wediterraeaan climate it has A.spetial significane as a

living Qs "One of the greatest $rn4ment4 of a square or f

a cros wa, in a handsome portigo, under whieh the old mae

may spend the heat of the day* or be mutuelly serviaeable to

eash other, besideq that the presence of the father m aIdeter

and restrain the youth, who are eporting and diverting them-

selve s in another part of .the ples from the miseheousness

(l$ Y.(vi'i
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Some Malignant influence has power there, The trees too

bending all one way as it by general eensentoshow tat

they have suffered the foras of high roulgh, winz,

A region so exposed to the furious asalts of tempeste

is to be assilde as the very worst of all: for if the badies

of men are seised with too ex1essive cold ereheat, me Whole

f an O o ntextu Of all the parts in presently broken and

toa. ed and falls into dangerous distemper amt imaat-re

0old Ag9e.

A oity standing at the foot of a hill and looking 'towards

the setting sun Is aceoanted-thnathy more for this reason

than any Other that ittfeelstOOsudtdenlythecold thrilling.

breeses of the night.*

Realthy animale and gvo crops will indicate a suaitable

area for settlement and Alberti- att*heLuach an importane

to a suitable quality of air that -he ommmnt& #It is eVen

observed that they who draw a pure air have a be tternder-w

stadiag than t  rose who breathe a htavy moist #not 10ieh is

supposed to be the res that the Athenians had 'muhsharper

wits than the Thebane. o

When eertain adverse wind conditions are unsuitable,

Albeirtl mphasiss the valu Sof a uitable brientation Of

U 
V '')
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the site. 0I would have thee #124w come to me broken by

the opposition of hills and woed or tired with long

journey, I would take hood that they did not bribg aw ill

qualities along with them., gathered from any places'they

passed through.

After referring to the ravages of disease which the

aneat zaphysi±ian Vairo and Eipportes attribvto to the

content of the air, Alberti delaren that his choice of site

"hould be healthy, wide, pleasant, various, oeure and

abounding with plenty of fruits and great quantities of

water, ... Moreover, your city ought to stand in the middle

of its territory, in a place whene* it can have a view all

round its country and wateh its opportunities and be ready

whenever necessity als, which may be convenient for the

farmer and ploughman to go out to his daily labour and re-

turn with ease laden with grain and fruits,*gThe prevail-

Ing note in this choice of site is one of avoidance of ax-

tremes, and yet it is Important to remember that in contrast

to Northern alimates he ends by aying that exoesg of aold

is better than excess of heat. 3

IEn regard to the relationofcities and sea, he refers

to Strabe, Plato and Aristotle and emphasizes that *sites

IVi
IY1 iy
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or standing MUdy water.I At the samO tim* he Is aware of the

p Ossibiilties of Using natural foroos to overoome these'

diffieulties. "Thus-whenever the untry isl lowt, 41se ad

marhy, it will be of serviae to lay It quite OPen to Uhe

a air, because the damps and noxious animals Which arise

from safh places will be presently destroyed by dryness and

winds.#"2

Disaussing several inaonveAient aspects of a closed site

in a deep valley, Alberti states "U thes n shinsa in, you

will he nsorehd Insufferably by the frequent refletion of

his rays wateh will beat upon you from eerys ide and if it

,does not you w1 be dried and withered by the ontiual shadt.

Add to thMs. that if the, wind gets 1a,being onfined as it

were In a 9hannel, it will rage there with greater fury than

i other placen and tit never entere, the air for want of

motion will grow thick and maddy; such a valley May not IM-

properly, be called a udd, or bog of air. The fom of the

place therefore in which we intend to build, eugh$ to be grace-

fui and pleasant, Act mean and low, as if it were burled.:,' be-

low the rest of the earth, but lofty nd as it were a hawk to

look lear round about, and constantly refreshed on ey04g0Side

with delightful breezs

i ivii)

3 1 i)
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In his eond Book, ALberti diaeUsed building MAtniaOs

and their properties. Again his knowledge is culled from the

West of the practice of the ancients and the usage somwa to

his day, "But the goodness of aw sort of stone for this or

that particular situation, writes Albert, *is best learnt

from use and experienoes and you my much sooner some at

their values and properties from old buildings, than from the

writings and precepts of philosophers,"' This point is well

worth noting as regards the study of building materials in

their own site and the effect of various climatie factors, flue

building aterials and their properties have to be studied

with a view to their weathering process as well as strutural

theories of balance. Alberti does not depend solely on prao-

tie without referene to scientific theory, In diAussing

the use of mterial, he always gives a saientifie reason based

an personal observation to justify his ohtee. oCato advises

to dig the atone in summer, to let it lie in the open air,

and not to use it under two years, In rmmP, to theatient

that it may grow acoustomed by degrees to wind, rin and

frost, and other inelemenaies of the weather, which it had

not felt before. Por if a tone, Immediately upon its being dug

out of the Quarry, while It is full of its native Juies and

hmidityI, s exposed to severe winds and sndden frosts, it

(x) III (nui)
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will split and break to pieces. It should be kept in the

open air, in order to prove the goodness of each partisular

stone, and how well it is able to resist the accidents that

injure it, mking experiments by this small trial."1

Writing on the use of building material in the solution

of elimatic difficulties, he advocates "In places where the

en is exessively anorching a wall built of pumice stone will

admit the least heat and retain it the least time,'2 This

is because of the mount of air admitted by such a porous

stone,

Alberti gives abundant and useful information on the sub-

ject of the type of wood ost suitable for use in building

and what variety is best tit td for a partiular piece of con-

struction and in relation to a particular elimate. 3 He

rotices the inroads ade by an an d stresses a need for care

in ehoosing a wood which willZ resist these ravage. Inoar-

pnttvy workse regards the ue of two different types of wood,

Alberti states "The Ancients Were so far from Joining to-

gether woods di!ferent in their natures, that they would not

o much as yplace them ner one another. And for this reason,

Vitruvius advises us against joining planks of Beeh and Oak

together. *le notices the ways in whc~h trees develop a

III (Viii)
a2 X (xiii)

II ( 1Y). see Alberti*s account of details of Alder,
Beeh, Elm, Pitah, O reas, Fir and Juniper and their
structural use in are teture.

(4) II (i).



coetan resistanaeeto wing aud elinatio fasters. *fheos

11wikser tlhat u h tkees as g W i an open pLade, un heltered

eifter by woodo or bills* u a aken by frequent stormia ant

*tata are stringer and thiker, bt.atthe am U hrter

an a: notty a ngma uh a* grew dowa in a111, or In ay

Oth plaoe defett from the wIn4e. Thfaxe likely to helt

again"6 the assaults Of timle. They abould riot be used Under

two years to the intent that you may have timne to find out

nah *mg them as ar weak in theiratutre and likely to

damgp the work, and to jeeparate thMfroM the good ona.t

This earlY enquiTY oUght to stelate further study ofI the

regional development oft trees and their respeative uses in

regional-tplfatning.

Today regional planning 90hemesa indicate the extension Of

qivil engineering to farming met oda. AL t leeMtat these

probljem* fall within the scope of the &rehiteet, go writes,

*Some oases where the architeet may be ofr serrtoe to the hus-a

bandinaas as Partioularly when a pies of land being either too

drywer too vat, is not in a good condition drrtillage.2

Today we call these aetivities regional planningsochme and

thy reVeal the slillar nature of prdbidmaS constantly recurring

ta %+partilI*Iy elivoitio region of the Miediterranean. Al-S

b*rti describes his met*od for creatig a meadow on a dry
4at w~t rt~f a. AtrVnaI :aa1)

LK& X ix)Q~'
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in regionw Iess influened by social henge, the Simple

edii of xaaeditelr anea Lrral eommuity rmain more or

ess unabanged.. gh buildings, rustio, as the nght pper,

nevertheless provide a real inspiration for the quality of

Mediterraeanh regital arnhiteture.

Architeotural soholerehip freqaently turns to the monu-m

mental In order to find a parllel with historic eventei flt

this iew point, *owever interesting, is but one introdution

to architectue, If architeetur is to be regarte as an

art, then it shall alwYVs reai* that truth of exp*ession

will depfl on a graSP of regional irmtattt.n--**the

mterial stbstaie which is refloted in building ant monu-

mas.



CHAPTER VII

180&AIC ARCHITETURE



Chapter seven

ISLAMIC ACHIITEOTURE

Underlying unity of artistic expression in
Islamic architecture - climatic and geographical
factors in the unity of the Arab-Islamic regions
east and south of the editerranean.

Effect of penetration of brick-building tradi-
tion on Islamic and Mediterranean stone arohiteo-
ture. Easteri deorative carving values intro-
duced to classical stone material.

larly Arab architectural monuments. Desert
(more correct to call Badiya) palaces: Kasr Al-
Mahatta. early desert decorative art instone
carving. Quaayr Ar - prototype in stone of
arid desert vernacular achievement. Lack of tim-
ber in such environent led to curvilinear roof -
barrel and seai-barrel vaulting; prototype cap-
able of being developed to a regional stylistic
achieveont.

Architecture of the Mosques- the court (aabn).
Streetateways todtWe-Bawn encosure. Archi-
tactural and social significance of the open space
which is constructed as a central part and con-
course of the mosque. Early "court teples" in the
last: * discoveries @f Rostotseff at Dura Europes;
also biblical evidence. Relating the vernacular
quality in Southern latitude of house (Bayt) to
mosque (Bayt Ullah Alharan meaning the Sacred
House of God]; compared to a similar inter-
ration of cottage and cathedral in the north.

Treatment of surrounding court enolosure by
small iwans (shelter rooms) fored often in brick
regions by repetition of niche bays [a half doe
in vertical sotion over a rectangular space].
Brick traditions and associated coloured tiled
fabrics in Islamic architecture. Climate, material
and colour in dry weather of southern Mediterranean.

The fountain in the Sahn.
The "sanctuary" or overed floor space for in-

door gatherings and prayer during periods of ex-
treme heat and cold. Sheltered street or
gallery-valk approach to the sanctuay from the
basaar. The architectural attempt to bring
into a unity the sahn with the sanctuary in-
terior. Mihrab and Mirbar (pulpit).
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Minaret tower - its function and architec-
tural expression. The inaret in the composi-
tion of the town; its aesthetio character and
physioal service as a landmark. Dome and the
development of moscjue design. Damed Saints'
Sanctuaries.

Islamic decerative arts and traditional
craf tmanship..The " Einor Arts" and their aig-
nificance to climatic conditions. The effect
of a dry semi-arid climate on the use of colour
in exterior decorative art compared with the re-
latively damp atmosphere of the North. An under-
lying climatic inflzence at work in the develop-
ment of the use of colour in the south and
moulded forms in the north. It should also
be relevant to oeramic and clay work trend to
colour and natural stone trend to mould,

Window design in the religious art of the
south cmpared with the north - the apierced type
of window grille and northern stained glass win-
dew. Lighting and interior colour caipos4-
tion. The striking transition fr~a interor
lighting to outdoor surroundings. Glare and
the clour omposite restful effect in the tiled
surfaced exterior.

Screen partition in southern olimate affects
flexibility and simplicity in general planning;
opposed to anti.drught planning and cosy in-
terior in Northern planning. Latticed woodwork
in Xashrabiya and partition:

Vaulted interior and dormer lighting.
The protective barrier of wall and roof in Islamio
architecture cvmpared with the skeleton frame-
work and window developuent of northern require-
ments. The structural character of the dome
in relation to heat and olimatic conditions in
northern and southern latitude.

Islamic decorative art at its beat when it
bears a due relatiunship to the structural d-
sign. Effect of religious decorative art and
representation on the generai character:- lear
distinction of Ciristian and Islamic architecture.
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The essential unity of Mediterranean houses
throughout time and places and the Islamic varia-
tion to this theme. Early origin of the orien-
tal typeof house - discoveries at Dura Europos.
Biblical and folk-lore evidence. Hersfeld's ao-
count of Abbasyid houses. The central court
and repetition of courts within the house to
suit the seasons and social needs - haramluk
(private household} and salamluk [reception
quarter]. The court ensures orientation of
roams to four aspects to suit the time of day
and season. The semi-open space - iwan or
tarma. Effect of iwan or tarma in reflected
lighting to interior rooms and generous air-
circulation. Large protected window-openings
in tarm. Air circulation artdh igtof in-
terior. Adjusting a draught breeze in south-
ern planning is a planning aik.

Serdab - sumer cool sheltera- a sub-
terranean vaulted structure during sumer
afternoons; need for barrier against fierce out-
side heat means less mass surface exposure.
Problem of lighting and ventilation in the
sardab. Indirect source through stairs of
upper floor grille is sufficient. Healthy
dry sun-heated air and the badgeer method of
cooling and ventilation in the serdab.

Function of flat roof in relation to climate.
Vertical movement of occupants to flat open
roof in ammer evenings. The social function
of the roof and its folk-lore. Sleeping
pavilions on the roof. Rcesses for water
containers in the wall, Other elements in
design. Method of erecting arouated mosaics
over such recesses. Vaulted ceiling en
ground floor. Timber structure on top floors.
Need to guard against damp rot and ravages of
ants. Subsoil problems and dilapidation.

Arab g en of the southern Mediterranean.
Decorative art of irrigation by ohannel and
water display in garden. Influence of rain-
fall on the scale and character of gardens.
Parkland of the north and the small scale
character of the enclosed gardens of the south.
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Arab and Eastern tradition of gardening in
Spain is a rich source of study. Spanish
garden art and architecture * the influence of
stons geological formuation on the garden art of
the Renaissance, coapared with the brick and
clay tradition in al at similar climatio con-
ditions. Spanish art fuses the two, presenting a
particular southern style known as "Mudejar".
Transaission of Arab garden art and architec-
ture to similar latitudes in America.

Climatic Aapects of Islamic Town Planning
Effect of gardens on the 'climate' of the

test. Accounts of Arab travellers.
Mustawfi' s omprehensive description of the
layout of a mall town in relation to its sur-
rounding region.

Maajid Al-Jami - the focal centre of the
town - a religious and civio unit. Street
gateways and their names. The market industrial
town and the auk. Division of different in-
dustries and professions into various compart-
menta of the auk.-, Covered auk galleries
and their relation to open spaces. Public
buildingsa -college and baths. The sub-
terranean gymnaium fZour-Khana).

The growth of urban towns and political
power leading on to present conditions.

.-- 9!iw & - - -, Edommam=== -- - - - - -
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.oolum architecture. The plasticity of the colum is trans-

formed to a more "Static composition by the association of

the decorative art of oarving, thereby enriohing and n-

hancing architectural forms to the arved-oulptural render-

ing and texture that charaoterise Islamic art: it is this

quality that leads the casual observer and Western eye to

term it an "exotic" style. Traces of such a development

were seen earlier in Syria and Sassania where Persian in-

fluence is reflected in this architecture of the Eastern

Mediterranean, which is of such a marksdly different charac-

ter from the Greco-Roman style, 1

The ruined palace of Al.bahatta (winter camp) in Trans-

jordania is a amous monnent of early Muslim architecture

and decorative art, Hersfield explains the ashatta as a

country palace of the Badira which was built in the form of a

hira or siall settleumet as an occasional reiaence for an

Unumyad. 2 Barel vaulted rooms and the use of brick a

(1) Rttsftf iInn"Dur.Europm and its art', pp.6-7, writ-
ing on the subject of Greek Hellenistio culture in the
Sear tst, maintains - "But this elflenietic Greek civilisa-
tieg was from the very beginning and remained in the most
importst parts of the Near Et the c iviliation of mino-
rties of the ruling class only, and never completely
absorbed the ancient #ivilisatlio of the various parts of
the Pear ast. Greek eivilisation was no more than a
kind of veneer, beneath it the long established ivilisa-
tin of the paSt acquired new force and began to grow and
%0 take firm root'.

(2) See Mehatta - Encyclopaedis of Islam. Its date (Mahatta)
is not known for ortaA, and some people at tribute it to

Footote continued:
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stone in the structure suggesta connection with Iraq and

Syria, The decorative designs in stone which have been

taken to Berlin museums are now world famous as an example

of earlit desert ornamentation. The monument is of great

historic and artistic interest since it is one of the few

visible expressions paraliel with the abundant writing and

poetry of the same period, It is stimulating to notice the

enriobuent of the Arab language to an eloquent and poetio

expression during the Islamic epoch. It becomes the language

Footnote continued:
a date before Islam, but in this connection it is impor-
tant to think in terms of the early Arab Badia settle-
ments. Arab kingdoms, in the fertile crescent were known
before the coming of Islam, eg,, the Gassassina in Syria,
the Manathere in Central Iraq, and Al Anbatt in Butra
(Petra). The palaces of ohwarnack and Al Sades are talk-
ed of in Arab poetry, D. T - Rise to Antiquity - page
276, who was in charge of expedition to Hira, writes:
'The city of Hira was founded sometime in the 2nd or 3rd
century A.D. and ' the next four or five centuries it
thrived, not only as the capital of the Lakhmi4 kings,
but also as a trading city and river port. We read that
ships from India and China were even wont to asend the
Ephrates as far as Hira, where they discharged their
cargoes for conveyance by land westwards and northwards.
At a later date Hira became the centre, the very soul
in fact, of Pre-Islamio Arab art and literature. It was
at Hira that thi poets of the "age of ignorance" [the
common line incorrect translation of the Jabhflih pooh]
congregated, and it was there that Were nurtured many of
the Artistic manifestations of the Islamic period It is
thus to Hira we must look for the origin of the idea of
thote desert places such as Eshatta and Ukhaidir,

(1) For details see folio sised plates in reewell, "Early
History of Mualim Architecture, plates 57-60 and 63-78,
details to seale 1/12th. For other details of stone desert
ornamentation see qasr-Al-fuba. Plate 79, fig..



of the Southern and Eastern parts of the Mediterranean region

and is another reflection of the spiritual and mental vitali-

ty of the period although not expressed in tangible momntat

form.

The importanee of the Mshatta lies i' the introduction

into architeptnre of a new carving value expressive of the

inner quality of the stone material, enriching form without

destroying its structural simplicity, suited to the stern

climate of the desert environment.

The yruasy Amr (little palace of Amra) 2 represents a

(z) Western art scholars and historians often fall into the
error of maintaining that no artistic achievement can
be attribvted to the Arabs before Islam, With the false
view of unfamiliar scholarship they go on to compare the
Arab and the Goth.Such an attitude is linited to the
visible expression, whereas an artistic mind is the same
in the visible and non visible. The rich Arabic language
and poetry could never hive evolved without an inner
and deep artistic feeli . In writing about the influence
of environment on the ar of the desert, Sir W.M.Conay
attributes the flourishing development of literature in-
stead of architecture - to the influence of climate and
material poverty. *hat is why Arabic lanruage has grown
to be the richest and perhaps the most poetical language
in the world." Domain of Art, London, 1901.

(2) Discovered by IMusil 1898, about 50 miles east of Amman.
See Creswell, Vol.I, plates 47-51. The work of Creswell
in 2 folic volumes contains historie detail and Illustra-
tions of Islamio architecture. He has fompiled a full
chronological biography of Islamic architectural monn-
ments. The text is historical while the illustrations
give a glimpse inta Islamic architecture and detail,

For other Badira palas , see Qasr Al Hair 60 miles
NX..of Palmyr,aK one of the oldest Mulem fortified en-
closures in existence, See illustrations and measured
drawings, Creswell, Vol. 1, pp.330-349.

On the purpose of these desert residences and for
other historical information, see American Geographical
Society of Oriental Exploration and Studies No.4. Appen-
dix IX. pp.277-297. "Country Residences of the Ummyid."
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an entrance from various directions to this central enclosure,

The central open spaces remain the focal unit of mosque

design - a treatment which is dictated by the needs of the

Mediterranean climate ad has been diaoussed in connection

with temple and church design. Rostovteff discusses the

court temples of the Dura Europos which were designed gain

on the basis of religious needs, thereby ftsing the func-

tional and the religious. Religious architecture symbolises

a seular need of court 4esign dictated by climtate And the

resulting s0ial Usage,

In Islam the horizontal voiu of court apace was pro-

ouncedly monumeutalised sad enriched by arohitentural treat-

met and decoration to the lslaio purpose. The genesis of

its layout has not changed from the abiding Mediterranean

type which is illustrated in the intrinsic relationship

(1) Writing on the type of Oriental Court teraPles dis-
covered by Rostovt eff who writes: All these temples
follow the same general plan, with crtain tmodifica-
tions of variations. They are all of them temples of
the Criental type, of which a court is a prominent
feature," p.42, Dura uropoe and its art, Oxford,
1938. On the developnment of reanon for atxuh type
reference to alimatic significanoe and its part in
the religious expressioa o' the t iemle would help
to give a guiding approach. Similarly the ooart
temple is referred to in twe B IAbl ia cn tion
with Solomon and the Houe of God.
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between Mosque [yt Allah meaning House of God] and house

layout. In a similar sense htk the ottage and cathedral

bear an intrinasie relationaip to orthern olimat, Since

the cathedral is largely designed for indoor use in *on-

trast to the outdoor function of the mosque, it follows that

the latter does not inspire sach a degree of fornalim as

the cathedral nave, People an enter the Sahn and sit for

hours freely discussing socular and religious welfare, food

is brought and distributed free, as a vow, to those in need.

Within the hn, there is shlter fromsuremer heat as well

as an open air square for outdocr prayer, and gathering.

The surrounding piers or niches or eloteters form rooms and

shelters (ma Iwane) during the period of winter rain or

solar heat as well as rooa for tathe rings or for use as

boot all.. Water basinas whh are needed for the ritual

cleans ing become decorative arohiteetural features in the
of water

coart signifying the amportance/for un, as well a. for

aenthetic design in these olimates.

A oovered roof-spaced enblosure forms the interior of

the osque. Usually it lies on one side of the court, an

extersion of this shelter in suffiient depth is referred

to e Al ghatta. ts ot n fColondee and arcades with

(1) Traslatfliterally the word 'Al Mughatta'means
'Govered part', The phras was u44d by Al-Mullatisi in

describing the mosque at aus. Le $trange trans-
lates the word as maia buildig".t (Description of the
Provinoe of vgria includi *Paletine,, In re-
tarring to Tabori, theWell knwn Amb historian RiMo-
mondus S the term 'Zullaf Whih he translates as sana-
tuarY. This term is also ased by GOuxwel
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arches support the roof forming a series of avenues or

aisles. The primary significance of the sanctuary is to

provide a protected space for prayer which must be on a

floor level, never on a raised platform. Thus the relation-

ship between Al Mughatta the sheltered 'santuaryr or

sulla be*omes of architectural importance. The *bay' unit

of the exterior court has to be related to the interior

arrangement thereby bringing the Sahn and the enclosure

into a unified composition. The cloistered walks from the

gateway to the ughatta provide a shady pathway to the

mosque sanctuary. , T.RiObmond comments on this fact in his

observation of the site layout of the Agasa mosque in Jeru-

salem. He describes the fanotion of the cloister as a

shelter during bad weather for those who enter the mosque

from the city streets and -wish to flke their way to the san-

tuary, Thus the idea of a covered pathway or street to

offer protection from the sun becomes an element of sivi

design and layout which suggests a repetitiY* unit. In

the case of Islamic architecture the arnuated bay (i.e.,

arched, vaulted and later in the Ottoman period, domed)

(1) .T.Richmond, Moslem Arohiteture, pp.2324. He
accounts for the absence of loisters on the Southern
sides which It eBast of the sanctuary as the result of.
climate and site.The presence of oloisters on the
North and West video is the result of great traffic
entering the anetuaryzfrom these sides because of
the position of the #ity. Hene most of the entrances
and all the minarete are on this side.



becomes the elemstnytiba replacing the classical orders

with new proportions largely inspired by the use of brick

and associated ceramte treatmant.

Inside the sanctuary, iiihrabtIndiates the direction of

moa; it does not serve as an altar, The Kthrab sometimes

takes the form of a niche in the wall reoted as monumntal

examples with demorative empbasis, The interior Mibar

(pulpit) for retited services of Imam, offers an expression

of Islamic decorative artistio achievement executed with

teohnical skill and raftmanship. For instance, the minbar

panels of the great mosque at Qairawan represent such an

aohievem*t of oslem wood eraftmaship.1 Arab geographers

who have recorded their travels describe the decorative

artistry employed in both mosque and mihrab, Desriblng the

stone sculptural ornamentation of minbar, Mustawfi comments

that it is so intricate that it might represent wood *ar-
2

ing.

(1) For illustrations see C*aell, plates 89 and 90.
2) Le at ane, %bands of the Eatern Caliphates", p.89.

This book tscompiled from original sources of Arab,
Peraian and Turkish geographers. Iia othwr work:
"Palestine under the Moslem* is also an excellent
Informative source for st es of Mediterranean medieval
histo. It includes a synopsis of the works of most
Arab geographerseof the period between the 9th century
and the 16th, See Also Bibliothea Geographorsm
ArabiSorum. lRdit, N.J. de solfe.. Pars Tertia,
Descriptio Ireperii Moslemiti,
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'0Sot oea am Ilate ieVe1 a9hi tecture wail

*""i sod uppea bowing stonea or hrek slabs orasnt

suriase, eastd timber at metal work wateh all take -%ei1r

*eae in the, atmeustaa "sueblage. In botth* Oerafteaan

We'" of feelig ad inspira&tion; artiate who Wore dhing

task*ri with a xest building purpose., The evolution

of both was based upon en Intrinsic q"uty Profoundig

affooted by allmatia environment.,

The largo ezpazw Of dooative stained gisas windote

Introdaing a blaze of colour i nto a screen wall betwen

massive buttresa represents a high artiedei sobievesent

of Norther alkwhus art.* fthoa me windows c~uid sever

Uav been ovelved in 8cUthern arqhitotvaral expeso ia

the wbdie ftuntion of the wall to a proteetion agaltthme

sun' ftare. xoreovert the grey COU40td sy4 prhr

oltmat# Asetes the qualitY or light shi-Oh pi04904

T1) * Te44s Of this still evidsw i e raitoe
quarters vbiah reveel a very tvw* srate 4P. ta-

04e41 artists br~ to th ate sta~rt their teapon),

Q4a1eVupate adt ia have 1eir o d # 4 ag Wll
they $x# eageged at "0a g h bs4i a

&#L9' buting 4at bll of . Ade ready betor itvwa
bruh t thml# -d th* Ma'halmer a6' ss mr r

tto --o i'"e :J4- tmaard boos ehu ii itl wee
Mu10g, 40towIdt #I*VL Ibrltae AM

emmen tit iate Rjg b7 SmSyn A =

seen *Ia dig repaov on Ott th e at i %14 WVal
Raaes eharis.In the Hous~e tht8lmnbit for

pheaah a daug&hter, Whom he had taken t it ft&wife, 411l
these were of oostly stonie, acecording to the Ofsasee

boewed stofte, sawed with aws, within and witb # aee
from the fou; dton unto the aespi=g, aUA seon am outside
toward the great court." x ina 7 ()











grille fMrried out by intricat& tberraftwork.In

entrtast with the plain vall, its sfenestrtiont*ii arhi-

taturally pjeasing and affords as eaope for area-

teeturalcomposition. It Is the pituresque s 4nbl of the

gas in ?aalestitn, Syris, Egypt tand orth Afrti. BeStd

its purpoas of affording light and Air, .te ashrabiya also

gieS a senae of privacy by its pro'Jetioa as a type of

balaomy. Ti was a cofmon ecesty in knarrow streetsawhere

oppo iite roov tend to W erlook on another. (Ishraf) Ex-

tnofimlarraftsma i to th. *ashrablya

whah epazrate Without inter4ruptig the intilor space volume

a~reaoth featurn of oAmon usT. They seure the flow of

light and air In a broad plannig arrangement,

Wlndow light in the barrel type of valting wa aintro-

duoed by a umail &ormer type oftwindow, a partiularly In-

tereSting feature. An example of this mthod whih was par-

tioularly auited to th stracture ay be seen In Khan Urtumah

now used as museum of Abbaarid art in Baghfdead.

Vaulted eilings form a protctionf against the vertsial

rays of the aan in Southern M4editerlranean la ti tudes, wereas

roofs in the Northare prir to seet

blem of rain and sno tThis illstfate the idea of skeleton

development of wall and roof in the Worth as oxposed to the

protective ahll of the South. Thus domein Northern

olimatessa reI ntroduted primarily to ahieve a OUMental
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o tooighen arch (.Iwan Kusa)I is a monumntal edifice of the

$&assanid perIod Illustrating a sculptnral textured facade

in briek orbels with a deorative geometri treatment were

frequently used in building construction. TheY WerOealso

used in courses for support to a projeating balcony as seen

in minarets and rnies.*o Unfortunately the proftin of

e:laborate deeoration sometimes reaehes ouch a pitcoh of

exaggeration that it gives a profused and unbalanced im-

pression.*

Calvert in discussing the roelation., of decorative art to
t heI

struature ig/Alhambra writsea *The M4ooru ever regarded

what arabiteots hold to be the first principle of arehitece-

ture ~w to deeorate construation - never to construot decora-

tion. in Moorish architecture not only does4o the decoration

arive naturally from the construction but the constraotive

idea is earried out in everY detail of the ornamentation of-

the surtace. A viaperfluous or useless ornament Is never

found in Moorish decoration; every ornamvent artzs quietly

and naturalig from the surfaoe decorated. This general forms

are first oared for; hese were subdivided by general lines;

the Interstices were then filled in with ornament again to be

subdivided and enriahed for closer inspection., The prinaiple

was oarried out with the greatest refinement, and the harmony

and beatty of all Vooris'h ernamentation deri've suooesse from

(1) Calvert,, "The Alhambra"j, Introduction,p.XLIII, XLIV.
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ioy have the happyr art of so adapting

surface decorated, that the ornament

have suggested the general form as to

by it. In all cates we find the foliage

01r
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p igmt Qolour penetrating deep into the Mterial, not

merely a surfaces oatingT, hus a process whih had been

developed through the art of potterp wasC ultivated in

architectural practie. These coloured ceramio surfaaes

illustrate the rise of clay as a building material and

also reflect a vital use ot colour wh hdoes not osnfltet

with the ed terrWea t w ter on n othis dry ad

zone 9.ethe South.

The hanges in some Colourn which result from long

periods of exposure to the sun's rays suggest that some

colZurs changed in the process of tim But the bright

primary colour whih seem to follow naturally under Eastern

Mediterranean condit ions do not mean that any garish colour

soheme could be justified beeause of olimate. There is a

aeope for refintemet In the Use of colour just as inthe

relationship between forw and moulded shapes. The highly

developed aademio treatment of colour schemes in mosques

and houses of accial significance whiah eharacterisee the

arehitooture of Arab Islamic countries illustrates the
primary

developed seeof/pigmsta m

(1)*ee EneyelopaediaBritanato on Coours.
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to meet the nes t*of umer and winterquarters would ob-

viously lead to an extension by means of taditional oourWt

as ersfeld idicates in his report on the houses of Samarra.

liMinatioa of the direct souroe of radiant heat and the

ooling flw of air are two fSators which have to be relted

in the arohitectral problem of dealing with sumner heat.

The need for privay within the ourt is met by a bent

entrance known jaMIJas whh avoids a die t vie from the

outsides treet to the court. This Is more notieable when

the house has only one ooart fortng one ctre of the

household. In riher households the SalainlUra (reoeption

quarter) and arat.uke (private household) are separate.

thas the intfluenace of olimati needSa and social oonyention

are Intermingled., There t a venue in the Old Testament that

this practice existed as a loglcl oonsqaenoe of socia4

culture before the rise of Islam. Nrsfeld's report on

Abbasd hoaes of Samarra providde teriptive illustra-

tion of the tourt type of house which was evolved to net

these needs.

1 Kings,Ohapter 7#,verses#,
(2 IousesofSamarra.Rprinting in Cresfell, #arly i-

tory of Munlim Arhitet , Vol, ,p, 282-83.The
houses of gearrA. are bi:Llt after a fixewd loheme. A
covered entrance leads from the street or lane tato a
roomy reatangular oourt for which the proportion 3t2 is
preferred. At Its end 1lies a . .shaped main ball with
two at11er roomts In the cornera. The grouping of rooms
Is occasionally repated in a second courtand we 4us
thus regard the two similar Zayoute as Sarni and harem,
but when they are repeated on opposite sidesof the come
oourt they indleate sumer and winter dwellitngo.The

ootnote continued,
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TheIw*an wrstem of P1,nag was es1tomary in large

houses where It 'was neesaty to #ater for a nunber of

families. The rooessed apace off the -ont forme a private

hSal which an be repeated in a large ourt to serve the needs

Of SL large family (Hasoula). Besides forvlag a aemi-open

spae, t#he tea or veranda also poided aoess to other more

sheltered room. Onpper floors it beomea a hall for use

1n the ear!ly omar *or*Aga and evenings or during a prop

longed period om mild weather. When orientated to a Southern

aspect, the waa sI a warm resort in winter.i ts height

and Zpen character provide a sXur4e of ventilation for th

adjoining room& while a modicum of sha e is preserved which

enables these same rooma to have a wall of WindowsUe 9$uted

in an exquisite ara-Ittmanship of latti'ced woodwork 'tracery.

Work of such a delicate USaUMr wohld suffer greatly it it.

were exposed directly to the Mara of sun and to the Awide

range of temperature chazges whieh ooesur within the day,

The idea that small Windows are a practioal necessity

under MediterraneauooCditions is not * strIm g0&ide to

arobiteotural pratticeealthoughsuch windows w.ould give

(1) Xwan. Sometimea referrat to as MtIMAN, meaning a
o9vere4 recess ahbater open towards a ootirt.

-A
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aficient light in aooerdant etmth the Northern seatom of,

thinking in earms of ea se. rooms and relative wndow space

tO provide the aIsslarylightin ,'In reality* large win-

do arente ustn in a semi-Outteer treatmnt With pro-

teation froa direct heat 1by the ahade of verandna. The

problem of lighting and ventilation onid be solved by this

method of spawfoohtposition.

Lofty ceilings'previded for a fre* movanent of air and

also allowet more light to penetrate and reflect into the

further interiore; a practies whish is obviously vadesirable

under Nor thern elimatie aanditions where the primary ob jeat

at domesticharahitooture is to eliminaW draught and create

the feeling of aaey interior by means of lower eiling.

The serdab #r basement provid*o a solution to the

pressingr need for a helter during the intense heat of sumuer

afternoons. The sardab is either aompletely undorground or

what is known in gersae as Neem-4erdab where steps go down

to about 6 or 10 ;t.t Thus the mass yvolume exposed to the

sun is almost Oompletely elidilasted in these vaulted living

oellvaoe The dry sun-.warmed air to driven down vertioal

sheftte or Badgeor to meet water -or it SOoe of moisture.

This me thod of ventilation seews to 'be very ancient Sinoe

It existed in Ancient Egypt and has already been discussod

in this connection. Thus eithin the same day there Is a



ourt space on the groun dflo

Vhe flat roof serves as an el

,t ensures the greates t benei

iand closely built up areas.,
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from Biblical times. Beause of its light streture, it is

ostomary to use ornate timber work on the upper storeys

while the ground floor is usually oonstrueted with a thiok

wall of briek or stone, Timber is affected saverVly by t

rot whieh results from damp as well as the ravages of the

ant a.

It is part ofat old tradition t hat foundations (Al

Assas) should be dugas 4eep as possible until water level

is reaehet. the value of auth a costly pactice, although

not good in itself, lies in the fact that if the water Level

rises, it will be beneficial to have the enttre foundations

receiving an equal iwact. This will partially ounteract

the effect of shifting ground caused by the rising level

of underground water. E.T.Richmondlhas clearly stated the

inlications of this factor In his survey of onditions in

Egpt and its effect during the winter flood season.

The approach of the summer season is the signal for the

remoial of earpets and hangings. Thus paing becomes an

important feature of architectural treatment. *The urface

coating of a mosai* has to be thought of in ters of wear

and tear, ad polished brik slabs are often used for pav-

ing urtS. theyo not reflect heat to the same degree as

(1)R. .Rihmondeuildi.ng thd in Epta, R.X,.A.t.
IyO June,1911.
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sons it was not possible to provide a striking note of green

by a oultivated grass lawn. Polyohome tiling and mosio

pavings were part of Arab astern tradition brought to the

architecture of the Iberian Peninsula,. It may be difficult

for a Northern or Western eye to appreciate the artiatit

quality of such a coloured tile garden. In this conetion

it is not so much a question of taste as acceptance of physical

climatic conditions. Such acceptance in a Horthern climate

led to the development tofa romaxtic trend which found its

expression in the famuW "Garden Anglais". This was nature's

gift of rain and humidity and a romantic appreciation of this

gift led to e cultivtion of winding paths amid the surround-

ing'wilderness', By retaining the inapiration of the under-

lying physical pattern there grew u a wisely cheris art

of landscape design indigenous to the orth inspiring a

romantic trend in literature. In the South, such garden art

could not prevail, and the garden assumea a different charae-

ter through the relationship of planned vegetation and ar-

ohitecturally built up floors and terraces with a deaorative

and architectonic character in their oraftsmanship. The

primary stone material represents the different architectondo

character of classical and Renassance practice from the art

of ceramics, pottery and lattioe work in the Estern Arab

and Islamic garden.



Water dipla was an integral part of Andaluejun garden

design. nDeorative tountain gaye a OOling effwet and the

stan ot water providad a pleaning oontrast to, the bakground

of areen leaven, The art of water design was hihydevelop.

ad in Andalusia during the period of flourishing ArabaOtltur

inspired by old traditi such as thehanging gardens of

Babylon.

Water basint and fountais were designed to give the

maximum sense of the movement and life of water, Water was

brought into the garden by means of terra- otta anals.The

funation of water in the Spanish garden is lealy stated

by Byne who writes#- "Water Was to precious to be silent In

a brmad expanse it had to be confined in terraootta canals
t hr ough

and made to murmufal its *Ofurle, 0ii thin stream was held

to its course so that no dr8opsosaped to nourish where not

necessary. In the oase of terraces -- the soneaave ranges Of

the Stait might conduct water from an upper fountain-to a

lower - the water was made to shw itself in as mny plaes

as possible before it w tfarriedf at to the moret u ilitarian

Nurastp. t e #&M MW44t 01t(a) .ASpanish Gardetnd atPatioa*
The Noort were great hydraulcian, and what onesees today
of saientifio irrigation Is but a miserably small frao-
tion of what 4they left when driven ot of the Peninsula,"

(g) Bynhe yldret Stapley and Arthur, "Spanish Gardens and
patios . Kaerta -is. the garden for vegetables and fruits.e
It was deoeid of shade and flowers in contrast to the
patio,, because it was neoessary for the successive Oropa
of the year to ripen quickly,.

F dooms doftft
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used In the austere native houses of the rural Medi terranean

typ e.The intreuation of a no element by deoratwv *Oart--

Ing did not impair the primitive strutural integrityt

helped to enliv n and enrieh the inborn quality of the timber

and Provided a pleasing contrast in aloat nd texture to

the pla~in plastered wall fagade. This style knn&a

"udejar" fused the Arab Influence with the local native

Spanish style. It is a regional arite*tural Stylef o4ain

and the Balearie Isles, and rfleots a partiular Mediterran-

ean rural 2 -haracter thereby harmov;nising SOuthern 1editerranean

front with MditerranaEurope.

InZpain and the Balearic.Ises this new style repre- 

aants an arhitentural development and rtistio advanoe on

the loeal Mediterranean character, It absorbs the no

architectura valua of decortive art, and tht *Spain becale

the meetig and fuaing point of 0the Worth and South u editor-

ranean for a period of about six aenturies. .T development

wastIsegelYthe retltotf vim a lrity which faci1itat-

ed the introdutionand futng of new ieas.

Arab trtvellesrs from the4ninth tothe thirteenth ientury

providet, o inhtereMtitginformftion on aspectsaofr tslami

town planning* In the edtrana. Ic particular they-
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e i% hose Arab countries which had been subjeot to ByZaa-

tiU ma The coverad street provides aolution to the limatic

problem of sumer heat since it is both a living -and workig-

quarter during the day. Goodsb Mve to be protected fromhe

direct rays of the sun and at the same time they must be

fully exposed to the view of prospectite customera. Courts

of theSmall mosques and thencaravansera type of ghan lead

off the suk streets. The Steet beoomes a busy .orridor

hall leading to the ceatres of varied omercial and profes-

sional ativities and it is quite ommon to see two or more

floors of, shopia in some sultz.

OIlege (medare) are among the Importsat puble build-

inge, Besides the finest market in the Arab iediterra

world, Damomeous had twenty oolleges and two hospitals

(n.ri0tan).a the numbers of public baths (hammams) are fre-

quently pentioned. These are vaulted strueturesto Whioh the

printiple of the rotangular count ndI *tn ystnmw ere

applied.* Thus the ourt fwas 4losedor4y sllowting marlhleg

for lighttng. The main object was to keep an even tempera-

ture, and tbick wall and vaulted ceiling* served this pur-

pose. Small.iAnoreet pas4sagesot only a.Ided win but also

.~....w4 ..a.(1) Le atrange, "Palestino under the Woolows", pp.,255--6 The
Oriente" J. Gauvaget In aaficle onI Dfan,,ais J4inthe
Arable Periodical Al-Uashriq, j34, 1936, pp.1-248

copar*s the qaiseriya to the Bourse in its fanetjon,
(2) Ibid., p.255.
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helped to give a sense of privacy. The central fountain was

an important feature in the courts and covered lounges of

Public Baths,.1The Gymnasium (Zoarkhana)2 is another public

building of an Islamic town barely mentioned by writers, it

Was a vaulted indoor cellar with a cooling arrangement similar

to that already discussed in the treatment of the $erdab,

These devices helped wrestling to become rore practicable in

the lassitude of swumter heat.

It was an act of piety to erect samall moaues, colleges

and public fountains. The nawes of beretors were usually

inscribed on the mormwsnt, &nd lelamic architecture owes a

great debt to this souros oX private generosity, In many

instances the building taxas the nam vof the donor, Waqt

property inaludes all b uilding and lands left for the wel-

fare of the Islamic religion.

In contrast to the self contained and unchanging rural

way of life, the spirit of urban development was subjected

to change and political uphtaval and therefore tends to

evolve in a separate channel. The influence of external

(1) For architectural illustrations of Islamic baths, see
S."aty, "LsHammam du Caire", 1933.

(2) Persian word - Zoar maana strength anM. Khan place.
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factors in the later clash of Arab and Pereian rule made

itself felt in the order of town planning. At first the

material power and magnificence of the Abasslyd period was

reflected in a "baroque scale" and proportions of its build-

inge and layouts; this was a superimposed development, un-

sympathetic to human scale environment containing the seeds

of decy and disruption which followed. The "Golden Age*

of this period magnificent in outward display, was lacking

in the deep core of Islamic spirituality,

The rule of the Mamelukes and later Mongol invaders

widened still fucther the gulf which sepaxLated governors and

governed and thus the logical development of towns became

a sectional indoor arrangement reflecting fear and insecurity,

It resulted in small sects grouping themselves into towns

within a town. Co-ordinated effort was lacking from public

service with a consequent degradation in the healthy order

of urban society and the spie1d of disease.

This throws a heavy bwrden of responsibility on the

present which can learn so many lessons from the practical

(I) The City of Samarra an expansion of material magnifi-
cence is to be seen by the grand dimtension. The city
stretches for 33 km. (20 miles) along the Tigris. The
Eslkuwava palace, which the Caliph kutawakkllbuilt for
onetOf his Sons, forms a square of 1,250 m. (say A of a
mile) on each side, ene of the giant mosques measures
in plan 260 x 180 m.n (528 x 594 ft.). Quoted by Oswald
Spergler "Decliue of the West", vol.1I, Footnote (1)
from Herzfeld, Ausgrabungen von samarra, 1912.

---



expermene of the pat. The interdepeadttse of agricaltaml

ad urb An virenaeat aut be preserved by the sltabloutlook

of people andauthorftins semerned. n aee etiea

bem divMed froma .phge*a an spiritualrespos to

their envirenaent, they 4way bing anahalth

tion WivOU the bleatigs of ethics anM eutture wathi in

trn ill tf.et the surand4 countrysid.Tis it espo-

tmsIly trme in the har .liati* snDitionO ft the smi

ard rgonoftheeitawhenremutual dependemos is

s entAG ton's aWh wtilbein. e rS aoof Z'I nl

gave aas of bthl.# and pntett ee i th an intrin a valne

to the lif of sttled Arab peaantry. Thse Iaould Inpirn

the arwhieetural exprennton of the ArC illge in tho

vediterranea of th* future.
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PARTlTV

_Capr sit_

THE PRkEET TRANISITIOR AND kDITLRRAANCULTURE

Modern north-western civilisation penetrat-
ing to all areas of the Mediterranean region
and bringing a transitional change. Modern
civilisation tends to be independent of natural
environment. This trend is reflected in
modern architecture. Divorce of scientific
thought from artistic content is the nature of
the present problem.

Technics and the place of art in worlAd
unity. Regional styles helped by modern
technics. Consolidation of regional charac-
ter into 'national culture'. Means within
present education to cultivate spirit and body
towards environment if an objective Mediter-
ranean attitude is to be realised. Is-
portance of education in terms of environment
to relate modern scientific knowledge of familiar
local surroundings. Necessary to derive
first-hand knowledge by such early outdoor ob-
servation. The open air theatre.

Serious lack of appreciating or under-
standing of rural character at present; archi-
tects to be trained to their visual environ-
ment. £ffect of architecturs. training
abroad on departmental office work. The
social and political significance of regional
character, Arab unity should aim to help
to foster the growth of an artistic outlook in
the near future.
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a result oftpresent confused thought revled in the la of

e*..ordination between teobnifal progress and the artisti

donoept, Scientifi thought and accuracy are not presented

th *ugh an artistic vision er cotnt, aThe Sharpdivision

between saintist nd artist in twetern industrial atUO
advapde Of-

at present it a noe conoopt. While the/technical'commu&ite,-

tions has fostered an internationalism that brings all

quarters of the world into loter eentact, it is important

not to overlook the integrity atd attainmentsof the various

groups that form the material subttance of such international

asociation. It is an instance of the good f a whole do-

pending on the Well being o-f its parts. fTh weakening of

such cultural bases reans the danger of entinued aonfltat,

and any attempt to tVert such a threat should he feloomed

in a period like the presentt.

Education in terms of art and human understanding should

reeive serious consideration in editerrnnear countries

which are undergoing a ttnsitional upheaval of technical

civilisation. Education in terts of nvironment is one ex-

pression of such an artistic attitude, Zt should be fostered

early in o*hildhood so that the adult grows moretresponsive

and AliVe to his own regional surroundings.

Arahiteture refleets People as well as the architect

concerned. ust as a Sympatheticnaudiends at a musiodi

performance fuses conductor, orchestra and audienee into a
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Unity whih trings spitu" ,. atisaaatonto all so the

arohiteat will be at his beat, when people are more aang~itive

tO falm and composition.

This type of regional edneation fuses $0prlua

and thte general since i stresses regional culture and at

the same tiime gives a t angible eXpr ession to the blroad view

of art. The traly eultured and sympatheti individual will

enerand gladly a ept the essential differenoes of other

regional qualities. Thua response to onets own environment

is by anomens a negative or eolationist attitude. On the

contrtry , it buildets Aoundgeneral.outlock through a cul-

tivated awareness to the aluew tof p aoe and time.

The future of art in fledtterrnean countriea must be

safeguarded by a du app**reciation of the iportance of a

right einoation based on a reg;,iealj underst'*anding. Iduca-tion

in terms ofironmeat will create -the nacioneet a con-

zolidated regional aulture that grop 4*itself Into a

*national aulture*. Thus region al a.ires a4tt the root of

t'national cultare' - a term which isi'sead so loosejy at

pre seit.0

The ob e.tive atttude to art and national oulture has

been p eyed by 'Plato earigi in editerreana history, when

he speaks of Music and Gymna-stie In the sense of the ouitiva-.

tion et spirit and body towiards enYtronMMnt. The present
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trenA of iviliatio* as4expressed i tw developed urban

Oitijes anfortunately oontributes litte towara this end.

The faalion of the two aspects is the secet or the -gjer7

of Ancienmt Greee, it mean vitalitY and healthy energr

directed holdlyy et gently into artsl gelns gym.aatnt

o4ucstion is dangerous without the arts. It leads to a

harsh rule which has often been experioeed In tao Mediter-

ranean an for Instance the times of Sparta., the gendae

rule of the Turk and modern colonial Infiltration based

on the rule of material foroa.

in the sphere of educational activittes there is a

flexible mediun for revealing a oreattie skill Whieh relates

and develop&. both poetry and granastlea. Camping 1 &

similar orderly outtor ctivities could inspire a-ad help

to foster an attitude of ao-operative organisation Whioh is

needed so badly to Middle Eastern eountries. Suah an

attitude is the root of the problem of art and architoture

since sympathy with environment is part of the poetio *on-

cept of- ariphitoctural character which has to be relate4d

Ultima~tely to people and place., Wreng methods of etuade

have been largely responsible for, the lack of respenseand2

feeling for present regional art creation.

()Camping 'Will also faeatliariae people With Medeoinaart
4and give an ine ttnetIve sense of st ruc ture whicah isa
needt in everyday lif e.
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Educationshould help to ombat a modern tendehey to

iem facts without firet testing their relevane -against

the batkground oflftiliar environmnt. Modern scientifi,

textbooks in the 4t* tries of the Near East are oftn een.

tent with literal translations from Western Eauope and whn

using examples they are *tten foreign to these regions there-

by deepening the gflf between tehnique and natural environ-

ment. A -more practical eduMation tombining the practidal

and the aesthetic, the useful and the beautiful is one of the

task$ of the futurt.It, is important to ftse soienee and

art at anearly age and not to attempt any premature speia-

lisation whiih so often produces an indiidual orammed with
he

factsWbich/annot translate into the p 0troble of everyday

life. ft is of primaty signitficte, for i tan , ot

el-te the progrte of village schoolS to the tangible

fact. of their owntenvironment. MThis smore important than

Cramming with facts and dates of a harlemgne or a Napoleon

which contributes little to tb trea elI-bng of a village

boy. College grduates are ofte tace with serious dif-

ficulties when calle tupon to trAnttte their intellectual

book knowledge into everyday prctice. The shepherd who

(1) In a resent Middle East Conference (Oairo 1944) this
fact was recognised and onsQtfruytive ertoim was 1e-

nelled on the relationship of education ald rural en-
vironment.
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eannot read or write but still sigs is more of a genuine,

artist. If our aim for the future is a cultured Mediter

ranean sivilisation it is imperative to direct human energy

to the cultural welfare of its localities,

The gymnasion and open air theatre are reflections of

past achievement which could play a great part not only

in pointing the way to fture activities of a a imilar nature

but also in stimulating genuine enthusisam and understanding

bringing'the pastInto the present. The importance of

oratory in Southern aliatea reflecteseetoial and climatic

environent. gxah tenden7 could be stimulated by the open

air theatre and clas activities in the Viinity ofschools

and colleges, Literature and poetry eeited in a natral

open settiag will stimulate artisti apprefiation in every

sphere. Appreciation of music and poetry will be linked with

the visible eomposition in architecture and town r village

envi ronment. To astreng then and eneourage the rel~atiomahip

of man to his environment means paying at present more

attention to rural life and its maittenance on a sund4 Iealthy

basis. The services of architecture to rural planning should

embody such a relationship and give it a worthy symmelie

expression. This mot signif ant aapCt is unfortuately

onsidered very little in the present drift tof c iliation

n the Mediterranean. Arhitects are often replaced by

engineers who had their scientific training abroad and return
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home to build and create without due ondeation or sym.

pathetie awareness of rural environment and character,

Urban scholarship should help, never destroy, the rural

cul ture of an essentially agricultural Mlediterranean. The

promotion of Mediterranean studies by home and world ineti-.

tutions should be encouraged and the fruits used in build-

ing the future, The study of ancient culture is linked ig-

nificantly to editerranean conditions, yet it receives

greater recognition in non-Mediterranean countries than its

homland. Greek oulture should bear a paramount role in

the historic study and arts of the Middle East, and Arab

countries., Classical architecture is a direct source of

inspiration for similar climatic provinces of the Mediter-

ranean and as such needs a more detailed and attentive

study at present.

Architects trained in European universities often return

to the responsibilities of governmental work. It is un-

fortunate that their training so often does not include the

outlook essential to their art, since they have been con-

corned mainly with theory and practice largely relevant to

a different climatic environment. The acquired arohitectural

Yocablary is reflected in their creative work. Copying

with spperfioial adaptation does not stamp their design with

the necessary intrinsic character. Undoubtedly it is essen-

tial to be equipped with the science and technics involved
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in building which has been smatered by the North West.

Yet provided there is no serious lack of teahnial effiiency,

stimulating sholarship and the activities of interested

soeeties hould awaken a human artistic attitude in the

pratiaiag architeot, PromotioR of ISlamic and Helleni

*t *ies in particular might furnish a guidane to the

architect who is adrift. Although the problemseems largely

sel f-evi dent, the present thought and attitude seema hardly

aware of its ezistence.

Achitectural edueation in partieular aould aim at

training students to study buildings in their environmental

setting. The reauli of each visual training should be par-

tioularly beneficial when the student# aome to design for

himtelf. There will be lse nd for copying and ctalogue

gulatnees inee he will have a more tangible architeatural

vocabulary from which to derive regional inptration. *tudent

should be encouraged to visit places of architeotural in-

terest in order to study local arohitectural styles, Records

of such work should take the forn of analytical studies and

measured work should be a part of the progralme In the

same way compiling architectural surveys of small and large

townsshould formn part of future architectaral activity and

research.

It is' important to relate the regional climatiacharater





transport in the future. The need Is urgent to realise

the necessity for a fundam-ental approaoh to flne arts and

cultural strength. Such an approach would make It possible

to eneourage artistic scholarhip, Institutions and exhibi-

tions to reate central and lotal trusteeships, for arhi-

teture and allied arts, to introduce new lectureships in

colleges and univeritis. This aspect must be emphaised

in education, eraftsmanship and technica so that the ulens

of a healthy ulureandta attendant benefits may be firnay

es tablished Ain these Mos t anet ent homes of Mankind.
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Chapter nine

RgGIONAL PLANNING

Regional planning and the Mediterranean
climatic conditions. Effect of water con-
servation and its planned distribution on
future settlements. Co-ordination of inter-.
related programmes in a regional scheme.
Diagnosis of soe causes for disease and dis-
oussion of role of regional planning for im-
proving the general health conditions.
Better climatic conditions of particular dis-
tricts could be realised in a foresight co-
ordinated regional planning.

Modern techniosl advance in discovering
and utilising water sources helps to promote
a stable agricultural life. Bedouin and
Fellaheen (oultivatirs) settlement a desirable
need. Improvement of cultivated oases in
desert surroundings is an interesting feature
problem.

Water planning and hydraulic conserved
power. Link between use of power and
dastio and craftsman work services. Re-
lation of agriculture to fabric and textile
art industry.

Forestation and its effect on relative
huildity of a region. Two-fold effect of
trees - they act as a filtering agent against
the worst nuisance of dust and reinforce the
loose shifting sand, thereby helping cultiva-
tion; forestation for building timber.

Prospectsfof 'higltitudznens as
sunner relhorts. miortace of hstoric and
archaeological sites in future planning.
Landscape and civil engineering programes.
Aesthetic expression of water in the regional
landscape. Quarries for building material
could play a great part in preserving regional
character of a district instead of importing
unsuitable alien products.
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sical and )eobanioal Aspt# Fl in
Air..conditioning *. mechanical cooling

devices etc. are to be regarded as auxiliary
services. Some physical adaptation to
climate is to be secured, it works for better
energy and health; acceptance of limitations
of new forms of conserved energy in man's physical
existence in nature.

Rural Pla and the Mediterranean climate
The due recognNiin o the integrity of the

village settlement microcosm of Southern AVi-
cultural country planning future prospect of
its sympathetic Mediterranean architectural x

pression could be a conscientious developmant
stimulated by a new responsive art scholarship.

Climate and the architectural cozposition
of the village settlement. The campact
grouped type of village.

Plnciples of physics related to planning
for coolness. Cool ventilation in relation
te village and town planning.

Arab villages and their cellular open
court composition. The place of the minaret
or church tower in Mediterranean villages.
Regional character and the new colonial village
settlements.
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he inter-trelated prograaass for improvement in water

problemsSagriculture, forestation , health and transport.

It i anosonomial proset that will contribute to material

welfare and Improved enditioe tof living Advance in teh-

ti.al efficiency and material welfare ned not be mate at

the expense of spiritual and cultural values.

Regional planming could u oatribute a great deal to Oli-

mate and health in the way of prevention rather than care.

por instanne, the spread of Malarflacould be oheed by re-

moving such roIt causesa as unhealthy aMamps. In a faiy oon

oeived programm for national health it is now possible to

eliminate the evils of polluted and unhealthy sites whih

Alberti and the Ancients ould have avoided but now we annot

afford to ignore their unhealthy existence,.

The rainfall and underground water sonrces of various

alimatio regions fan now be more easily ase*rtained. emdern

technSial equipment and the loation of boring plat are

faetors whioh help the growth of settlements thereby opening

a now active era in Mediterranean oountrise. This should

ensure a measure of seaurity it agrieultuxral settlement'and

could help to maintain a stable rul eommunity,

The settwlemnt of Bedouinsto agriultural villagel it

could be esected to the dantage of all, It should also be

possible to tevelop the green island oases- into flourishiM

agricultural entities presenting a striking contrast to their
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desert surroundings. The scope for improving the oasis is

a task awaiting the creation of departmental institations

and practical research. There is even a possibility of

utilising wind power to generate necessary mechanical energy,

Regional planning also means the utilisation of natural

sources such as waterfalls for energy and electric power

which would be an important and effective aid to local craft

industries. This is one of the material assets which dis-

tinguishes the modern age and it could be harnessed to the

services of 'art' and domestic requirements. Agriculture

is related to industry; mulberry cultivation, for instance,

should also mean a flourishing local silk workshop as men-

tioned in an earlier connection. Textile craftwork is a

famous Mediterranean industry which should be revived and

not allowed to die in face of the present influx of inferior

counterfeit factory mass products.

In the near future, if not already, people will again

realise and appreciate the lasting quality of primary

materials worked with hunan personal care which cobines

efficient use and artistic sensitivity, The absorption of

labour into craft work is a sound investment for the future

in an awakened world beginning to be tired of a primarily

mechanical output, This attitude is reflected in the present

increased appreciation for antiques in industrial countries.

--l
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Artisticework is more suited to the temperament of Meditere

ramean peoples than regimented factory labesa- The intelectuat

and emotional aspects of personal expression find an outlet

in individual areation. Moreover craft industry is suited

to the agrioultural life of a southern climate and does not

involve serious upheaval in social and domestic amenities,

Forestry is of great importance in the sphere of

regional planning. There is a real need for such study since

gradual deforestation in the past has had disastrous effects

in spreading the process of erosion and making once fertile

land a desert.I

(1) The importance of forestation is stressed in various
reports, for instance the Palestine Royal Commission on
Forestry 1937, states: "The fact has to be faced that
there are today no real forests in Palestine and that if
there is one country in the world in which afforestation
is desirable that country is Palestine,"

Cyprus also furniehes a typical example of the
damage effected by continued deforestation. RO.Whyto
6ua rises this tendeacy, The Rtpe of the Earth, p,41.
"Authorities state that there are no indications that the
alimate of Oyprus has cantged during the last 3000 years.
The change from fertility to aridity has been due entirely
to deforestation. Those forest areas which have been
more or less preserved for the past fifty years are show-
ing much improved growth and a thin humus layer is form-
In%on the soil, The need for preservation in other
ntaories of forests is not fully recognised by the
people; the natural vegetation has been seriously die-
turbed by unrestricted pasturing of sheep and goats, the
latter being an important source of livelihood in the
hills ,.. Considerable areas have been denuded of natural
vegetation by cutting of fuel, the demand for which becomes
incrastngly acute with the rise in population,

Footnote continued,
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nditions. The clarity of the air is destroyed and intense

irritation affeetimg the health conditions tuch as, for in-

stance, the spread of the q* disease of traehoma or ag

diseases occurs. The cooling blow of winds instead of prov

Ig a blessing in sumer, is oursed because of its daV

Sca snd composition, to mehanical devices can hinder its

penetration indoors since the dust is so fine, it can filter

through the satlest craak. The broad aoncept of regional

planning could help to remove the fundamental causes for

these devitalising nuisances, The problem might. be partially

overoome by appropriate methods of efforetation. The filtrat -

ing action of trees would afford a protective zone. In .on..

Jinction with agricultural policy, such trees would

bring -advantages in other onorns of an economio n ture,

The extent of the problem has been sletched here to show

the immeasurable opportunIties under man's control for alle-

viating and overeoming the loo4t climatie inconvenieeas.

Control of boil drift is a problem which has been considered

in fusia. The Russians1 were mong the first to plant

shelter belts as windbreaks in the steppes, and great benefits
in

/moisture *onservation and orop growth are Claimed for them.

(1) ;acks and Whyte, Rape of the arth, Ohap, 114o
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The effot of dust on vegetation and tree growth is extreme-

ly serious, trees roid farmteads are iothered and die

because of the lack of moisture, due not to a lower but to

a less effective rainfall.I Tree growth and vgetation

helps to reinforce loose soil formation or sand dunes and

makes them suitable for realamation and eultivation.

Trees also have a beneficial effect in preserving water

courses from the dangers of excessive evaporation. At the

*ame time they form an important source of building material

and fuel which are both titally needed in Mediterrtnaa

countries at present. The moist elimate of regions of high

altitude In the Mediterranean would thus be omplementar

to the need of the plains and urban development. The unity

of the iddle East helps a great deal towards a sound regional

economy. 2 With improved methods of transport it should be

(1) Loo. *it. Other examples of this practice in Turkestan,
Amstralia and America are mentioned.

(2) Tbis fact has lately been recognised. The Times in a
leading article on Arab League and the unity in the iddle
et [mre correct to ay the Rear Eastj refers to the

past mistake of not recognising the unity of the Arab
eoxntries test of the Mediterranean, and statest- "But

erions mistakes had -also been ade. These were mainly
attributable to failure to recogaise the rndamental
unity of the area; ad this failuro led her to neglect
poliele of enoi4 atndloal d1velopment, which were
pnhticable only Whn undertaken for the region as a
whole, but on which the stability of ev governet
within it eventu iz 1 tpended.,, that the well-being
of each nuntry cependk upon the kind of economic progress
whih is impracticable without the development of the
entire resoures of the Middle East. The lesson that
doweratie institutions do not of themselves ensure a
prosperous eoony has been well earned and has in turn
led to a clear perception that prosperity depended upon
regona rather than local organisation." Times, 10th
April, 1945.,
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possible t bring wood for building purPOSeS. The oedars

of Lebanon whioh used to be brought down the Euphrates to

Babylon are still Urgently needed for the carpenters' work-

shops in the towns and villages of Iraq.

High altitudes within a more or loe similar latitue

provide the Mediterranfan region with oools atner resorts.

The mountainous areas in orth Iraq, Syria and Lebanon could

all be developed still further along these lines, thereby

demonstrating the unity of the Rear East and the orientation

of Iraq towards the Mediterranean. Similarly, the French

and Italian Riviera together with North Africa provide a

winter resort still within the limits of the Mediterranean

region.

With the quiok and easy developm of transport these

mountain regions will be more easily accessible for greater

numbers of people. This is bound to lead to now building

and commercial development, and it is important to think in

tems of natural amenities at an early stage before unhappy

exploitation takes plaeo. This would come within a oo-

ordinated regional achem and sould be considered in a spirit

ofr o-opettive enterTrie by the various governmets and

localities ooncerned.

Water oourses and trees are public aenities not only

because the form natural beauty spots to be preserved from





9t etT o e40dnUvOUTY 6a et ef, eine7Sain the land *ape

should stimulate artifl eaqagyto eate ater engineering

to his purpose. It Would SmeAn ohet OfSetsas for Imetanae

rater than steel in bridge design.Whrevr h4 teto an

ordinarY obtrver sees the assocation of water with stones,

In the rocky girdlE of the Mediterranean sea, the gush of

water through limete*ne or the beating of rain on stny

hill.S Besides fulfilling atrial requirements of water

supply'there Is a great sope flor thesar4hitet to $ise hill

opportunity to oreate the need tricool eaviroment. The

wutlook of the water engineer teeds*to fbatriWtly itehMaAi*al

with no thought, for thet aetthetenrensiderations of water

display and its cooling Wfe$0 on the landaeape.

One aspeot o~f regional planning wath hass never bssa

9ensidered is the possibility ()f alisaating, gusrries in

-regional districts to met 1ocal building experiments. This

would combine a larger economy with what might preys the

first and most Important stop towards a regional arahitectura

*baraoter. The latter would express itself tatIaslly aine

building mateeial will not be exactly the1a14all 1.0 l1-

ties because o different geologial *rmations. It Would

(1) A due and worthyartistic ppr atiot nof kediterrateen
stom architecture is revealed in A, Stokee'wrk

"S3tanda of Rimini".,







and schemes for the revival of rural ulture so auoh still

depends en leadership and co-operative s vAt tt ltsto be

hopd tat with the revived unty of the Arab rOgionthe plea

for rural lita as the ulture of the Arab nations will bring

renewed lie and prosperity to village ettlements,

The relatation of land and water distribution both

*ane Witin the scope of egional planning and would seoure

the material basis for a revival or evolution of village

settlement.

Climati factors will undoubtedly influence architetural

expression. The semi-arid limate of the Mediterranean affec

the type of settlement. The abundant rainfall of the North

would favour t * 1 development of isolated farms, By ontrast,

the Mediterranean commanity oluatered round the water source.

Thus the closely kit built up area of village formation be-

comes the regional haraeter related -to the *editerraneaartype

of limate. It also denotes an ntegrated soietdependent

on oo-operative f lrt, protected from te htatby irtu

of Its 0enpactness and shady .quarters. Buah an intera-related

vomposition affords also proteotion against the glare of

summer light by its shady spaces. wreover, It is suited

to the "Winter Warmth requirement boy its allosoeiy knlt grouping

arrangement and the restatenoe to winter cold wind.

Tho ater br of the semi-arid entireant has to be

made ooler In Its passage through the Ulivg quartersof

-m
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between the sloping ground and vertical built up wall,

Local materials mfly approaehing their natural tate

shouAd suggest themselves for rural use, This practice

suggests itself to the local builder who acts with an un-

conscious theory of design. Whitewashed wall surfaces would

at least be made more harmonious when the surface texture of

the wall base retains an intrinsic relation to the ground and

thus avoids a sharp transition between ground and wall. A

similar inspiration underlies the Greek temple stylobate for

instance which denotes a masterly and sensitive grasp of

the relation between ground surface and column order.

The question of colour and landscape has been discussed

in a previous instance but in this connection it is important

to stress the problem of glare and its relation to the tex-

ture of building material in southern conditions of light.

The dominance of the wall exposes extensive surfaces whioh

become a source of intense reflected glare when rendered

smoothly as for instance in the common use today of white

oement. The metallic character of reinforced concrete wall

surfaces is particularly harmful and restless to the human

physical sense of vision, The appeal of white surfaces to

modern arohiteots is perhaps more apparent in a sketch design

representation which often seems to lack a sense of realism



with regard to the quality of day light. Though this treat-
is

ment of buildings/Justified because they suggest coolness

and would shine brightly in the evening light, it is im-

portant to think of thern during working hours and experience

the glare and irritation which they cause, Even camera lenses

find it difficult to record their photographic image. The

texture of primary building mterials such as stone in hilly

sites or the making of yellow brick in the plain is a happier

and more restful surface for the eye. The material itself
and

possesses an inner quality of light/brightness without re-

flecting surface glare and so its appearance is more in-

herently restful.

Creating shadows by such devices as textured decorative

wall rendering, mouldings, carving, Joint recesses or fluting

helps to produce a more restful conceived design with pro-

tection against undue glare. Besides their suggestion of

coolness, green spaces and their shade forn a material means

ofavoiding glare,

In the hilly and mountainous landscape where the colour

tone of rooks and mountains suggests heat because of the deep

warm tones it would be desirable to adjust a cooling contrast,

Here is an instance where local building material of such

deep fat colour need not necessarily be used throughout the

whole construction, In this case the particular end in

-A
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It would reprnsent a happier outlook it the arhiteet or

tn planner a-mde" eerinue OttePt to include lent l abour

eM ontt nhlp in the trealtetion of hisuehem. It vuld

*oAtribut4 to atd enrich the1 0c 041rhaoter, If the town

planner aims at a higher artistie stAndrd in the future he

sbol 4 attempt the harder but re profitable task of 1skiag

eartain tht 'l the ase ett work in his scheme is Wel

devIopd* The medern town planer setig in rural npasily

would hanvethe tAvantage of poteatial loen aartemt ship

in Pddition to a wider swoo' for theoretioal a on& ntem-

plative stu#dy, This should maata new stage of progress

in arhitecturn.

-A
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URBAN PLANNINTG



The relation of arioulture to urban de-
velopment. Need to guard against present ten-
dency for modern towns to be independent of en-
vironment. The leasen of past civilisations
should be studied in this oonnection.

The town as a nursery of craftsmanship to
serve village reguireuents. Interconnection of
table agriculture and local industry. Suk
activities dependent on the prosperity of rural
countryside,

The auk as a workshop in towns. $eed
for a cool runer environent in the suk.
Shelter against heat means a roof covering;
"to construct &bade" a primary necessity of

editerranean town planning is reflected in suk
design.

Air mrovements between open and shady parts
of urban environment. Vertical air circula-
tion by means of "badsgeer'. Design of open
places in towns to be thought of in tens of
air avementathrough gateways and openings to
sady parts.

Cliate and the arcitectural character of
town; closely built architectural formation as
opposed to the "garden city" idea for Kedi-
terranean conditions. One aspect of town
planning is to cater for both ser and winter
requirements - protection against heat and cold,

Di ois ofthe unhealthy atMbrie
conditions or-existing towns. Particular
reme in each case is dependent on local topo-

aphy and relative moisture in the atmosphere.
Effect of gardens and increased vegetation on
climatic conditions in hot arid town,. Oor-
respondingly, reduction of moisture is the problem
in the local hwid areas. The control of
climate and atmosphere must be exercised for the
public benefit.

Draiage. The effect of a poor train-
age system on the urban health conditions.



ii

Gardening in relation to drainage. Principle
of applying compressed air in the problem of
town waste.

Boggiano4Pice process. Overcoming the
dilapidated appearance of towns and the dangerous
effects of sub-soil water on thwn buildings.
Social effect of associations of bad drainage
on present architectural appreciation. Technical
and scientific advance could help to nourish
and healthily maintain the regional architectural
character.

Western Epean town planning patterns in
Mediterranean countries. Need to guard -
against evils of ribbon developuent. Town
expansion could be controlled by determining an
eater garden belt or agricultural zone.

The housing problem. New housing
suburbs lack a regional civic expression.
Traditional court design pattern versus European
ottage type. Possibility of the court theme

variation for the prospect of architectural cam-
position. The classical example of the
Pompeian house provides an inspiring composi-
tion capable of infinite variation. Modern
methods of urban sewage should make it possi-
ble to develop the court or patio arrangement
to a healthy and recreational advantage, expres-
sive of southern volume space design.

Adjustment for winter requirements.
Open air loggias facing the sun; thick walls
and small windows also provide protection against
winter cold, Dangers of indoor heating by
means of a central brazier. Research on the
ill effect of over-heated interiors. The
use of a deep recessed fireplace in winter rooms
[Dewa Khana[J. Southern expression of the fire-
place.

Relation of modern scientific advance in
coolig and heating to the theory and practice
of architecture.
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When the village Is consolidated Into aprimary paysal

=nit with th~e help of water distribution In wegional Plaig

sehemeq the town eaan erve to accentuate and contribute to, te

welfare fl the village. The town is the uraery for raft~

me. Its inherited and wel established artistic $killtWould

serve to supply the necessary equipments and tools required

'by its Whabitants 4ad the itrroundig villages.A flourish-

ing industry subservnt to mants loalt eds is au important

factor in the atability and centinuity of Mediterranean oul-M

tural attaiwet.t It has served this parpose in the posta

hould do so in the fUturea It fulfiln the emotional andt

tAtellsotual sides of maU ln a wortby labour. ,

Usury,, which is forbidden in Islamiia teachings would'

favour a qSe4ity whose primary oonomie stmeture is based

on loeal orafttwork IndlaStry.

Local requirements are ful-filled In the suk or bazaar

and the flourishing of busineesqasn a aket town usually

follows the seasonal harVeSting festivitiesThusstable

agriultural villages will help to ensure a reliable 100a1

industry. In the past fluotuations of rEinail and the

jaeh of Organised water plapning meant yeare of poorharvest

felt in a corresponding coonmie risis in the market. This

need not occure n teeohnial advance bas made it possible

to ensure a water SupplYwhih is a primary requisite for a

*table agrioulture.





without a due regard to these eonsiderations of air move-

ment they are likely to result in stillness of air and stag-

nation [-known in Arabic as sWakhm]. Thus shade alone is not

sufficient to ensure a cool atmosphere, the air moVements

in the interior tmust be controlled. Sun heated air is

healthy and a steady gentle breeze in the suk interior

serves a hygienic purpose.

At present the reaction is resulting in the creation

of diffused open spaces, which is unsuitable ad has resulted

in lack of adjusting cooling urban atmosphere, besides the

loss of editerranean architectural character. The popular

Jorthern "garden city" idea of scattered type of buildings

(1) In this connection it is interesting to notice the
analyses of air in various spaces and the oxidising
actionl of direct sunlight, In a research H,.HSeymour
of the Royal Astronomical Society in Canada states:

"In a cubi meter of air taken from over the ocean
there was found only one bacte tim. In the same amount
of air taken from a Paris hos tal there were 79,000bacteria. In the open air a he country there are
many less than the city air which as a rule is shut
off from direct suright.... Bacteria spores or "seeds"
are protected with a hard easing whieh renders them much
more difficult to destroy than the present bacteria.
The figures given for the life of the tubernle bacilli
are as follows: Dark places, 2-l8 months, iflse
light, 6-24 hours. Sunlight, 10 minutes to 1 hour,
(Journa Royal Astronomical Society, Canada, Vol.XIV,
No.4, page 130, May 1920). Abridgtent of a paper
presented at the Ottawa centre of the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada.
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ie obviously not suited to the aouthern elimatie acnditions

of the MediterraLean It offers neither the heat shelter

in summer nor warmth from cold wind spelle in winter.

Also an inherent lack of architectural unity iS evident 'whn

seen in reality. Though the new dispersed type of develop-

ment might deceive a visual unity to the town planner when

seen on paper, it is important to imagine the three dimension-

al setting into practioal reality. The architecturaleharae-

ter of the new modern scattered type of urban environnt

also lacks the restful stability which a close formation

pocsaenss. Architectural composition of the South should

provide in general a pleasing static contrast to the busy

movements of people ad t fi At present there se to

be a tendency to regard civio designPrimarily as a problem

of regulating motor traffie. The exaggeration of this aspeat

Imposes an ansatsfactorY standaWdised solution and it is im-

portant for town planners in the fature to observe the relatIve

volume of traffic in the neighbourhood of the 'small scal

town character Of fediterranean conditions.1

The traditional pattern of town planning often does not

need such drastio change as is sometimetLassumed.,Emphasis

(1) When few ca are likely to be in real use, their move--
ment need not pose a harsh grid-aron pattern Of Opestreet It ia oft ar pleaure for pedestrian tadaca
driver to viateh the car passing through an archway.

4
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should lie rather on removing the causes for congested

t @raffic onditions and tbiS OUght tO 0Ome within the Scope

of wise regional planning. The introduction of a broad

avenue need not alter the essential pattern type. The

eardinal crossing streets in ancient classical twn planning

are capable of being adjusted with advantage for modern

problems,

That the relationship between height of buildings and

width of street is influenced by climate has been indiented

already. The effect of southern latitude location on the

angle of the sun is important to observe in determining the

street width. Here a narrow street is well lit by the sun

and would afford a greater contrast of light and shade than

in northern latitudes. It is necessary to provide sAdy

wlka for the protection of pedestrians In the open type of

street or square against the piercing vertical rty of the

southern sun. Colonnded streets are Semi-open roof covered

highways.

In the far south towns of Arabia near the Equator, the

Skyseoraper development of Uadramat for instance suggests a

compact town grouping which eould be theorised here in rela-

tion to the effect of solar climatic conditions., The ver-

tical trend or repeating floors with lofty eeilingz suggests

protective shade with mass surfaces exposed as little as

postible to the direct solar heat from the top. The piereed



type f window p ening on to narrow oorridor streets helps

to ventilate the interior and aso exmlude the sun. Roof

lanternas when used to bring light into the oovered uk in-

teriorshould be .oveed from top and provide a lit side

opening.The idea of a dormer window to the vaulted roof

structnre. of the suk is also another interesting possibility

for not too direct lighting as well as for entilation.

The lofty height of the suk oorresponds to the generous

proportions of the Isismic arhitectural interior. This An-

terior i e of air Is espectally necessary when punkas

are in use as a Limited Volume of air would get overheated

by the applied wechanical energy rendered by the eleatri

tan. The possibility of heat onserved in walls,' 4oor

and atties can be washed away by effective air oirulation.

The deign of gateway openings in relation to enZlosed urban

spaoes are thus to be thought of in terms of regulating.air

Volume Imovements.

the collction of tlimatic data of a partioular town and

distri t can help in the physial so ution of an b

to problem However useful the Servi e o a meehanteal col-

lag power sueh a the rfrigerator, it doe not alter the

problem of town plaiSgs ohich must remai msinly a p eysiCal

ne. Th±# fa nd to be tnesed V/present attitude

of iviliation. A more fittin snd more lasting ad4 tment

of ma to hi. enviroanent must be the cultural baakgroUnd

-A



to a better Mediterranean cvilisation.

The ned to design open spaces and gardeno has a olimat-

1e signifiane in the composition of a town. The balanoed

distribution of open, semi-open and closed areas has been

the theme in arahitectural design throughout history. Today

there is an urgent need to extend the idea of architecture

to town planning and the lesson of traditional architectural

composition could be learned in modern town planning design

and re'onstruation. The curt theme for instance is capable

of imaginative Variation tat t should ot be disarded in

favour of mere buildings and streets.

The pros-pet of improving the elimatio onditions of

many existing townslsmours for attention; it should be

duly regarded in Mediterranean eonditions as a signitioant

aspet itn present and future town planing. The problem is

bound to differ in various tOwno according to particular con-

ditions. When i4.roduced with a sense of disoretion s

regards limate to the densely built-up areas, public open

spaces not oly serve as rereational amenities but also re-

sultu ingenerally improved climaticoonditions. By way of

*ontrast, a now Scattered building e4 tifes would do With

sn inoreased density of bildingsI to provide4 n0ssary0 ool-

ing shade and rednee glare. Where arid onditions prevail

as in the lands bordering the dry desert or oapas sites of

I

-- I
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ertain tndustries or kilu ould not be allowed to blow

in the diretion of the town

Drainage is a serious problem in the health oenditions

of urban towns. In the typical close, compact urban order

of the Near ast, the lar of effective drainage sltem

brings its train of attendant evils.The polluted air is

responsible for poor health and a notable increased death

rate. Sun ad opeAn air surroundngs reduce the gravit

of the problem in a village setting. 'It is evident that the

oxidising effect of the sun's rays acts as an effective means

of decomposing organic waste material to the advantage of

the soil. It is in the town that the irorst evils are felt,

and here it is essential to stress that a close, narrow

street formation is only Well suited when speoial precautions

are taken to ensure the 4Eposal of dirty water and ref se.

It is here that the advance of science and taehibes canplay

a great part in making it possible to mntain an{d develp

the narrow street and the climatie regionaL arnhIt.etural

ahanc ter.

The narrow street is often blamed as a cause of bad

health, but the real root of the trouble 1jee in the lack ef

efficient drains and sevrers. The streets iun saer towns

become a breeding home for pazlaitt$ aua dieae'bearing

microbes, The Stenoh of decomosed mattor pthe
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and vegetables in Mditerranean towns uggests an outer

belt of fruait garden and vegetable$ Whih would absorb

town waste to best advantage.

Laef etcontrolled water disposal is largely responsible

for the dilapidated appearan#e of town buildings bibh is so

*haraneristie of Rear Eastern plains. Urbanism e*a tdAg-

ing effect of a cha ngg ris of subsoil water onbuilding1

has been partly dioussed previouly int diseuassion of

the historio development5. Bulging Walls oul dthreaten im-

minent *fllapae, to the da r of human life and Seouriy

during a severe wind stors. Many bu*idingshavebeknow

to collapse injuring and killing occupants or passers-by,

trutulns stabilIty of buildiigs 1 offeted by thenature

of th soail in thefoundtions thea pwardMpushing movement

of Such soil when water ineresses its volume aues a pre$-

sure resTltIng in aeriou' .lraos or bulging.3tjessing t

meaning of the fondation in Arabic and }iblical literature

is deeply rooted to these physical conditions. "IW ill

liken him unto a wise man, whichb uilt his house Up*n a

"eek: And the rain deiscended,* and thje tflood0 ams, a-tithe

WiLnds wle, and 'beat uponthat 4hOUS; and it fell not:

fOr it Wattfounded upon a vook,

(1) t Mtthew, 7, 24 and 25,

ft



The problem oalla foor a general aouprehensive saheme

for water disposal with regard to the particular site so

that a oertain dearee of strutural integrity can he main-

taed. A general study of rainfall in relation to topo-

grapy and the nature of the soil should make it possiblo

to emrise a control over sub-soil water. The rich artisti

wealth and raftmanship of mapy buildings is threatened

by this process of diepidatio unless a publio planning

authority is given the power to effect extenive revdies

by lookin Into the iees. Th us servioes allied to town

planning would contribute to leave the art of architecture

free; colour and texture of briek buildng tredition or

oarpentry may be preserved* and a true weathering process

rather than dismal dilapiation would be an acquired beauty ta

buildings throughout time. This would ad lso to mantain

an appreciation of the value of time and tnadition which

is threatened with extintion.

The hygianio factors are part of the aeentifit.aspect

diat",tt romthe artistio qality of regional haraeter.

There is a danger leat the present periot of transition

results only ini one-sided raetion.

Tolnical offlieOy tand chage 18 penetrating further

each yoar and while there is apparently little likelihood of

a serious lack of skill in this direction, yet technical

effiolency has to be shaped with artistic vision. It 1s
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most important atpresent when such opportunities seem to

lie ahead and before any more real damage has been done not

to overlook the continuity of an artistic legacy whi*h has

been developed in response to regional flimatie envlronment.

The impact tof odern western European and American

practice in arehiteetire is largely that of an alten elimate

wblah has,developed a high degree of technical efficiency to

meet its different climatic problems, It is unfortunate

that present development in ost countries around the Mediter-

ranean,espeially in North Africa and Palestine, where co-

lonial interest is most active, should imose an alien

Climate pattern in its new tow n pl anning schemes.The

familiar vils of traffic and ribbon developmient threaten

coastal areas and neiy constructed arterial roads,.

Where the land Is a public property as it is WUxin many

eases (Arathi Ameerigar meani govenment controlled land)

m~eansof defining certain areas that surround the residential
in

town-to-be/agricultural zones could not only effect better

climatio conditions but also a better defined urban town

expression,T o keep the town within a garden sone of fruit

(1) These evils are hinted at in the town planing Advisory
Report for 1937, Section I, olause 5, Recommendations to
take action in due course by the declaration of regional
areas and by the introduction of suitable by-laws are
suggested to prevent the Spoliation of the arterial
roads recently opened along the coastal plain and else-
where,

-A
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trees and free# vegetables is the primary logical and

natural basis in the "agricultural-industrial"life of

Mediterranean countries. The transition from the open fields

to the town areas could be happily created by such useful

frait sad vegetable zone areas that surround the built-up

area, The substitution ot the military defence wall of the

past by a series of orchard garden walle and trees is a pro-

gressive social development that would mark the earity of

our tim.

An early outlook of observing such physical and obvious

pkinciples sould help a great deal in avoiding the eration

of problems, which then would call for a mechanical solution.

And because of our mastery in modern technics we are not likely

to hesitate to find an immediate tpplicatiOA of our one side
technical genius.

Housing schemes are a principal feature of modern town

planning problems in all Mediterranean countries, As it is

to be seen in North Africa, for instance, it has often 1l4 to

the creation of a new town environment beside or some distanee

frm the old* tunew town seems to bear no relationship to

the local regional character of the old. The new pattern of

(z) Reports Of some keditarranean countries inInter-
national Housg and Town plannung Conferences with
Statistis concerning the housingprolem from a
social standpolnt.



these towns leaks the Mediterranean ivio sense of grouping.

The scattered lineal development of detached fouing replaes

the composite grouping round a court apace. The court prin.

*iple of arbitectural design groups the open, semi-open

and closed in a synthetto composition to suit the open air

and sheltered needs of domestic life. It answers, the theo-

retial and praotical principle of design in a Mediterranean

limate. The classical example of the Pompeian house Is a

composite aohievement which ight well be adopted in the for-

mation of modern civic housing schemes it terraces or a oem-

position round a central garden court. Such enlosed,gar-

dons would also provide an excellent recreation ground for

children and a cool evening promenade for the population

of the district, . While each house could have its own rmall

private court (or composite courts) and have a private

garden space or terrace beyond, it would also enjoy a publi

amenity of such a large entral space prpviding the puli

with festive or sport facilities, Suitable variations of

the classical rather than the European cottage theme have

not yet been attempted in present civic and housing schemes

A development along such ines would bring a oivio architectur

41 formation that to bines privacy within the home and its

private open spaces with the social amenitles and friendly

expression suited to the outhern neighbourly habits.
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The idea of a ort Rouse should not be dimsed as a

luxury for the rich- it is an integral Constructed open

space. Even in the humblest Arab house the smal court and

Liwan recess constitute the 4elematary pattern of the

Southern Mediterranean house,,

In relating the *ourt house to winter need, thecourt

and the semi-open space of terma could still faaotion as open

air livingT rooms during the many sunny days of the season.

It is then that the sun becomes a warm bathingresort. The

Southern aspect of the court and sunnY loggias thus Would be

preferred to be the main Winter roo

The court house has been criticisedseverely on grounds

of health and inconvetience during the winterseson when the

court is the onily means of comm),unication to other parts of

the Some. The temratureo contrasts between court and inner

warmth are oftenextreme and hen itrains, itis, someAimos

efen necessary to use an umbrella towalk from one part of

the hodne to another. Shelte red comunication by eans of

t.lennadds or interior room planning could easily look after

such diffitculties.

InOonvenience Of cesSPOOl flooding is not the faul t of

the'court., but of bad dmriage services, and the fountain is

the mos t Vorthy central focal point Of the Southern ho-use.

It is a serviceable monument since it does not only splash

water in summer to cool the air but also receives Winuter rain
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and could direct it by means of constructed.chanels to a

garden space beyond.

It is helpful in southern planning to note the signi-

ficance of the central point as the focal open-air altar,

compared to the side hearth in the North,The water in the

fountain can often be seen in the distance as a focal or

sub-focal point of termination, as well as defining an open

space.

While planning for summer requirement is the main theme

in the sub-tropical conditions of the editerranean cliate,

the winter requirement of indoor warmth is usually an applied

aduastment,

The advent of the winter season is well marked by the

annual preparations; heavy textured curtains and upholstery

create the necessary atmosphere of warmth and help to con-

trol and eliminate draught, The thick wall and small window

which were a barrier against summer heat now exclude the

cold evening wind, Braziers which provide a source of heat

have many serious drawbacks. In the course of burning char-

coal the slow poisonous effect of carbon monoxide is threaten-

ing to health and breathing organs, besides the slow smoke

"I"
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If'an open fire is used, it Would be recomendable to

introdce* a deep recessed hearth in the winter living room.

The fireplace need not be designed in the Northern manner as

a focal centre in the planning arrangement of the room.

It could be given a southern expression denoting its short

seasonal use by various methods such as fitting it. into a

large enough recess with adJusting shuttera screen for summer

use. In houses With a long stading social traMdition where

there is a need for a winter reception room, known as

Dewakh*anal the hearth can also help to keep warm the coffee

service in these surroudings,

While the introduction of mechanical energy for heating

or sooling has many possibilities, the nee for lte r

primarily a physical and regioQal problem. This theme has

been stressed throughout and when it it firmly grasped mecha-

nical means can safely be Used in the servie of regional

expression. many recent books and ardent modernists laim

that climate is no longer a factor in modern arhiteeture

since science has advanced to control climate and make

possible a new international style4  This Is a false theory

and It is evident it proves a bad practice. Suh practice

divan and khara
(1) A term of Persian originmeaning an Asserbly room,
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would not solve the problem directly but rather creates more

problems, which ultimately resort to applying mechanical

means. once again the fallaoy arises that a problem is

created because of a near to hand technical solution. It

is not a sound aeceptable attitude that heat or cold are

allowed to penetrate buildings through a *all of 9" or 11"

thickness with large unproteted metal windows, because it is

possible to combat such heat or cold with the new energy of

electric fan or central heating ,Many cases are known where

blina are Pulled down during the daylight in m ranew offien

and electric light has to be used so as to avoid the heat

and glare of the sun.

The first step towards a solution of the climtie problem

of each building is made by town planning. This secures the

best relationship betwe ua particular building and its

immediate neigbourhood. The idea of shelter is not to be

thought of merely in terms Of each isolated building, but

rather a group of buildings providing the necessary conve-

tence of sheltereed houses adjusted to the surrounding aa

whole. The problem thus designatesa collective activity

characteristic of the social attitude ot the south. Mn must

take an active par in creating their own town and looking

after its lmati elfare*, and it is for the town planner

and artist to act in a learned capacity to reveal a worthy

expression of the idea of town society.

- wbmw-- -- - 1 - .- , . -- - - -- - mm
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND BUILDiDO MATERIAL

Right response to building material an
important factor in design. Building ma-
terial and civic design. Analysis of charac-
ter of existing towns and villages with regard
to use of and weathering of bubiding material
is a helpful and stimulating study.
Architecture and the need for scientific re-
search into the nature and properties of build-
ing material. Such research should help to
prepare and cultivate the primary building mater-
ial for architects and local craftman. Land-
scape and built-up enviroment. Practical
measures to maintain the local character of a
town. The responsibilities of municipalities
and local authorities,

Relating bildin~g material to the condi-
tions of climate: heat stresses, moisture and
reflective light. In research the technical
efficacy of efficient resistance and the aesthe-
tic considerations of colour and texture are to
be inseparable. Technical and architectural
disadvantages of reinforced concrete as a eur-
face building material in Mediterranean climate.
Effect of steel and reinforced concrete on the
Mediterranean character of the wall.

Reviving arcuated and vaulted structures
with the preparation of good building material
end the training of building labour. The
historic resources of the past provide a scope
for such a study and its development.

Building materials and the weathering pro-
oess. Need for clitatic data and district
observation, analysis of properties of building
material and surrounding atmosphere is a further
help. Qality of mortar in brick joint to be
related to the method of rain and heat resistance.
Develop$ng brick size in relation to mortar,
its tile character and the structural advantage ,o
wall thickness and pleasing texture appearance.
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lasticity of building material in rela
tien to temperature changes. Camparison of
brick paving and marble -a relative power of heat
and light reflection. Intense radiation from
corrugated iron roofs and partitions.

New services of reinforced concrete in the
sub-stOt conditions in_ the plains. The pile
method of construction, the use of rdnforced
concrete can help to preserve a flourishing
clay brick tradition with associated ceramic art,
combining structural endurance and regional
architectural character.

Stone building tradition in hilly and
rocky regions. Responsibility of local authori-
ties t. preserve this tradition by controlling
use of alien building Amaterial in positive
sokution. Helping to provide suitable
building material.

The need for a good supply of timber by
govermental aid to forestation. fecessi-
ty for co-ordinated research with regard to
suitability of timber for various building
needs.

Need to develop local vegetation for
matting and furnishings that will help to ef-
feot cooler interior and suitable local charac-
ter. Reed partitions instead of corrugated
iron. Centrol of glass wall surfaces and
southern wall character.
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Any fully and properly conceived architetural design

must have a real regard for the forn, colour and texture

of the materials through which design is given visible

expression. While material serves es a means in the at of

architectural design it should also be an end in itself. The

right response to the quality of material in itself will con-

tribute greatly to the architectural composition. Apprecia-

tion which centres on abstract design without regard for

material would lose a great deal of the meaning in genexal

@omposit ions. A good design depends on the as$embled details

which form a eomposite unity, This fundamental link between

material and the idea of design characteries many of the

buildings of the past and ensures them with a lasting

apprec iat ion.

Materials make buildings and buildings make the town or

village. This explains the attention which the architect and

town planner must pay to the effect of building material on

the artistic quality of town or Virage arlhitecture. By a

direct and positive approach to the historio study of archi-

teature it is possible to develop the sensitivity required for

the art of composition by observing the relation between

material and form in the particular geographic surroundings,

We are inherently inclined to attribute the best fine quality

in arhitecture when such link between form and good building

material is observed.
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0ne of the most important aspeots In present architectur-

al development should be the preparation of good building

mterial for the craftsman and architect. 9or the better

the Material has been prepared, the finer is boun to be

their products."' This is a Axis that holds great truth

at present. The preparation of building material involves

research and taehnis for which present scientific advance

could be utilised, But there is an urgent need for some

artistic guidanc in such a reoarch. The purpose is to en-

sure the preparation of building material which hot only

possesses the necessary resistanoe and efficiency but will

also have a quality of colour and texture that harmonises

with their particular surroundings. Unfortunately what is

*laimed to be scientifioally prepared building material to-

day is generally lacking the aesthetic sio The relation

of building material to the eli ate of a distrit, should o-

ordinate the scientific and the artistic approach to the

problem, The two might be stated as igeparable in a good

design; a good textured *urface is also a more effient

buildingt aterial, as will be seen in this discussion. The

sctentifie attitude should not be confined solely to the

popfrtts% a parttcular material but ehould extend further

(1) Aristotle, Politics V4, iii, 6.



to include the proper use of its potentiflity to the parti-

oular Surrounding. The mastery ot this combination rill

then represent an xtenio4n of the s olentifie principle.

Such a cobintQi of t4ofuilding&Latarialand cliati -sur-

rondings will make it possible for the architeoture of the

future to advane with the benefits of both presently acq4ird

technical improvement and the artisti legacy of the past

reparatory research along thens lines will place the oari-

teot in a happy position t0 translate his own therme into a

harmonious cosition of material and associated local nrafts-

manship.

The use of local naterial for buXlding purposes is the

most simple and diret method. It would mean an inherent self

erganisedharmon vbetween buildings and aheir surrounding.

In substanoe this will eVOlve E. verncular style and regtonal

character will be a natural basic developraent. The Unneces-

SarY intrsion of unsuitable alien building taterial Should

be actively discouraged, and this is a task for local munii-

plitites and town planning authorities, whOSe regard for

(1) . Inthe Annual Report of the Town Planning Adviser to
*lestine for the yeat 1937 the partioular need to use
l1al building material is hasised. It is appropriate
here to quote the Clausc in full as representative not
Ol of Palestine but also of other Mediterrane m countries
at present.t

"IttIs obvious that every encouragemfent should be
(and is aetually)given teowners desirous of building
in stone in suoh areas, bearing in mind that an excellent
traditiotn exists for building in this material, and that
Sstone [SSon are always available in such localities.
Further, it is the duty of the Town plannig Comwissioners

Footnote eontinuedt
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poblic amenities abould exend to safeguard againt bad

use of building materials in newA developments.A positive
and necessarY guidance from research authorities

a*tion in this direction would mean supervision/on the

methods of suh preparation that ensure structural efticincy

and fine architectural qality.

The allocation of ertain regionaltquarrY cones for build-

ing material is a eal outome; the cot;mplicated incon-

veonae of long distance travel could be avoided, The

ge&eral aim would be to ensure easy local distribution of

saitable materialt nd this would fall, s eh already been

hinted at, to be within the scope of future activities in

regional pl anning. .

The diacoveries of uch fine sourea of crytallised

stone or natural clay material from the geological strata

of the earth's rat in flany distrcts &ould aenable a new

wealth of origin building type in n IoaIties which

Footnote continued:
to prevent the poiling o such areas by reisting app-
cations from other owners who wish to Wl i & aei
other than stone. a bidi tra

Althoug~h it is aditt edthat the control of the
charscter of a building (which includes its appearanoe,
design aMn the type ofa mateal ue in itte

on), -hat always been a contentious matter, in Palestine,
Where the distrits are ao dissimilar in so far as
building materials are concerned, it is beyond dispute
that the central authorities should contine to give
a defiite lad bY leAislation d advice in order to
regulate the external ap pearane of towns,"
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would ensure a further progressive development of the

historio'styles aof the past. t Inrelating the use of Mterial

to the history of architecture twe tend to accept what as

in use then as to be the only available naterial; but the

advano -of hat present geological exploration and the

s#%entifie co-ordination could equip us with easier means

to discover and prepare more varieties and natural building

material for our present architectural creation. Chemical

and physicail laboratory work at present is a ter aid of

test and knowledge with regard to the properties of mterial

and their interaction with atmospherie eonditios in various

environments. In this way the new sonee and art could be

fused into one in haramaxet buildings la ndscape arhi-

teeture.

The almost universal acceptance of reinforced concretesw

a mdern building material Should be regarded withc areful

consideration in the climatie conditions of the Mediterranean.

Reinforced enorete has only a limited suitability In the

arhitecture of MeditOrranean countries. BeSidesthe tech-

nial difficulties involved in expansion and contration

under Mediterranean conditions of heat, it reduces arh-

tecture to the level of building teCt±ialition and robait

of its regional character.h6 metalljiteurface plastietty

Of reinforced concrete reduces its inherent surfae eapre-

SiOn almost to nothing as far a4 seulptural or carving
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quality is conerned and attempts to prodce. such effecta

as belong to stone or ri*k could never be tolerated.

The complex needs of the $estern industrialied ountries

have sometimes reduced the function of a buildig .to a

.echanism and the use of reinforced *onrete or pre-eaSt

fabricated building material has helped to further the ides

of technical efficieney as separate from the artistic con-

tent, There is no need for such a developient in Mediter-

ranean countries and it i unwise to accept auch unworthy

substitutes when there i# a choice of developing prtmafry

natural material such as a tone, briat, trtar and timber.

This is especially true When modern materials such as cement

or steel have to be tmported from overseas with the cost of

unnecessary transport and labour. ZEono sehould also take

account of the larger concept of the expression of the

fundamental uman nee.s in spirit as well a. in matter.

Even when reiforced concrete material is thoroughly teted

for the expansion of joints and various stresses it only

satisfies a partial need, since it replaces artistia crafts-

Maaship and reduces building labour to the level of mre

technical etficiency. She proviSion of good building material,

would help to secure a revived craftsmanship which finds its

place in local architectural expression. The assoo*ation

of the arhitect with such developed *raftaanShip would

help to promote new y etsympa the ti c lo al haracter to place
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untional charaeter of the wall in its resistance toe r

solar heat and winter coldt Architebtaral expressio needs

to, revealthe trth of its climati esetting . Watever-the

new'aiiliary means of introducing tnIsulating Met'iAl to

the vrall uight do, such thin walling would be left under too

mch atress to enable a prtectinv etfiil. Prticl

difficulties of 4justing suitable openinge in uch a wall are

also an important fator to be related to the third dimeson-

al aspect of the tgnificance of wall depth.

The use of steel in wall and roof construction has been

fostered and propagated because of the lack at supply of

other building material. Timber for roofing has become very

scarce with the gradual deforestation. Besides, what is

available in timber is usually unsuitable to climatic con-

ditions. The contraction ad expansion ow ingnot only to

temperature but also to winter moistgre demand certain resis-

tont qualities in a type of timber that resists each stresses;

A directed research effort in this study would be greatly

Welcomed. Another point which is of significance in timber

Study is that timber in the hot dry sammer conditions is

readily receptive to catch fire. Methods of seasoning and

possibilities of applied chemical solutions etc. are a further

aspect for building research,

An iateresting development to be noted in present praotice

of roofing is the combintion of steel j gt and brion nvulted

-A
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oonstruction. A flat brick arch springs between two steel

rooting feista. A more cemplete vaulting method throughout

would seure a structura:L unity in design which should be

anocuraged. The resources at hand of such past struetue-ss

will guide such a practie the supply of reliable bilding

material and especially mortar ould ease such task.

Building ConStrution wou14 ahiev n architectural

unity which besides its apparent aesthetic result would be a

suitable development to the elimatic aandition in the arid

region, f

The dome and vault hich extend the idea of the pro-

tetive thivk wall to the roo and express the need of shady

and protected interior from the outide heat.

When related to domestic requirements the design:of

arh and vault does Wtnot ivolve great struotural probles

while In evil and religious architecture it contributes

greatly to the attainment Of a loal ang worthy self-expres-

Sion. Structural beauty is the central theme of arohitectural

dsaign, and wealth of detail should form part of an± herent

structural simrplietty. LoCal craftsmanship will asupplg the

necessary variation whish cwombinewith the s1mple l ta

of construction to form a symbol of the buildig r

in its relation to etvironme*t and soiety, In general the

vault and dome will ensure app.,"ropriate proportions in roof

and wall thickness. The fune~tiou of the roof as a sheljter
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from solar heat in Mediterranean latitu.es is to be*stressed;

ad It is signifiant that this need is secured more easily

in the infinite shgely variation of domes and vaulted shel-

ters. Examples of the past should be studied and wherever

possible az attempt should be made to reord historie build-

ings in detailed measured structual work. Such work could

be used to illustrate structural design in a progranme for

building edueation.

It is important to stady the ffectO of long periods of

exposure on building material. The weathering procens of
will,

existing buildings/serve as a guide to the aetion of olimate

in th partiular lo1lity 1 as well as a practtoal basis for

acqaintanee with the properties of buildingMaterial. A

meteorlO4 urvey of certain localities is almost certain

to reveal specific problen* which might Involve the careful

Choice of buIlding material

The effect of lOng exposure to nlight is an aspect

to be in e weatherig conditions inthe Southern

latitudes. The relation of the bitlding urace to the local

pheri mtur 4is an aspect of structural as well as

aestheti importance in the particular localitY Acumulated

Mineral depoSitsuch assaltMaynot1only disfigure the

olouran texture of the all but also ause a serious decay.

This questioU of natural building materials and their sus-

Captib ii to dterioration oused by the crYst1lisation of
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nnlyIn bailding but alto on open conrete surface roads

wh h Without the shade of tres are very irrtattiand

tiresome to drivern and passer-bY. Ren it shod be

app*rent that aesthetio appreciation of olour and texture

in bri.k, stene4an lrtar is not in relity separate from

Practical considerations of heat, light and moistur.

The understanding of the reflective power of buildin

materialnisa Sigtificant aspect in the attAinmet Of In*

archite#tural# omposition in the conditionS of Mediterrnean

light, Iftshaes are, to be seen comfortablY it Means they

are to be toned to be as suthj ste the light direated

outwards from building material of a high co--ffoiient re-

flective capacity is to be duly considered, and sometimes

rduced in intensity.

The prevalent use in ient Greee of ohre in their

finishing maintained by Vitruvius eld probably be attribut-

ad to suh neoessity. To-day in Greece now wells are free-

qe2tly reduced in brightness by a coat of ohre reducing

their aurface from "vory whitet having a co-effiient of

refletion of 77 p'eiet to "ivory tan having a co-effielent

of 56 per cent. Adjusting tie rfleutivesurrace espacity

( ) This aspect of relating colour to light has been within
the ttbJect matter of a most interesting addrees by
Waldram P. J in RI.B.A. J 9th Mayo, 1925. A white matt
surface will reflet as much as 84 per cent of the
light failing en it.
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As bae already been distussed in the ease of Egypt and

Iraq en the daWagg effet- of mt*are in the subsoil

amar works of architecture with the wealth of associated

oraftsmnship suff er/the disruptive foresn of underground

earth movement. The priAei* must be to safegurd the

superstruoture and ensure it a more lasting age, and to this

end the servles of reinforced onrete' and with the asphalt

resourcel could render a new and valuable sentribution.

Many instanoes of the 4Leay and lapidation of his-

toriO buildings aa be traced to the peroolation of changing

water level inthesubeoil of these aountries. The increase

in volume of the subsoil *ith rising water is an obvious

threatenng force. In theory this trablem has not been duly

realised2 since a survey causing u oeMndition are not

often observedThe general belleft ang people to stress

the factr of foundation (Asas) as the eause of the p *blem

has thus an inherent truth.The remedy is met in aPgenel

tumb rle to dig deeper, wider and stronger, The reach of

water lel in the foundation is Often

(1) undat in Iraq and reputed in Ancient time could
serve the ear East.,

(2) _,R"Alcohm o nd,0in an RIBA addres has amply dia-
Cuesed this fact In regard to Egypt.o



measure of security. The underlying theory would be that

by reachin the subsoil water level the wall fondation will

be constantly exposed to moisture from a subsequent water

rise that effects a upward shifting movement, But this is

often impracticable because of financial constderations, and

if building takes place during the dry season with its ris-

ing water level, instability is bound to oeur. It is here

that the services of reinford ##conrete could be utilised

with economical advantage to provide underground security

against subsoil water. The pile method is suitable and has

been found satisfactory in struaturl building problems

in Egypt andIraq". Up till a few years ago", States E.

Richmond,'A*it was a e on practice to excavate the whole

of the area to be overed by a building, and to lay downa

thiek raft of concrete. The coerate wS laid in layers

and wall rammed and watered. The ground was flooded before

the concrete was laid, in order that anyweak spots migt

show themselves. The raft Of lltrete has of late genre

been largtely replad by concrete piles. Uolea abo* ety

five centimetres across are punChed in the ground by means

of pointedtweights dropped froaa height. This results not

(1) 1o1. Cit.,p,53.

--- ~1



the lwhale of the area built over,* 'and so in osmpaatg the

sail to * very marked extent. The rammning of the cenerete

Amest~ these hollow shafts causes the weight of the building

to be distributed laterally, as well as vertically, The tops

of the 00nerate piles whibh are spaced about three metres

apart,. are cennected by beams in reinforced concrete, and on

these beams the walls are raised. This method has given, an

the whole, atisfactory results.," When piles are visible the;

must-be treated as well designed struetural colurma.

The brick tradition In plains ned not be violated by re.

inforae concrete buildings. ODa the ontrary, reinfereeds con-

crete should be utilised 'to, serve and develop the art of brick:

work- and terra cotta products in the non stony raen% where

this -trad Itica prevails MekIng it possible to aontinue the

rich brick legacy of the paist. In the drY arnd conditions o:

the plain, brick is the mst sUitable and fire building mater:a

to use, and every effort sehould be made in building research, an

,analysis of the soil to master its fma. The cool yellowish

brick still in usage today is well suited In colour to the

limate and blue skY.

The effect of the, joint via the coletir and texture of the

wall surface has also to be taken into onsideration by, the

arhtet Motr Y colour thi#kn *4 plyacnsce



part in the general character of the wall, Blaok mortar omeR-

time in use is of A harsh chara-ter and does not produe as

happ blending with yellow brick while lime mortar is well

suited in Oolour ad general effect. The treatment of the

joint O#fera Amy architectural possibilities in brick walll

textural design, Wall surfaces of thin size brieks with a

relatively thick mortar joint could be very pleasant and affi-

cient treatment, The attempt today to copy a machinmade

brick of large thicknees , small width and lngth dimensions

is not very sympathetic to briek character and the neaessary

thickness of wall in Mediterrnean conditions. the large flat

tile #haracter is more suited and ahould be encouraged; it

has been partly in use in the beat Islami brick tradition in

Iraq, Egypt and in Roman brick structural design. A development

at present in briek regions that aim at inereasing the dimen-

tions while preserving the tile nature of the aked briok would

be a good step towards a better modern brick architecture.

Preparation of good reliable mortar ould help brick tra-

dition to develop more unhapered. Vaulted structure and arhes

would not be difficult to construat when the tile aharaater of

the baked brick and the adhesive quality of mortar are maintain*

ed. Snoh britk when aid on edge is fapable of being *urved to

span a large opeang more easily. It could be used withovt a

plaster finish n the outside 'r in interior destgn Of re4esses.

The brick Joint also provides a iscope for recessing and infinaite'

(1) In sonnection with ;odern briek design it aight be of in-
terest to study Northern practice in Holland, where an attempt
to Preserve and introduce'variation in brick character is to
be nticed.
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urface variatioa ia light and shade textured rendering

tbat would help to fenestrate and accentuate forms. To vary

the general tiokness of the brick in various parts of the

design could also be another source of textured treatment,

h gtifg a larger mortar thickness it would be nees-

saryto observe a horizontal movement in laying out briek

to allow more time for the latter to set. This need not

hamper the labour speed seriously,

Brick and mortar could be mde available locally and it

should be employed Wherever possible Instead of a plaster or

cement vercoatii. In symbolie buildings at least the

arhiteet should never attempt to obliterate the joints which

are an expression of the struotural. integrity of the edifice.

Modern buildings tend to cover the joint with a result which

is pleasing photographioally but in reality beomes tiring,

In the same way as a poster gl amourIs not satisfyIng for

very long, plasticity alone is not enough to ensure a lasting

artistic quality. Brick craftsmanship and the associated art
the

oft laywork tile and pottery reflet/ essential character of

the sem-arid stoneless regions of the Mediterranean. There

are great possibilities for Various themes Iaa brick archi-

tectural style. Like crude wool capable to be made into

fine textile weaving Without destroying it erent woolly

substance, so layin di buildngt ould be rendered intoeolour-

ful and textured wall surfaces and fine objects of use, The

MEMM ... -Nil



brick making industry could be developed with the aid of

modern laboratory work so as to liminate the impurities

of disruptive chemical compounds, The architect and craftt-

man will work in harmony to crea te arches, vaults and domes

which are more suited to the coaditions of climate and

eapable of progressive new developments.

The art of pottery is an ancient symbol of man's culture

and should be stimulated to meet the needs of modern Civi1i-

sation. Its use is not limited to the enrichment of archi-

tectural character but also extends to the buildings them-

elves., There is an essential relationship between the

character of articles in use and built up interior surround-

inge. Tiles for dome covering or terrace paving need theart

of the potter to produce material with a iigh degree of

efficiency as well as pleasing, colourful surface Bluish

green tiled domes set in yellow brickwork help to suggest

a cool restful environment in the rural or urban landcape

horizon of the Mediterranean brick region. 4Pre white ,

often used at present to produce such desired feeling of

coolness, results in a glare too intense for the humangye

to bear, Material ought to be reatful in appearanee and

public authorities should exercise some supervision so as to

help to reduce the blindi g effect of glare

if relating architectural practice to climate the aim

should be co-ordination of all factors rather than abrupt
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the right character in design, esten mediterrann Islamic

art is distinguished by its well developed art of esving.

Built-in furniture is nOt a new idea. It was practised with

grace in the useful oupboards and reesas or niches to form

part of the interior deiga. A prot reasive art develpment

at present could be sentitve to the colour and character ot

timber-carving so as to asater its orchestrtion, i.e. a $ase

of controlling a profused deorative character into a coberent

"enriched simpliity" ot interior cmposition.

Local products made from the local vegetation can help

to contribute to the vernacular chfracter in Architetutnl

requirements. They are capable of having a practical suita

lity to the climate and to harOn0e well with their er

roundings. Their use should be touraged and developed,

since reed matting even in its primitive use is amrn-ore

suitable for screens, partitions and eaning than the I

corrugated iron sheets,

It is importatnt to pay particular attentie- to the use

of giass in southern latitudes, A.. *Dufton of building Re.

search Jtation who tested various ateras with a view to

obtaining information as to their relitive etticien y in e

eluding solar heat asoertaind that cleer gasa had a tempe-
SI

rature excess o 10 c.Wherever possible glass ahould be

(I) "Terax Insuat ion in nld ings, JR.T..A. February
l94, p.9E
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The intense heat oa ner afternoons makes it Im-

,parativeto resort to cool spaee less affe#tedIby heat

tranaitted through surface Wla exosed to the sun. The

Problem is usually met by constructing a nordab or under.

ground retreat whioh as t alume Space is not diretly

affected by the heat from the outside. Reflected light thro

doorways or grilles is adeqate in theconditions of the

Mediterranean, The choice o building material with a

desirable reflective capasity is thus to beobserved. ooling

tentilation is ensured by means of the *badgeer system# and it

is well 'worth whil studying and developing this physical

principle at present.

The theory of mass composition in relation to Climate

is to be considered in arohitectural design in the editer-

ranean. Thengreater the maso surface exposed to the full

force of the sun's *ays the more heat would penetrate. This

ls in direct contrast to another requirement of tenerous

paeious interior. This need for small Masssurfaee exposure

combined with generous interior volumes was expressed by va-

rious styles such ao elassical or Islamie historiec ompost-

tion* where the court tystem tcomposition reMaina a entral

theme in design4

The present trend of buildings and town design influenced

by niorthern practte impo ane pattrn i whib hMediter-

ranesin aourt Composition is not adhered to., Detached



buildings, fully exposed to a diretsout rce of heat, do not

form a sywrathetie mass composition in the souath

The small window in- a thick wall represent the typical-

ly Mediterranean climate. Combined with the large void of

ol.nnade or arcade it forms an element of elevational d-

s4n. Window openings could afford to be larger if duly

protected from the sun semi-open veradas ct as a screen

to such larger windows or doorway openings. In southert

arnhiteoture it is important not to think in terms of the

wall and window alone. The repetition of a bay recess is an

inseparable unit in planning.

In utilising evening outdoor cool conditions it is a

good practice to trap 0001 air in the interior by leaving

windows and doorways open in the evening and shutting them

in the morning. The adjustment of semi-open spaces in good

*omposition is often iginored in a modern architecture which

copies the different need-of northern practioe. Under

northern conditions such semi-open places are inonvenient
,invite and

sine. the/draughts/form a barrier to the needed sun and light.

In the south it is desirable to Maintein an interior irou-

lation of oool air which can be effected by the arrangamnt

of door and window openings sO as to cause such a cooling

air movement.

The baloony door window on an upper storey reprents

an extenSion of floor space to the open air. When protected
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EWfect of roof surface in the evening cooling process

is thus to be wted. Clay surface finsh reinforced with

mud would obviously prove much cooler than concrete tiles,

stone, slate or glazed 'tile surfaces, Surfaces suoh as as-

phalt or lead would obviously be an unsuitable surfao*

finish. Light weight brick tiles could be very satisfatory

from the climatic point of view as well as the architectural

surface colour treatment; this would be especially the ease

where the roof has a social function of festivities and

gatherings,

A general practice to cool the roof surface and the sur-

rounding air is to sprInkle water at about sunset, The porous

nature of this type of tile brick would be more effective in

such a cooling process.

The practical need for water in the living spaeo of roof

could thus stimulate imaginative designs to express it$

aesthetic and emotional appeal in the design of roof fountains

and water display in these higher terraces.

This could be easily connected with the water system of

the particular edifice which should combine, the aesthette

and practical use of water in cooling the open and closed in.

terior Of the building.

Cavities could be introduced as mean$ of heat insulation

in the fla They not only reduce the eight and thrust on

wall or pillara but also act as a natural inWulating peoket.
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protectIng the inner structure rom the great range of

temperature variation. In addition they could t oan

qffective barrier against heat tranmissAon As in the #ase

of the wall and even moi Impor tant in the conditions Of

roof ad theidi rect exposure to -solar heat, particUlr

attention must be paid lest this air padeact#s as *Wstorage

depot for heated air. Heae, ventilatil *o4aiderationsaug-

go.t the introduction of amall openings which c 4uld tae their

places to form a part of the corni e treatment.

This "upper floor ventilation" could find an expression

in a low height uppear gallery treatment, and thisv spaoe could

also be utilised as a walking or lounging promenade, The

arhiteetral effect Of Wach Upper gallery ould be seized

into a good designt the .entraSt of such upper void in

relation to a domiant solid wall, is a soure of pleasing

fenestration in the rowning treatment f 4buil4 4 t

culd happily combine the hean solid weight wall re a

With lightness and elegance in a vernatular expression that

oater for suoh ena d sheltered needs not oly during the

hanging seasons but also during the *changtg *liZsti en-

ditions of the day, Ilaye designs of the past, such treat.

Ment hS been inherently eliserved in Meditorranean conditions.

Roo0f parapetala"t 1a- a screen and invite decorative

arehiteettaral treatment that also expresses the dignity of

(1) When thou buildest a 'new, house, then t hou ashal t ake a
battlement for thy roof, that thou bring not blood apou
thine house, If any ManU fall1 from thence. Deut. 22, 8,
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the roof floor as a living space.

When considering the relation of aulte Strature to

outward foS1, the dome is a single and-definite thapedgeof.

It is Intrinsie to fediterranean arid regions where ttmber

or stone for beam and post construction is difficult to find,

the dome is therefore related mainly to brick using regions,

since stone regions would tsually suggest aighbouring high

altitude wh're timber from trees iuld be more easily ob-

tained. The two forms, dome and flat roof, combine to give

a definite regional hareeter to many Arab villages and towns

forming such M unified composition that It becomes wrong to

Impose a pitched roof..The dome has been developed (and

ehould still continue to do so) as a shapely protective roof

epvering, capable of infinite imaginative architectural varia-

tion. Its use is not restricted to large scale and monument-

al buildings only; it can be easily economically and beauti-

fully constructed in the domesti4 and small stale charater.

In rural village architecture, the peasant still brings the
walls of his small building into a natural dome tovering,
This verafular expression should not be forsaken in tavour
ot the slavish use of modern steel framework or the corrugat-

ed iron covering, Boredom and monotony are felt in most

modern quartern with their unrelieved s line and laqk of a
uisible and arehitecturan stability The settled eurvi-

linear form of the dome is capable of presenting a resttl

-N



aMppearanehand unity in mass compoition. Cur e roots

bain4 on sei-barrel or barrel xau titg follow theStrultaftl

method of the aroute style aMd could aford pessingy

flnational archite#tural forum tha t would be relate4 to dome

* and fltet ampostio

The low p fted root is ohanrocteristtc of the less airt

regions of the aediterranean in southern %arope, Italy,

southern Frana mand the teiterranon islen MsCOmPared with

the steep.pitehet roof of the #orth, designed to throw etf

$now as well es rn, this southern root iw.olved le eIn-

atructional difticultie, Ttber roof struturni dtsigns

of the oirth might be compared with the panalel stnotural

problems of ship building.

A winter fNl of Snot in high altituea of eIterrae

Europe can be met with advantage by the low pitehed ier-

ranean roof, The snow would then form a wars protectve

blanket. Also heavier reinfall in the northern region of

theMediterr sane oetooanta for the consoiated formAttion of

a pitched type. It i alSU importAnt to note that the pit4hed

type of roof has a capacity of rtsisting solar heat from

penetrating to thn interior. Tse angular fomationsu sts

throwig Sway the heat rays of sunlight, while the ttRanjg

lar cavity could also t as an insulating median. It might

also be noted in this connection tat prot#*tion i *needed
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at the two ends of the pitched roof, where such avity insu-

lation wil be ver shalloW; the pro jetion of the eaves

woul nsecure more protective space at these points where heat

tranmfission to the roof material and the interior is to be

avoided. The use of insulating material against heat as well

-as da15$ess & would also sug&et themselves at the gutter

sides. The ventilation of the triangular pithed space wouldA

neoesitate the design of ventilation ojenings under cornice

or in the ridge.

A terra aetta coverin to roof urfaces is haracteritt

of the MediterraaEu&environment. It introduces bright and

tinereat colour tone of baked earth ate is more useful

for northern rain condition sine it has a nter gulity

resisting a more lasting dampness. This tnstinctive choice

of rich red tile servesa proatical and pleasing purpose.

When used in confanetion with a white or ochre washed sur-

fe* it tdefines the co sitaioa in rttl appearane

whih minimtises the effeCt of glare and intrnduces a#on-

trasting plean note of colour composition against the

fleartblue Ma 7 Thevernacular Mediterranean

Pithed type of roof ha anncient tradition in Grek

Classical expression and its identity Should not be disturbed

in t*he future by a violet distortion in the degree of the

hiteh It is one of the contributory amniie 4t5 sother





should be aabstituted by nsuh local fabris,.

The symbolic valtue of water in Mediterranet"#arehitee-

ture eaan never be emphasised too highly. The signifiesas

of the fountain in domestie and- publie buildings, town,

village and garten and its cooling affect en the dry air

has been stated throughout en.aWyoacasions.

in arit ountries wherec lay is the natural medium, the

art of the potter and polyaromatic tile gl~asing is sought

Ia designing a fountai. #Coloured gsSed tiles in

greens and yellows are associated with surface treatment

suited to running water not only in fountains but in publi

bath and siming pols.

Except tor the mainly briek regions of the plains, the

tountain basin ofU linit 4e material of the Mediterraneau

Basin whenpoli*hed, hewn or earve to shape is au arehl-

teetoni1 symbol of the Mediterranean geographic and limatic

eavironment. The outdoor ving environmeft nt e.nds archi-

tecture to a more positive treatment of the garden in the

t*therf climatic conditions. The architeotonia treatmnt

is miore closely relevanat to southern rlimate than that of

the *orth, The wild English garden i a result of a worth

ern moisture effeting * Widenpread green vegetation that

made a garden of the wholecountry, Such garden architeature

relating structurtAl design requirement to ouutdoog vegetation

is a aouthiern garden feature. The. pe*rgola for instance



while providing a pleasing shady walk and linking other

parts of the hoUse, is also useful to the adjustment of

the vivo bushes that are made to olimb into ahape. Whether

in beam and post, pitch, antt or dame, such pergola forms

are a farther inviting southern aspect of desig.

Construction of opan water channels in gardensis a dis-

tinctive feature; it is also desirable that such ehannels

are to be protected in most of the'length by shade. In order

to avoid excessive evaporation in sunner Such water econoy

is needed, A rich source of gardendesign relating togood

and economical use of sathern Mediternn latitude 4uld

be derived from Arab and Persian prantie in edieval times.

Introducing the open hearth in a garde ould be a

appropriate suggestion of a southern adaptation 4uited to

such evening andgrilling festivities that take plaes in the

open'..

Terrace paving roWnd the housSe a protective Oessi-

tY not 'only rom dampness but also from in o tbreeding

elose tothe living walA. This aspect has been emphasised

in health reports, but the SUggestion given oftenzof tn-0

Orete surfaces treatment is only parttal# protective, efi-

Cie y with#celeur, texture of cerami clayworkneuld

render them to be suitable eand econoial surfaces, The
slabs

present practice of tile making in coloured Concrete machine/

to a widespread eounterfeit that should be discouraged by
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necessary supervision and the revived past industry of better

tile miaking,

*ouldings are other composite eleaents of design in

building*; their inseparable practical and aesthette purpose

is relevant to the building material and climatic surround-

ing . Their sustained architectural shapes in classical

stone display the material.in response to the quality of

light falling on it, Polishing and caring stone is a rev-

lation of its iner light; a *d arehitectural aim in light-

ness finds a subtlety of illinated lightnese possessed in

the flnestone of the Mediterranean.

Analysing the elements of architectural design in res-

pense to practical and aesthetic requirment of the Mediter-

ranean climate, would still leave architectsfree to fuse them

into the particular composition, Whether the need is aofa

rligious, civic or humble dwelling, such intrinSic reiati

of design elerments whether in space layout composition or

the details of a noulding, tform part of the ingredient ele-

m fntlhat Wc cannot afford to discard their relevance to

41 iate in an assumed irresponsible free expression. ArahI-

tecture' could never be robbed of its freedom of presentation,

yet sudh freedom could be helped when adherence to the nor-

mal 4limatie conditions is duly observed and respected.
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architectural development which forms the scope of part three

is directly related to the similar climato problems of the

present.

The stylistic development of the Ancient, OChristian

and the Renaissance, and Arab-Islamic are discussed in the

light of an intrinsic conneetion of a vernacular editerranean

climate, The court provides the theme of both the vernacular

and the developed styles whether in teU typical Creek or

Oriental house or in the monumental religious and socialex-

pression of'the "shn", temple or palace. Regional variation

in design can be traced as structural forms developed in

SYMPatthy with the buIlding naterial of the landscape. The

stone trabeated classical column formation or the "arouated"

lalamic arches on brick piers represent definite stylistic

cMvaraton to the same need for adjusting semi-open

spaces between the court and sheltered rooms.

The study of Islaid architecture as an expression of

editerranean ab-trpiaal latitudes would help to explain

to European scholarship its general unity, and the relevance

of its decorative aesthetic qualities to the physiCal

and structural roquirements of olimate. The effects of

Islamic art on Mediterranean classical development in the

1iddle Ages can be traced to the influence of brick wall

tradition and associated ceramic, pottery and stuce panel

decoration on the vernacular stone design, A potential
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enrichment in the carved textured treatment of stone

surfaces is reflected at its best in what A.Stokes terms

the Quattro Cento,

Relating Renaisssnce architecture to the effeot of

Southern European climate is discussed and the relevance

of Albertia written work o4 architecture is 1W14ted out

in relation to the Mediterranean conditions of climate.

While the fourth part surveys the present problem in

the light of the full impact of a northern eivilisation it

develops and emnphasises a southern attitude and cultivates

a response tVnatural environment, Maodern means of technics

and research enlightened by the art legacy of the past is

to create in architecture a new symbolic expression of

space and time.

There is a wide scope in the new Civilisation for a

coordinated regional planning towards a healthier environ-

ment. Nfew agricultural village settlements need not be

alien in expression to the climate and physical aurround-

ings. The scattered type of t garden cityt development is

ompa4ed unfavourably wit?' the Mediterranean pattern of a

grouped tornation. The court theme such aS that of the

Ponpeian house rather than the sporadic grouping of the

European cottage type is capable of imaginatively

sympathetic variation in housing schemes and civic

a omsposi t Ion.



Among the cooling amenities in civic design is the

significance of water display and the fountain symbol in

4editerranean architecture. Mass composition in relatioa

to adjust a natural and effective cooling ventilation is

discussed and the wind turret, the "badgeer" as a means

in such rospect is also pointed out with a view to

future possibilities Of devellopment. The heat stress,

resistance to moisture and light reflection are aspects

to be related to building material, Developing the culti.

vated use of primary building materials such as stone,

brick, mortar and timber in accord with technical and

aesthetic climatic considerations is to be directed and

with a revived associated craftsmanship and skilled build~

ing labour a trend towards a better climatically suited

structural desti than the present indiscriminate use of

steel framework and reinforoed concrete would be realised

by a conductive policy.

Reinforced concrete can be used with great advantage

for foundations and it has a great part to play in * eee

tion with sub-soil 0oVements and the pile method of en

struction in the ilatn regions where its services can be

used to help to maintain and develop the clay, brick and

ceramic art tradition,

A final chapter summarises the various elements of

composition in relation to Mediterranean olimate.
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A book of illustrations is inoluded as ar appendix

to show various aspects of vernacular and stylistic

developrpent in the conditions of £editerranean olimats

mainly that of Islaric architecture and its .Ltailed

elementa. The bibliography also includes the principaZ

works of Islamic architectural reforence.
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Par t I

Chapter One

INTRODUCTION TO AMCHTlCTURN

The importance and significance of a philosophic under-
standing of architectur in relation to the present.
The meaning in arohitectural *fine" expression is aarn-
thesis of expressing tma"vatlues relevant to (1) Soiet,
(2) Time., and (3) SPace.

(1) Arhietuean Eo thical values:
The relationship of the Aindi a toaeiety
and of that soiety to humanity. Architecture is
a tangible meanw of expressing 'ethical valuess'.
Relevance to the menin fer*fine at" in arehi-
tnoture. Plats on the refletin of he gO"
in the arta. The effect of ethical valuesan the
scale and copositin of buildings intellect and
innvan purpose in the arta.

(2) AMhteotua !-s raust-g sa
The individual and the family in the canept of
time; the proes Of transmission, ewnidty and
reaction. The Value of time in architectural
expression. Amenities. Objective qualit of
beauty and the subJective data. Inter-relation
of theory and history of architecture in the ean-
tiwnous procens.

(3) Architeotaand.values:
Relation of time to anvirsit) "spce time
and arhiteture. the physical and spiritual
values of fnirament in everydy living; nature
an eternal Surve of inspiration. Artistic
creation and the response to physical and ali-
mati environment. The partialar pattern and
the Ojective ooeptof beauty. taegial
charaoter and the vernacular quality of theme
and varlatin; accepting elimatit and physical
limitation of space is a reional theme cap-,
able of Infinite yet indigenous variations.
Alien influence$ and their effect on regiona
character. Revival and eotinuatian of art.
Repase to envtirsnat. Relatin of geographic
studies to landscape.



PART II

2haptr Two

OTJMATE 2AND MED1 5AENCULTUIwo

The signifiat relation of culture to
olIsatic enditiona climate gives a sigtieioant
uniy to the study of the history of arahitecture
in the Mediterranean.
Saholarly work in history of art loses a great
deal of cnstnotive meaning if not related to
the climatic backgroud. Mediternean olinate
and religious expression in arhitecture; cli-
mate ad soial institutions.

Climatic unity of the Mediiterraneanregion.
bumr rought and marked winter ninfall is
more clearly marked in itsSmthern an Eastern
zones canstituting the editerrancanclimate
proer. Definitin of the Mediterranean region
as distinet freM the Mediterranean basin.
ffect of alimate on vegetation and tffect of

altitude em tree growrth. lamonedinter-
relatio V the regional spaes. Ieaaring and
assert highmars. Effeat of sammare m
Mediterranean culture. Climatic provinces
in the Mediterranean neighbourhood.

Climate and the agriculturl aSda of life.
Importance of water in type of settlemnt hill
and alluvial site$. Significance of water
planning in the life of villages and ities*.
4"'bolte importance of water - in religion;
fountain and water tenples.

Mediterranean culture and the primary
eommi tyj basaar nd sanotuary errespond to
the material and spiritual need. Civilisa-
tion and ruralo ntare. Relation of 01assial"
and "Eaaentio.* Relating the sianifican"e
of arhitectural achievent and eiviH atien
in the "galden age to its regional sabstance.

--



iii

The 'mall ale'I oharaternof village--ton*;
its organio maintaneaand cultivated expres-
$ion is the tqorooae of editerrsanen fultun.
Classical ulture and editerranan clinat.

bAlating biblial literatre to liate
&And Easterna Mediterranean cQUtare.

Chapter *Thre

2 tMrATEAInMHSTONI

limate and the editerronn in the pre-
histori period. Noange of olimato in
historic times. Climate ad the rise and fall
of eivilisatins. The need for individul and
collective public response to entiremmnt;
lessas to be learnd frm the d 41fall of past
oiviliatifn.



iv

PART III

hater Four

Art ahatrship in the understnding of
essential principles in historic developmet
and stylefs of architecture. Architecture
and arehsaology.Architeotare essentially
an art Of eratin.

COlate and the architetare of the Medi-
terraneathreugut the as. Climate
effects an essential aity in arahiteotural
development. Tbaefftot of alinate In the
intor-relation between Christian and IZlami
architecturos, and the Uak betseen these two
and the Ancient epoch.

the natinal style in re-
lation to taperaphy. Thick Urick wall
to shelter fram heat. ffect of heat an
lateral expansin; 'corrugated azrtae*
treatment of Walle

The problem of periodic a an its ef-
foot on the rising level of sub-sil water
threatening the strctural stabiliVt of th
superstruture. The praotie eo platfern
buildings. Bitunen mortar and burnt
briek. Cnstructimofetbrick arched drains.

limatiinfluence in comparing Qbadean
at Ad Asrian forms to Egptian. Vaulted
struotare and 4ool shade shelters. InfU
-roe of bric ktaterial an the evolution of

structural fens; the gresi of dMe evolutia
in mnereleant to brick region.

The mn tal expression of the Zuggarat
in relation to flat and naminant starry landoapaee



ypothesis of flat andape and the two-
imensianal1representatim in art. in-

acribed bricks and sculpturd tabletsare in
to be a signifiant and noteworthy cntribu-
tion to the art af architecture.

Palaoe laYet - horisatal and vertical as.
Composition effect of height as a guide in
the flat plain.

Climate and eart p in MoSPotatan
palace architectare cared with ailar
Aegean and later practice. The niche or
semi-dome recess are primary characteristic
forms of the brick regions. The two needs
of open air living and indoor shelter frmthe
heat brought open oeurt and asaive hara-
ter of wall; daily and namal changes of
temperatura and their effect an the house plan.
Assyrian and Babylanian houses are early evi-
dances of the ocurt cOstructed tye.

Nile. valley
Stone formation in the beam and post

element of strctural design: Der 3l-BaharI
and the geologic formation of the landsmpe.
Pyramidal form a distinctive feature of Ancient
Egyptian architenture.

Brick in gyptiaa arebitecture. Sir Flinders
Petrie's account of its use by the ancients
and the technical problems involved. Water
and Wlay in the sab-sil. Stateaents Vy J..
Richmond and Sir flinders Petrie an the struc-
tural problems in relatim to undergrond
water.

Climate and colaur in Eptian arhitecture.
Wpothesis n aslptural representation and li-
mate, stateamt V7 W.hey.

arly tpe At Zyptain peasant dltngsj
olay models at the A ahmaleaa nmuseum.

Th awindgwless interior and the problem of
ventilationj tracing early evidence of the
'badgert as a cooling and ventilating device
in the interiors of Egyptian houses. Slit
windows. Reflected light.

-1



vi

e Mgasn and the deeloont O lasial architecture

The nursery of later stone developed lassi-
eal arhiteoture in the Mediterranean islands of
the Aegean.
Arqhijqtectral studies fa the Palaceof Knesses.
Street architecture of an early Minoan seatown.
The 'lrmnti' eharaoter in the smse of an
ardent respn e to natural and elmlatic na-
tions. Developing en indigenas 'rnmntia'
character inte bditerranean *elassica" femas.
Climate and loal material in Asgean and flassi-
eal architecture. Stone and hill site levels
and its effect m planning; Outdoer and indoor
steps; Aegean columas.

The oliatie e bpnatin of .ertain aspeota
of planning - borrod lighting, air circulatin,
window opening& above dortaya.e Heating by
means of brazier*.

The ljow pitched roof in the Mediterrnean
zone. Rural and classical character of the
roof.0 The single plane of low pitoaed roof
also charaoterises rural landsape arhitecture
in the less arid northern )diterrnean o
and high altitdea.

thes. Stone in
the making o lndAcape; limestone is treaded
upon in the naturalterrace.st naebomposi-
tion in the atchitectural lndsoape design of
hilly elevated sites.

Tge * e tarked continuity and
unifority of type of house is to be attributed
to cliatej the research evidence of 3..Rider on
the hitory and development of the #Aient Greek
house. The place of the court in th living
ordr of the house; inclusin of s even air room
ing oaposition.

Open air livingqwould mean the "%antempla-
tive" attitude towards nature. Climate and
Greek Gods worship in the open air.

teetun la.oa g gtini aci

oletatioal arhiteetre relative to the ste
geologp and climate of the editerranan. The



Acrepelia a a a naatal example oflndae
regional arabiteett in the geographiaal and
lintie endititns of Gec. mhlle ex-

pression of elinate and environment in the
Temple religious edifie.e

The stratural and ardhitetural fUit Of
the coluxa. Boather c limate and the QOU ar
style of classic ardhiteoare*.. he portico
as a abeltred open air resort; a oMvering
from the sua and rain shwerr. Cels demsign
flutings and their anthetic prpzen. Artimula-
tion within the classic *position - neAtvae

Mediterranean light sad lassigg ldetails.
The quality of stene and its effect ca the exacet-
nans and precisin and endarance of entructedt
line and silhmatte. Intensity of mun-light
and its effect a the cleurdsurfan tof hbild-
ings. Glare of surface mteril. Prini-
ple o freflected light n eof themost inportant
annsideration in sathern arehitecture.

Practical and aesthetle aesideratios of the
effect of this refloted light frm paved ter-
race to building projections, mouldings, colum
and aulptaral deoration.

The clarity of the atmosphere and its ef-
fect on aistant views. Optical llusia as evi-
dence of conteplative design in clear light
conditins. elur and liate in Greek arhi-
teeture.

the Pompian.84"use
An aocoplished classical arrangement of

southern typ of house. Spaoo and voluame aeem-
positioaof attrium, peristyle and garden.
Southern light and the =anlu *%art.

open air theatre and the hil3y stom a
seape. Gyanasium court layout. AgerA -4Wthe
civic entre type and nket agoras. fhe stoas
ins elassical CaMOsition. COn d
streets - areade eestruted waika. anlten and
publi. seial life - the portein anm Civil
and reerational armhiteture



Viii

Rnan centribution in the limate orthe
Mediterranean. Oivil engineering works, water
services in aqueducts and architecture. Therm.
and fountains: expressia of an urban aial
splendour in Mediterranean climate. The
tharaster of Ran arobiteotare and its relatin
to Mediterranean culture. Development in
for multitudes. Wider column spaing and the
arch method of estruction for spacious in-
terior. Foramna, ilioas and palacs4 - simi-
lar principles of layout and town planning am-
position in the Mediterranean regima because of
general similarity of climatic cendtins.
Vitruvius a climate and planning.
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PART III

CHRSTIAN ARMHITNTR

Ourt artitecture and the bsiltmicanbah.
The narthon Moister oart an integral part

of peo e positin in southen latitude ourhes.
Basliean churchsa ad rgional character in the

North-oWestemr gion of the Mediterranean.

.. me and ehurdh des in nrt0 ad t.
tffootoftep arestan design In the north e The
buttresa and-window nreean Relation of rOen
to plan. Theory of the teunearr in relati
to he truotaral haraoter of North and eath.

Sbolic haracter of ithe roofin tort4outheron-
tic rtgions.

Inafgence Xelahassieal1pgre-

p1rt.ins. iellenic architecture im riao *hrhen.
Mutaed indiviality of Byzantine designs;
analraing alassieal formality sadByAntine
picturesque quality. Develepment of the #true-.
tural d&sign of a dame cevering over a eentral
aquare apae*. Mothed& of tmeaition from aguaxe
to cirenaar doet . The pendantivre. The of*-
feat of the dame on interior Planning and exterior
oOMPOsition. The done in relation to elassical
composition.

paired by its deserative treatent mt paxed with
Northern seleton famework well design. Solid

ahmaater of the dom elle1 in relation to Southern
elinate. Extension of the idea of thiek wall to
the dann roof as protection against solar heatad
light.

noisture and thus it is more to be0 found in Southern
Western Europe and teMountain reiens. This
N.W.o see of the Mediterranean *erresponds to the
Romaneage style of timber roofed abarvhesa, known
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also as "Med.tYpe to distinaguish it from the
Near Eastern barrel and dse designs.

In general zaantne architeoture and its vaulted
coering zresents the 'vernaalar' of the more
arit Mediterranean region East sad Suth of the
Mediterranean, Onrepnding to Mediterranean
clinate" prper of the geographers.

Terra cotta tiled dozed roof Ooveringalkan
ahurches and Turkish *aques. 4yantine raral

and landscape *haracter.

Wsantine dowstic arahiteture. Stne charac-
ter compared with nd-brick character.

Benaissance architeotare in Italy and the Gothic
style in the North. Cprative climatic
observatim in orthern and Suthern development
of Renaiesanea arohitecture.

Because the elements of ancient classical
architeetre ere evolved in rense to Mediter-
raean conditions of climate, their revival, *an-
tinuity and development were naturl and logical.
Elemnt of Gothic deir and their resp ne to
Northern winter coditions. The hih pitched
r-of oantructin of the North and its arhitectrnl
extpresian during the Penaissance in non-Mediterranean
countries. The dormr window and manar roof
in the Europea~n Renaissancecowpared with the
classioal roof and baluStrdeO f the suth. ClaSsi-
cal details in osrthern limates and the need for
their climatisatin. Critical approah and
analysis of aroiteotural details in response to
reginal enirraent should be within the scope
of actve nstialated tine art studies in architectural
schilarship.

thea 8 and Italy. The
eomrt i nortern and southern arahitecture. The

.naissance aurt with its fontain is a construted
open air lounge. Fountain the symbol of a southern
climate and in a similar sense to the fireplace, a
qybol of the cold north. lfty interiors and
columnar prticoes in sath and north.
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The baasanan both a revival and a develop-
ment. Arab influence reflected in Venetian art.
Influence of stone craftsmanship and deorative
art an Renaissance developmnt. "Qmattro Canto"
architecture.

Baroque tendency and the Mediterranean; at-
aorative ad struotral comosition of baroque design
amuld foms and their architectonic integrity.

Arabesque excessive flat surfa e treatment in 3asteza

Baroqe" or recoco manner.

P!anig The avenue and ourt ink Renaissanoe ceux
try palacese. Dvelopment in external Oivie cam-
Position; court in Reaisasance architecture om-
parud to that of Islmic planning. gocial funco
tien of street and open spaces. Gateway entrances
to streets and squaa. Medieval concept of
enclosed units in town planning eenpard with
baroque excessive dramtitatin.

*treet ahelter and the clenaded bridge.
Upper floor proticoes and their tscial function.
Rtegional planning devised by Alberti. climate
$nd the choice of a town siteS; effect of wind
on site and topographieobservation bill sites
and higher altitudes. Reflected heat an a town
from rocks* Evaporation and ventilation in on-
closed river or lake sites. Pssible to ad-
Just relative hvtdity y7planning. Canenience
in buildings with regard to limat. Ancient
devices.

Sbterrana vaulted shelter (correspond to
kerdab). Flow of cool air fromshadY paces.
Orientation of winter and mar roms. Size
of window in relatia to air irclatin.
Thiekness of wall and vetilatio. Wind factor
in planning.

.Alberti a the properties of building material.
ktect of weather a stonequarrying.Various
uses for timber according to type of wood and re-
sistance to climt*.

Water In ivicPlan inIportance of
aqueducts in the lifte and 'limate' of a Oity.
Mediterranean oeuntry residences and gardens of
the Renaissace period refle t a notable aspect
in seentar grandeur in edterremanonditions:
stene terraces, balustrades, loggias, water
treatment in fountkins, eaSadeas, etc.
Little change in the architeeture of Mediterranean
peasant commities thrughot history.
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aderying unity of artisti nexpressin in
TIslamic arehitecture - dliwatiC and geographioga
fasters in the umity of the Arab-Ilane regins
east a sath of the Mditennea.

Efect of penetration ofbrick-building tradi-
tion n MT alaMi4Oand NediterrsAeanstene arehitec.-
ture. astern decorative aaring values intro-
duced to classical stone material.

whit rabtm ea s ibrantl mwn, Der

(morecoe Kaaro palais oAl.
Mahatta, Ear37 deserthdecorativ art in tstne
carving. Quagr Amr - Prototyp in stone of
arid desert varannlr achievemmt. -aek of tiJmo
ber in such environment. led to Ourvilinear roer
barrel and semi--barre aul jtingj prote"p0&1a)-

a-ble of being dgeelopd to a regional stylistic
achievement.

o the surt (Sahn)
Street gateWys to the sahn encleiare. Arthi-m
tetural and social siitianse of the openspace
which inconstreeted as a central part and 4ee-

00ours of the mosque.sEarly *COurA temples* in the
sts - discoveries of festettff at Dura

Europas also biblialtevideno .telating the
vernacular qualitin$" Sthorn latiudeat huse

to sque yt th f the
saered RHuseOf SGhttntzepared t o asimilarinter--
relation of tte sand athedral in the north.

Treatmentof aiurrountingert e).losure by
""aI iven s (helter rooms) formed often in brick

regioae by r"petition of niche bays [a half dame
in vertical acetion over a rectaglar spase].

riok traditions andassoiated oeleured tiled
fabrics in Islamic arthitetture. Glin~ae, material
and colour in dry weather of south*=n Mediterraneano

The felatain in the Bahn.
The u'sanOtaarY" or eevered floor apaeo for in-.

deer gatherings and prayer during period* of ex-
trene heat and cold* Sheltered street or
galle ry-eal approach to the sanatuary fram the
bazaar. The arahitectural attempt to bring
into a unity the saha with the sanotuary jan-
ter ior. Nihrab and Mairbar (pulpit).v
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Minart ter - its funation and arebiteo-
tural exprea inT. e Minaret in the oaosi-
tion af the towj its aesthetic dharacter and
physical servi as a aak Do and the
de'velopment t mosque design. Domd Saints'
sanoetaries.

sifto e to4t1@.notia. Theeffect
of a dry 7ami-arid limate an the use of o lur
in exterior decorative art campared with there-
latively danp atmosphere of the North. An unde.
lyiAg climatie influence at work in the develer-
mnt of the use of colur in the sath and
moulded forma in the north. It should also
be relevant to aeramio andclay work trend to
colour and natural stone trd to nuld.

tindow design in the religiws art of the
south compared with the north - the piered type
of window grille and northern stained glass win-
dow. Lighting and interior colour camposi-
tion. The striking transitin frm interior
lighting to outdoor surroundings. Glare and
the celeur omposit nrestful effect in the tiled
sur-faced exterior.

Soreen partitio in samthern climate affects
flexibility ad ai1plicity in general Planning;
Opposed to anti-draught plnning and cosy in-
terior in Northern planning. Latticed woodwork
in Nahrablya and partition.

valted interior and drmer lighting.
The protective barier of wall and roof in slaniu
architecture compared with the skeleton frae-
work and windw development of northern require-
Wmnts. be structural tanoter of the dome
in relation to heat and climatic omitians in
northern and southern latitudes.

Islamie decorative art at its best when it
bears a due relationship to the strataral de-
sign, rffect of religious decortive art and
repreentatica on the general haracters lear
distintion of Christian and Islamic ardhiteature.



The essential unity of editerran tases
throughst tiMe and places and the Islaic varia-
tiento this theme. Early origin of the arien-
tal tye of house - dismoveris at Dura uro.
Biblieal and tol-lere evidence. JorsfWld's pa-

count of Abbaid hoas. The oentra scurt
and reptiti s of eus within th se to
suit the seasos and Mial need -haramuk
[private househelA) and saloalk [reeptio

quarter a The g4 ort enu tt orientatinof
reans to four aspecta s to tthe time of da
an" sea$=*. The semi..epen space - iwan or
tax"&. *ffectt of iwan or tarm in refleated
lighting to interior rooms and generous air

tireulatio. Large protected window-penings
in taa . Airc r o ation and o ight of in-
terior. Adjusting a drought breeze in
southelan i is a plannigi s*

E~h- auser cool shelter - a sub-
terrnean valted streure daring nl r
affternlans; nee for barrier against fieloe out-
side heat Meanlesmast surfae exposure.
Prtble of lighting and vsntilatiln in the
terdab. Indireet source throuh stairs of
upper floor grille is sufficient. Healthy
dry un-heated air and the badgeer methd of
oling and ventilation in the xerab.

vertical iVchntn of WOupants to flat open
roof in swmr evenings. The sooial function
of the roe and its fol.k-lore. sleeping
Pavilionan the roof*ec a estes forwater
sentainers in the wallt Other eleent Sin
design. Xethod Of Oesting aroulated mosaios
over such recesses. Vaulted esiling an
ground floor. Timber structure an top floors.*
Need -to guard against damp rot and ravages of
ant s. gaSbsoil problems and dilapidation.

Decorative art of irrigation by channel and
water displsy in garden. influence ofrain-
fail on the seale and aharacter of gardens.
Parkland of the north and the meal1 scale
charaoter of the enolesed gardens of the outh.

Arab andlSatern tradlition of gardening in
Spain is a rich source of stair. 3Spanish
garden art and architecture - the influence of
stone geological foration on the garden art of

-- I
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PART IV

TIE PRESENT TRAVSITIO 4 AD MEDITERRAREAN CULTURE

Modern north-weatern civilisation penetrat-
ing to all areas of the editerranean region
and bringing a transitional change. Modern
civilisation tends to be independent of natural
environment. This trend is refected in
modern architecture. Divorce of scientific
thought from artistic content is the nature of
the present problem.

Technics and the place of art in world
unity. Regional styles helped by modern
technics. Consolidation of regional charac-
ter into *national culture'. Means within
present e ducation to cultivate spirit and body
towards environment if an objective editer-
ranean attitude is to be realised. Im-
portance of education in ttems of environment
to relate modern scientific knowledge of familiar
local surroundings. $ecessary to derive
first-hand knowledge by such early outdoor ob-
servation. The open air theatre.

Serious lack of appreciating or under-
standing of rural character at present; archi-
tects to be trained to their visual environ-
ment. Effect of architectural training
abroad on departmental office work. The
social and political significance of regional
character. Arab unity should aim to help
to foster the growth of an artistic outlook in
the near future.



nt-ic al

alimatic Iadtos ffect of viter emn-
ftrvation and its Plannetdistributinttn
future settlements. Co-ordination of inter-
related planM01 in a rgnItal sahm S
Diagnosis of se anses, for disease and dism-
cussion of role of regional plAning fori-

proving the general health canditions.
Better climatico seditions of particular dis-w
tricts could be realised in a foresight aow
erft*ata regianal planning.

Modern tohnial atvace in distvering
and utilI water soure s helsa toPromote
a stable cuwltual life. eg U at and
Pesllahten eultivatera) settlemt a desirable
need. Improveet of omitivated oasesain
desrt surr u.ndn is an interesting ftlr
problem.

iOter planning and mdrauli c ntaerved
power. an between use of pwoer and
demestic and eaftsman work services. Re-
lati.on of agriapltur to fabrio and textile
art inustry.

Porestation and its effect on relative
humidity of a region. TWO-Ofold effect Of
trees - they aot as a filtering *Sant against
the worst ntanoe of dust and reinforce the
loose shif ting sand, therety helping ulftiva-
tions forestation for building timber.

Prospeat fhigh altitude Sanm$ as
summer reaerts. Importance of historic and
arohae*oJOicalsites I& fUtura panig
Landsoape *and civil ongineeringporamt
Aesthetic expressian of water in the regional

lanaeae.Quarries for building anterial
aculd play a great part in preserving regioal
caacnter of a district instead of importing
unsuitable alien products.&

ar-oen aininga- noai. .. ngA

demioes &to. are to be regarded an auxiliary
services. Same physical adaptation to
climate is to be secured., it works for better
energy and healthl aeeptance of lisdtatieft,

MEGMI"nA9Aem
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Of now forms of conserved ear in ma'Isphyaial
existence in nature.

Rural Plannina ang the Naditerranan l$mate
The dae recognitionof the integrity of the

village settlemnt microcosm of Southern Agri-
eultural oauntry N; future prospet of
its sympathetic editerranean architetural ex-
pressian cold be a ascientiousdevelopmnt
stialateg by a now responsive art sohelarship.

Climate and the architectural copsition
of the village settlement. The compaet
grouped type of village.

Principles of physic related to planning
for a00lness. Geol ventilation in relation
to village and tomn planning.

AAal VgIINLe and their cellular open
court composition. The place of the minot
or church tower in editerrwan villages.
Regional character and the new eolonial village
settlements.

Chater ton

The relation of agriculture to urban de-
velopment. Need to guard against presAt ten-
deancy for modernaons to be independent of en-
virament, The less= of past civilizations
should be studied in thie ennectian.

The town as a nursery of craftmanshp to
serve village requirements *Interonnection of
stable agriculture and local iadustry. Suk
activities dependent on the proerity of rural
oountryside.

The- ak as a workshop in temas. Need
for a~~oo~j~eamer envirmemnt in the oak,
Shelter against 'heat means a roof severing;
"to .stru t shaW" a primazy necessity of
Mediterranean town planning is reflected in
auk design.



mn

Air mwo -ts between open and stady parts
of urban envineant. Vertical air cirnla.
tin by means of "badgeer". Design of open
plaoes in towns to be thought of in terms of
air monnts through gateways andtOPenings to
s4ady parts.

eoaed to the agarden city" idea for Medi-
terranean onditins. One aspect of toan
planning is to cater for both ammer and winter
requirements - protection against heat and esld.

D,.apo sof the unhealthy atmospherio
osnditions of existing towns. Particular
remedy in each ease is dependent n 1ocal topo-
gaphy and relative eistr in the atnehre.
Effect of gardens atnd inrased vegetatin on
climatio nitions in hot aindtena. Cor-
espondingly, reduotion of moisture is the problem

in the local humid areas. The centrOl Of
olizate andatmosphere ust be exrisnd for the
publie benefito

Jagiamye. The effect of a poor dran-
age qrtem a the urban health onditions.
Gardening'in relation to drainage. Principle
of applying comressed air in the problem of
town waste.

Boggisan-Fic p1 PrOcSS. Overcaining the
dilapidated appearance of towns and the dangerOus
effects of sb-soil water an town buildings.
Social effect of associations of bad drainage
a preat arehitectural appreciation. chnical

and seientific advance said help to nauish
and healthily maintain the regional arhitetural

Acter.ntwnpatesi

ig-aist vis f ibondevelopment.Tow
texpansian culd be cetrolled by determining an
outer garden belt or agriulturl zone.
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The housig progEblen. New housing
suburbsflackaSLregional civic expression.
Traditional eurtdesig pattOrn versus European
cottage type. Possibility of the Onrt thme
variation for the prospect of architeotaral co-
position. The classical exaple of the
Popeian house provides an inspiring coposi-
tion capable of infinite variatio. Modern
methodsfa urban sewage shld make it posei-
ble to develop the ocurto r patio arrangemnt
to a healthy and oereatianal advantage, expres-
sive of southern vaba space design.

Adjustment for winter requirements.
Open air loggias facing the wan; thick walls
and =all windows also provide protection against
winter cold. Dangers of indoor heating by
means of a central brazier. Research anthe
ill effect of over-heated interiors. The
use of a deep reaessed fireplaoe in winter rooms

[Dewa ghana}. Southem expzssion of the fire-
place.

Relatio of modern scientific advance in
cooling and heating to the theory sad practice
of arthiteotare.

Chapter eleven

A10HITECT12L DESIGNT AND BUILDIMB MATERA

Rght response to building material an
important fator in design* Building ma-
terial and civti design. Analysis of oharac-
ter of existing towns and villages with regard
to use of and weathering of buildig material
is a helpful and stWimuating StUdY.
Ardhiteotare ang the need for scientific re-
searoh into the nature and properties of build-
ing Material. such researah sold help to
prepare and clntivate the primary building mater.
ial for architects and loa oraftown. Lan6e
sanpe s tsbuilt-apenvirnent. h Praotical
measu~res to maintain the 100al character of a
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teen, The responsibilities of inioipalities
and local antherities.

tiensof -Climate: heat strsnes, M±ituze ad
rnflOntiVe light. In research the tedhnica
effioaqY Of efficientrsistanoe a4 the esteh-
tie consideration of colour and textu are to
be inseparable. Technial ad arhitectural
disadvantages of reintorcedeenote s4 a gur.
face building aterial in Xediternneas climate.
Effect of steel and ivinmerced enorete an the
Mediteranean character of the wall.

Reviving saruated and vaulted structures
with the preparation of good building material
nd the training of building labour. The

historic resources of the past provide a scope
for Euch a study and itsdevelopmnt.

hildina nterial.and the "th.. Rin pr
Oeso. Need for climatic data and district
obseration, analysis of prerties VO building
material and surrudingatmosPhere is a further
help. Quality of mortar in brick joint to be
related to the method of rain and heat resistance.
Developing brick i s inwrlatin to mortar,
its tile oharnster and the atrnactural advntage to
wall thiokness and pleasing texture appearanc*.

Elasticity of building material in rel.
tien to temperature changes. Comparian of
briok paving and marble - relative power of heat
and light reflection. Intens radiation from
corrugated iron roof. and partitions.

I wvice of renftorced4 uaa te in the
sub-soil Conditions in the plains. The pile
method of construction,, the use of reinforced
concrete can help to preserve a flourishing
clay brick tradition with associated ceramic art,
combining structural endUrance and regional
arhiteetaral character.

Stone building tradition in hily and
rocy regions. Rapasibility of loeal authori-
ties to preserve this tradition by tantrolling
use of alien building material in positive
Solutla. Helping to provide suitable
building material.
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Te need for a good upply of tiber1bry
governntal aid to forestation. Neoessi-
ty for -o-1rdinted rmsearvh with regard to
sitability o timber for various builng

needs.
Need to develop Zoal vegetation for

matting and famishins that will help to ef-
feot oMoler interior and suitable local ebwa-
ter. beed partitis instead toncorra-
gated iren. Detrol of giaas wall surfases
and southern wall character.


